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Abstract

In this work we report on the development progress of a cold atoms platform to demonstrate a model of quantum computation known as deterministic Quantum computing with One Clean Qubit (DQC1). This is a novel class of algorithms where interactions between qubits enable nonclassical correlations other than entanglement, namely discord. We aim to demonstrate the DQC1 protocol using a scheme in which the information processing is realized on cold neutral rubidium atoms through the cNOT gate based on a Rydberg blockade. The implementation of this protocol imposes very stringent requirements on the cloud of atoms: to realise the cNOT gate with high fidelity it is required that a full Rydberg blockade is operating throughout the extent of the ensemble. This means that a cloud of atoms needs to have a radius below approximately $5\,\mu\text{m}$ (for Rydberg states of atoms $n = 43$).

A dipole trap system was designed and implemented during the course of this PhD with the aim of satisfying these experimental constraints. In our setup, a vapour of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ is first trapped in a Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) and cooled to sub-Doppler temperatures. The atoms are then subsequently trapped in the dipole trap. Our dipole trapping setup is based on a high numerical aperture lens (NA=0.53) to achieve a sub-micron trapping potential and simultaneously observe trapped atoms with a micrometre resolution. According to the design and the optical tests, the system is capable of creating the trapping potential with about $1\,\mu\text{m}$ waist and $4\,\mu\text{m}$ Rayleigh length.

The aim of this work was to examine and optimise experimental conditions under which the dipole trap should be operated, so that the sufficiently small trap for the DQC1 algorithm can be obtained in the future. For characterisation, a trap of a bigger volume (about $6\,\mu\text{m}$ waist and $28\,\mu\text{m}$ length) was setup instead of using the full capacity of the system. This enhanced the atom loading procedure and provided more convenient conditions for experiments. The temperature of atoms was typically around $250\,\mu\text{K}$, and the trap lifetime ($2.5\,\text{s}$) was limited by the background collisions, which indicates that the vacuum was maintained on the expected level of $10^{-9}$ Torr. The key findings of the thesis are that the properties of the atoms reservoir (MOT temperature and density), and the loading processes (intensity of MOT beams), need to be optimised to be able to load a micrometre size trap. These findings are instrumental for the future implementation of the DQC1 protocol and also have implications for other protocols founded on the use of a Rydberg blockade.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Quantum technology is a cutting-edge research field focused on the development of tools and devices which can potentially revolutionize modern society in many aspects. It consists of four main research areas: quantum sensors, computing, metrology and cryptography. A quantum computer could potentially threaten internet security systems in the future, while quantum cryptography would establish a new unbreakable method for data encryption\(^1\). In fact, the impact of quantum technologies on modern science is well-established. For instance, in 2015 the interferometer with an enhanced sensitivity\(^2\) [1] (LIGO) was able to detect gravitational waves for the very first time in history [2]. An interest in quantum technologies goes far beyond their academic scope, as there are already attempts toward commercialized solutions, such as highly sensitive gravimeters [3, 4] and atomic clocks [5]. Gravimeters based on atomic fountains could have applications in numerous fields, from fundamental physics to navigation and geophysics. Atomic clocks, on the other hand, could be used in applications requiring time synchronization over short periods, such as GPS receivers. These and many other applications are covered by the broad term Quantum technologies.

Regarding quantum computing, the field still requires thorough investigation and development of new experimental methods to overcome the technological difficulties. Even commercial companies such as Google, NASA and IBM have invested heavily in this area. In 2015, D-wave proudly announced a processor based on over one thousand qubits that gave

\(^1\)Quantum cryptography is a method to establish secure, private encryption keys. Quantum cryptography assumes that a sender and receiver establish a private key for data encryption using both a public and quantum channel. The information transmitted through the quantum channel is encoded by quantum particles, whereas the public channel is used to exchange instructions that allow the interpretation of the quantum channel. Due to the no-cloning theorem, one cannot eavesdrop the quantum channel without being noticed. In this sense, it is an unbreakable method for data encryption.

\(^2\)Sensitivity of LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) was enhanced using squeezed states of light allowing to pass standard quantum limit. This belongs to a domain of quantum metrology.
an answer for an NP-hard\textsuperscript{3} computational task and beat the best known classical solvers [6]. However, its architecture is such that this powerful computer is not universal and limited only to certain specific optimization problems, namely Ising models or clause problems [7]. Another attempt from IBM created a device consisting of 5 qubits, and the company shared its resource with users around the world via the cloud. This was beneficial in so far as testing and developing quantum algorithms [8, 9], but even though the device is quite flexible, 5 qubits do not provide sufficient computational power for practical applications. Simultaneously, work on a 5 qubits computer based on ions was reported in 2016 [10], with a potential to expand the system further. To give an insight into current state-of-the-art applications, three distinctive platforms and their challenges are briefly introduced in following paragraphs.

Photonics is an approach based on encoding qubits in the quantum state of single photons, typically their polarization or phase. Encoding and manipulating qubit in photons is relatively easy using linear optics, while controlled gates are challenging due to the lack of interactions between single photons. The solution to this problem was proposed in [11] where ancilla photons and post-selection of events are used to perform controlled gates which exploits only linear optics. Ancilla photons can be obtained in nonlinear processes, such as spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) [12]. This concept was successfully demonstrated on a small reprogrammable optical circuit with 6 qubits [13]. Even though photonics proved itself to be useful in testing the fundamental principles of quantum computing, scalability appears to be a fundamental challenge due to the low efficiency in creating ancilla photons.

Cold ions are arguably considered the most advanced platform to implement quantum information processing. This platform benefits from high experimental standards since ions are well studied and commonly used in mass spectrometry and atomic clocks. Typically, ions are trapped in Paul trap [14], which emerges from a combination of static and oscillating electric potentials. The linear Paul trap provides harmonic potential, in which ions form a 1D array, with spacing determined by repulsive Coulomb force between individual ions [15]. In this configuration, ions are individually addressed by lasers which encode qubits in the hyperfine structure of the ion’s ground state. The proposal to use coulomb interactions between (not necessarily neighbouring) ions in order to perform conditional two-qubit gates

\textsuperscript{3}NP stands for nondeterministic polynomial time. NP is a complexity class of all decision problems, whose answer can be verified in polynomial time if an instance of the problem is given. NP-hard is a class of NP decisions problems.
was introduced in [16], demonstrated in [17] and is now a leading technique to perform high fidelity gates [18]. Scalability of this system is limited by the number of ions which can be achieved in a single linear Paul trap, typically less than ten ions. One of the possible solutions regarding expanding the system is ions shuttling through space between separate Paul traps. Development of this technique is based on microfabrication of segmented Paul traps [19–21] and might allow scaling of the system up to one thousand qubits before ion shuttling at long distances destroys the coherence of the system. Another approach towards scalability is based on the entanglement of selected ions from any two traps using photonics [22] and entanglement swapping [23]. In this technique, an ion pumped with an appropriate pulse laser emits a single photon which is entangled with ion’s internal state. Then, two such prepared photons from different ions are combined on a 50:50 beam splitter and measured with single-photon detectors. The detection heralds Bell states of photons and creates an entanglement of ions [24, 25]. In practice it is likely that both methods, photonic and ion shuttling, will have to be combined in order to reliably scale up an ion-based quantum computer.

The platform which is discussed in this thesis, cold neutral atoms, is another advanced approach toward quantum information processing [26]. Neutral atoms, similarly to ions, benefit from excellent frequency standards and therefore are a popular platform in quantum technologies, especially quantum sensors. Due to their polarizability, neutral atoms are usually stored in the optical traps formed by the oscillating electric field of laser beams far detuned from the atomic transitions. An optical trap can be made in a form of optical lattice [27, 28], where the periodic potential is produced by the interference of coherent light. This enables the creation of a well-defined 3D structure of densely packed single atoms with approximately 5 \(\mu\text{m}\) distance between them [29]. Another approach is known as dipole traps [30], also called optical tweezers, which are typically achieved by focusing a high power laser beam. With optical tweezers it is possible to create a two dimensional array of traps (Figure 1.1) with a micrometer precision in a relatively convenient way, using programmable phase modulator [31, 32]. The opportunity to create a 2D or 3D arrays of traps is very interesting, as many quantum protocols require special geometries of traps to enhance the correlations between qubits [33, 34]. Both techniques, optical lattices and dipole traps, allow the accurate manipulation of neutral atoms through the laser-induced dipole moment and due to a low interaction of neutral atoms with the environment [35] provide long coherence.
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Figure 1.1: The first experiment showing single atoms trapping using dipole trap method and SLM (Spatial Light Modulator). Source [31]

time of a few seconds [36]. The typical trap depth of optical tweezers is in the range of millikelvin, and the main advantage of this method is that the trapping does not depend on the internal structure of the ground state. It is very convenient, because the hyperfine structure may then be easily exploited in experiments for encoding quantum information. Therefore, qubits are typically encoded in the ground state of alkali atom, while their initialization and detection are performed by optical pumping and fluorescence detection [37, 38]. One-qubit gates can be performed with very high fidelity [39, 40] using microwaves [41, 42], stimulated Raman transitions [43, 44], or a combination of microwaves with Stark shifting light [45–49]. Two-qubits gates are still a challenge in the platform, and their fidelity still remains insufficient for quantum error correction. Controlled gates can be realised by a photon exchange between atoms [50] or exploiting collisional interactions [51–53], but the most successful so far were Rydberg interaction mediated gates [54–60] achieving up to 0.81 fidelity. Even though the fidelity of controlled gates remains the main issue to address, the scalability of the system is promising and systems with hundreds of qubits have now been successfully implemented [29, 32, 61]. The number of qubits implemented with optical traps is limited mostly by the available laser power, but this difficulty can be solved by the appropriate development of laser techniques, potentially scaling up the system up to thousands of qubits. However, the loading time of an array of single atoms rises exponentially with the number of traps, and increasing the number of traps soon becomes unfeasible. This issue is typically addressed through appropriate laser cooling which increases loading efficiency [62], or by
spatial rearrangement of a semi-loaded lattice using atoms shuttling [63]. Nonetheless, scaling up the system by simply extending the size of the lattice may not be sufficient for many computational tasks, therefore hybrid solutions need to be sought. For instance, two qubits from two distinctive traps can be coupled with each other through cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [64], which is considered to be a separate platform for quantum computing and is not covered in this review.

These and many other examples show that quantum computing has just entered the next research phase known as the second quantum revolution. This means that scientists have managed to prepare and control well-defined qubits and to implement a set of universal gates with fidelity high enough to perform quantum computations. These quantum computing models are generally based on the manipulation of qubits in pure states and the exploitation of entanglement to implement logic gates. However, even if these conditions are satisfied for a small number of qubits, scalability remains a challenge and the computational power is usually limited by the system architecture. There are however non-standard approaches toward quantum computing which are also in the scope of current research, which unlike in standard approach, do not operate with pure qubits and entanglement. Deterministic Quantum Computing with One Clean Qubit (DQC1) [65] is a novel class of algorithms where only one control qubit is required to be in an almost pure state, while the target ensemble of qubits is initially prepared in a mixed state. In this case, interactions between atoms enable non-classical correlations other than entanglement, namely discord. In [66] it was proposed that discord would provide sufficient quantum enhancement to solve a particular class of classically-intractable computations. Although DQC1 does not provide universal computation, it can provide exponential speedup for specific classically intractable computational tasks. While having a suitable platform to implement DQC1, this protocol creates the opportunity to be easily extended by additional qubits in ensembles, and hence a scaling up of the computational power is much more easily obtained. Interestingly, the increase in speed offered by this algorithm is not affected by reducing the purity of the control qubit, until it reaches a threshold (purity $\alpha \geq 0.5$) when the protocol fails [65].

In [67] the concept of DQC1 was applied to a trivial case, with only one qubit in the target ensemble using photon-based architecture. The result of the experiment was enough to prove the computational utility of mixed states. Although this was a very important step, it was not sufficient to prove that the protocol would also work with a large number of qubits in a target ensemble. This research was limited by the physical properties of the system that
was used [68]. Nevertheless, there exist systems which are a more natural choice for the DQC1 protocol, where it is easier to increase the number of qubits, for instance NMR [69] or cold neutral atoms [70]. As an example, the Jones polynomial was approximated using the architecture based on four liquid state NMR qubits exploiting carbon nuclei structure [71]. Although the algorithm was successfully performed with four qubits, the question of where the limit on scaling up the system is, before noise and control errors of the system destroy the computational advantage, remained unanswered.

Our project is the first attempt to use atoms to demonstrate and scale up the DQC1 protocol. Initially, we aim to demonstrate the DQC1 protocol for just a few atoms in the target ensemble to verify the model’s prediction from [70], using a scheme in which the information processing is realised through a \(cNOT\) gate based on Rydberg blockade [55]. This proposal imposes highly stringent requirements on the experimental realization: a full Rydberg blockade operating throughout the extent of the ensemble is necessary to perform \(cNOT\) gate with high fidelity (Figure 1.2a). Although a local Rydberg blockade has been already observed in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), the sample size exposed to laser light was much bigger than the blockade radius and hence only partial blockade could be achieved [72, 73]. Dipole traps are a possible solution to that problem, as they benefit from tight confinement [30]. Recently, a full Rydberg blockade was demonstrated on two [56, 74] and three atoms [75] and also on three ensembles consisting of many atoms [76] proving the utility of dipole traps to implement schemes for fast quantum gates based on neutral atoms [54, 55]. Cold Rubidium atoms in dipole traps seem a good and effective approach, as it is possible to load micrometre-size dipole traps with a controllable number of atoms, ranging from one to many, by varying the trap’s parameters and loading rate [77–79]. In this way, a cloud of atoms in a dipole trap can be easily extended by adding atoms and hence increasing the computational power of DQC1.

Cold atoms are therefore a natural platform to perform DQC1 and test when the experimental noise limits the protocol while expanding the system with many qubits. In our proposal, atoms are first cooled down and trapped in a vacuum chamber using a Magneto-Optical Trap playing the role of a reservoir from which a dipole trap containing \(N\) atoms can be loaded. Two individually addressable traps for the control and target ensemble can be created either by combining two optical tweezers or by using a Spatial Light Modulator. A \(cNOT\) gate on the atom in dipole traps can then be performed by Raman beams and a very strong blue laser light, using a scheme that involves Electromagnetically Induced
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(a) Rydberg blockade

(b) Pair of optical tweezers

FIGURE 1.2: Pattern of dipole traps with a single atom loading and many atoms loading. (a) All of atoms in the ensemble need to be within the scope of Rydberg blockade to implement DQC1. (b) The confinement of atoms into the desirable pattern of a single atom in the control and multiple atoms in the ensemble is realised by two dipole traps. Dipole traps are depicted here as a two (far detuned) focused laser beams, which attract atoms in vicinity of the focal plane where the laser intensity is the highest. Two dipole traps are in the distance of few micrometers to ensure that the Rydberg blockade mechanism works.

Transparency.

Since this proposal is very ambitious and requires many different experimental stages to be integrated, the work presented in this thesis is focused only on the development of the experimental apparatus for dipole trapping. The aim is to achieve the optical tweezers which satisfy the requirement of the DQC1 protocol, namely to trap a cloud of atoms with a controllable number of atoms to provide enough confinement to enable a Rydberg Blockade. The first step consists of creating an appropriate reservoir of atoms (MOT), which is dense and cold enough for loading a dipole trap. The next step is to design and implement an optical system dedicated to the dipole trapping with an embedded imaging system for detection of atoms. The design needs to then be implemented and merged with the existing apparatus and tested to confirm the design predictions. Finally, the physical properties of the dipole trap should be tested to assess its utility for the protocol processing, such as the temperature of trapped atoms, atomic cloud’s size, and cloud lifetime. These measurements will give the ultimate answer whether the dipole trapping is suitable for the DQC1 protocol or whether it requires further improvements.
1.2 Thesis outline

The thesis is divided into five main sections.

- The following chapter 2 is a theoretical introduction to the physics behind the project: how can the DQC1 protocol be implemented with cold atoms. It starts with basics of quantum computing theory and an explanation of the DQC1 algorithm in detail. Then, the atomic structure, light matter interactions exploited in laser cooling and dipole trapping of rubidium atoms are presented. The chapter is concluded with a detailed proposal of the DQC1 realization with cold atoms.

- In chapter 3 the experimental apparatus and the underlying physics principles are thoroughly explained. It covers the cooling method and vacuum system description, including schemes of the laser system and an ultimate MOT diagnostics.

- In chapter 4 the design of the dipole trapping system with embedded imaging system is presented. The chapter includes first a consideration over the technical requirements of the design enriched by the theoretical introduction to optics design. Then, a full scheme of optical components is proposed along with the analysis of the expected system performance. Finally, the chapter 4 provides a description of implementation in the laboratory on the optical bench, testing procedure and measurements of the optical system quality.

- The last experimental chapter 5 shows the way from dipole trap implementation to characterization of its properties. It starts with remarks on the experimental approach toward dipole trap detection and imaging system signal calibration. When the procedure of dipole trap detection is established, the main interesting features of the dipole trap are measured: atoms temperature, number of atoms in the trap, estimation of trap depth, trap lifetime and losses mechanism.

- chapter 6 provides the discussion of our results and an outlook into the future work based on the results obtained in this thesis.
Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Theoretical background of quantum computation

In 1965, a co-founder of Intel, Gordon Moore, predicted that the computational power, based on number of transistors on a silicon chip, would double every 18 months. His predictions were not too far from the truth, as the computational speed has doubled approximately every two years. The increase in transistor numbers etched into a silicon wafer was accompanied by a decrease in size of transistors. Although, transistors of size 5 nm have already been achieved, (14 to 20) nm transistors are used today in commercially available devices. If the progress in information technology continues at the same speed, by 2020 the size of a processing unit will reach the theoretical limit\(^1\), beyond which quantum effects will become significant. This is one of many reasons why research in quantum computing deserves special attention.

Initially the term quantum computation was used to refer to classical computers based on quantum mechanical systems. The current concept of quantum computation was developed about thirty years ago, when a few scientists (Manin, Yu. I. 1980, Feynman, R. P. 1982, Deutsch, David 1992) considered theoretically the possibility of employing quantum systems as platforms for computation. This idea may be successfully summed up by a quote from Richard Feynman ‘Because nature isn’t classical...’. The idea of quantum computing remained almost unnoticed up until 1994 when mathematician Peter Shor presented a quantum algorithm for integer factorization. This big breakthrough increased interest in quantum information and triggered more theoretical research. It was shown that for some

\(^1\)Current technology is limited by the length of channel in transistor. The atom-to-atom spacing on a crystalline silicon surface is on the order of 0.5 nm. That puts a theoretical limit on the channel length of about 1 nm. Moreover, if the channel is shorter than approximately 6 nm quantum effect such as quantum tunnelling impact the behaviour of transistors.
complex computational tasks a significant speed up can be obtained using quantum algorithms [80]. Moreover, there are theoretical proofs that some computational tasks can only be solved by quantum resources [81–85], in other words they are classically intractable. Such a development immediately resulted in the understanding of the great advantages of quantum information theory and showed how important further experimental research in this direction can be.

The aim of this section is to introduce and discuss the concept of the DQC1 protocol. A summary of the mathematical basics of quantum computing, which is important for the discussion, will be introduced first. Therefore the concepts of quantum computing, qubits, quantum gates for one and more qubits, and eventually quantum algorithm will be covered in following sections.

2.1.1 Quantum computing

The concept of a quantum computing (QC) device is in some way analogous to a classical computer, but the difference lies in the principles of quantum operations and information theory, as well as in the properties of the physical system in which the information is encoded. In classical information, data are represented by binary digits that are called bits. Information bits, (it is ‘1’ or ‘0’ logic unit), are associated with the state of some physical system, such as high and low voltage in a circuit. The memory which stores the value of a bit is called register. The computing unit needs to process information by performing a sequence of logical operations (gates).

In a quantum computer, any two level quantum systems can be exploited as a quantum bit. However, not all physical systems can become good computing units. In 2000 David DiVincenzo identified the criteria [86] that identify possible and viable resources for quantum computing. According to his work, there are five main requirements for quantum computation:

- Scalability - capability of a system of qubits accompanied with suitable processing tools to be extended (scaled up).
- Initialization - the ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a pure state.
- Coherence - the coherence time of the state of physical system should be much longer than the gate-operation time.
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- Universality - a set of logic operations (quantum gates) which will enable to perform universal computation.

- Read out - a possibility of qubit-specific measurement.

and also two additional requirements related to linking two independent, spatially separated systems, which are called ‘quantum computing networkability’:

- Transmit - creating movable qubits which will transport information among immobile qubits.

- Interconvert - capability to exchange the state of movable qubits with immobile ones.

Table 2.1 presents a short summary of different physical systems and their utility for QC. The approach to the topic which DiVincezo presented has become an unofficial set of requirements which are widely used by scientist in QC. This acceptance of DiVincenzo’s proposition is based on the belief that only pure entanglement can be a useful resource of computational power. However, there are also ‘unconventional’ algorithms that could perform specific computation without entanglement, exploiting other non-classical correlations, such as quantum discord. These non-classical algorithms are very interesting, promising and yet very controversial, as the role of non-classical correlations in quantum information is still not well understood. However, before delving into the topic of non-conventional quantum algorithms, a few definitions from quantum information theory need to be introduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical System</th>
<th>Quantum Computation</th>
<th>QC Networkability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Initialisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapped Ions</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Atoms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity QED</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid State</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Miscellaneous physical systems and their utility to perform QC. Empty space denotes that there are no known viable approaches; ✓ denotes that a potentially viable approach has been proposed but there is no known sufficient proof of principle; ✓✓ means that potentially viable approach has achieved sufficient proof of principle.
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2.1.2 Mathematical formalism of quantum computing

Qubit

The most fundamental unit of a quantum processor is a quantum memory unit called qubit, which is the analogue to the classical bit. A qubit is described by a pure state

\[ |\Psi\rangle = \alpha |0\rangle + \beta |1\rangle \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where the complex amplitudes satisfy \( \alpha^2 + \beta^2 = 1 \) and the vector basis is

\[ |0\rangle = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2a)

\[ |1\rangle = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2b)

The state of a system of \( N \) qubits is represented by the tensor product

\[ |\Psi\rangle = |\Psi_1\rangle \otimes |\Psi_2\rangle \otimes \ldots \otimes |\Psi_N\rangle \]
\[ = c_{00\ldots00} |00\ldots00\rangle + c_{00\ldots01} |00\ldots01\rangle + \ldots + c_{11\ldots11} |11\ldots11\rangle \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

To understand what the advantage of a quantum memory is, one needs to compare it to the classical bit. \( N \) classical bits give the opportunity to store \( 2^N \) combinations of zeros and ones, but \( N \) classical bits will encode only one from all of these possibilities. According to equation (2.3), where the state of qubit is described by \( 2^N \) terms, \( N \) qubits can encode all from \( 2^N \) possibilities simultaneously.

However, another more general concept will be used further in DQC1 for states description. Since the DQC1 exploits pure and mixed\(^2\) quantum states, a so called density matrix is introduced as it is able to describe not only pure quantum states, but also mixed states. It is defined as

\[ \rho = |\Psi\rangle \langle \Psi| = p_1 |\Psi_1\rangle \langle \Psi_1| + p_2 |\Psi_2\rangle \langle \Psi_2| + \ldots + p_N |\Psi_N\rangle \langle \Psi_N| \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where the probability of measurement of the given state \( |\psi\rangle \) is given by \( P(|\psi\rangle) = \text{Tr} [\rho |\phi\rangle \langle \phi|] \).

\(^2\)Mixed quantum state is a statistical ensemble of pure states.
be described by pure states. It will be shown later that in DQC1, where one qubit is pure and the rest is in mixed states, the density matrix is an essential concept to describe the algorithm.

**Entanglement and quantum discord**

If the state $|\Psi\rangle$ of $N$ qubits can be separated into a tensor product of independent pure states, as shown in equation (2.3), the correlation between qubits is recognized to be purely classical. Otherwise, when the state can not be decomposed the correlations are non-classical. The most ‘popular’ and very special case of non-classical correlation is the (pure/maximum) entanglement. It is easy to define entanglement for the bipartite state (two qubits) via so called concurrence [87], but it is not very obvious for more qubits and is currently best defined by the von Neuman entropy [88]. Entanglement is a feature of quantum systems that is usually recognized as a computational resource [89] and it requires the purity of the system to be maintained. Quantum Discord instead, is a measure of non-classicality of a given quantum system that does not imply purity or entanglement. It is based on measurement of mutual information between two parts of a system, it is maximum when there is entanglement and it can be nonzero even for separable mixed states.

**Quantum gates**

Logic gates, which are the basics of an information processing unit, perform operations on one or more logical inputs that results in a single logical output. The states of qubits can be manipulated in such a way that, depending on the initial state, a deterministic output will be produced. In quantum formalism, gates are represented by unitary operators in matrix form. The effect of applying a quantum gate on a system of qubits is a change in the complex amplitudes of their wave function. The most ‘famous’ examples of a one-qubit gates are the Hadamard gate $H$ and the swap gate denoted here as $\text{NOT}$:

$$H = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{NOT} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad (2.5)$$

The Hadamard gate is one of the most handy gates, because it prepares a qubit, that was previously in one of $|0\rangle$ or $|1\rangle$ state, in a superposition of states. The swap gate, which changes a state $|\Psi\rangle = \alpha |0\rangle + \beta |1\rangle$ into the state $|\Psi'\rangle = \beta |0\rangle + \alpha |1\rangle$, is the quantum equivalence to the $\text{NOT}$ gate of classical information. If we have a system of two or more qubits, a single
qubit gate that still performs operation on only one of qubit must be written in the basis of
Hilbert space that describes the whole system. For instance the negation gate for two qubit
system which acts only on the second qubit is

\[
\text{NOT}^{(2)} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] (2.6)

and applied to the state \( |\Psi_1\rangle \otimes |\Psi_2\rangle = \alpha_1 \alpha_2 |00\rangle + \alpha_1 \beta_1 |01\rangle + \beta_1 \alpha_2 |10\rangle + \beta_1 \beta_2 |11\rangle \) results in
\( |\Psi_1\rangle + \text{NOT} \; |\Psi_1\rangle \) as follows

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_1 \alpha_2 \\
\alpha_1 \beta_2 \\
\beta_1 \alpha_2 \\
\beta_1 \beta_2 \\
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_1 \beta_2 \\
\alpha_1 \alpha_2 \\
\beta_1 \beta_2 \\
\beta_1 \alpha_2 \\
\end{pmatrix} = (\alpha_1 |0\rangle + \beta_1 |1\rangle) \otimes (\beta_2 |0\rangle + \alpha_2 |1\rangle).
\]

One of the fundamental logic operations, which are not mentioned yet, performs the con-
ditional change of the state of second qubit, depending on the state of the first one. The
example of such a two qubit gate is a controlled negation gate,

\[
c\text{NOT}^{(2)} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] (2.7)

which swaps the state of second qubit, if the first one is in state \( |1\rangle \) (this is obviously very
naive explanation, as the first qubit can be in a superposition of \( |0\rangle \) and \( |1\rangle \).) This is the
common notation of the quantum gates for more than one qubit, which will be used further
in this work.

**Quantum circuits**

For each input size \( N \), a quantum circuit \( C_N \) can be defined as a prescribed sequence of
computational steps. Here, a sequence of qubits \( |\Psi_1\rangle, |\Psi_2\rangle, \ldots, |\Psi_N\rangle \) is an input, and a sin-
gle computational step corresponds to a single application of a quantum logic gate. The
quantum circuit model is a straightforward generalization of circuit model from classical information theory. In classical computation it can be shown that a set of three (two single-bit and one two-bit) reversible gates is universal. Since quantum gates are unitary, they are also reversible by definition and so the proof of universality remains valid. There are three methods of presenting quantum algorithms, but the most common is a pictorial representation. In this representation, horizontal lines represent single qubits on which sequence of steps in time is marked from left to right. Operations related to particular qubits are usually marked as boxes attached to qubits lines. The example of such a graph is presented in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1: Example of quantum circuit pictorial representation: quantum network for solving the parity problem. A quantum network has a line (horizontal in this case) for each qubit. The line can be thought of as the timeline for the qubit and is shown in blue. Each gate is drawn as a box, circle, or other element intercepting the lines of the qubits it acts on. In this case, time runs from left to right. Each qubit’s timeline starts at the point where it is added. In this example, the qubits’ timelines end when they are measured, at which point a classical bit (brown timeline) containing the measurement outcome is introduced. The operation BB is illustrated as a black box. Source [90]](image)

### 2.1.3 DQC1 protocol

Deterministic Quantum Computations with one Clean qubit (DQC1) is a recently developed quantum protocol based on mixed states. The idea of using non-classical correlations for computing was introduced in 1998 [66], however only in 2008 [67] the first experimental demonstration of this protocol exploiting discord was published. In DQC1 the information is stored in one well-controlled pure qubit and an ensemble of qubits in mixed states. As shown in the circuit model (Figure 2.2), the control qubit is prepared in state $\rho_c = |0\rangle \langle 0|$ and a register ensemble (target ensemble) of qubits is prepared in highly mixed state $\rho_e = \frac{1}{2^N} \mathbb{1}_N$. The control qubit is then prepared in the superposition state using a Hadamard gate. Then, a $N + 1$ unitary qubit gate is applied, which performs or not the operation on the target qubits conditionally depending on the state of the control qubit. Since the control register
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is in a superposition state, performing a controlled unitary operation creates non-classical correlations among all qubits, which can be quantified as discord. Here discord is a result of the interaction of the control qubit individually with each qubit in the ensemble during the conditional gate. Even though the target ensemble is initially in the highly mixed state with no quantum correlations between the ensemble qubits, the correlations between the ensemble qubits are introduced via the target qubit. The output state of control qubit $\rho_{c}^{(\text{out})}$ just after the controlled gate can be written as:

$$
\rho_{c}^{(\text{out})} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\text{Tr}[U_N]} \right) \frac{\text{Tr}[U_N^\dagger]}{2^N}.
$$

At the final stage of the algorithm only a state of the control qubit is measured (Figure 2.2). The trace of unitary operation can be retrieved after measuring the expectation values of the Pauli operators ($X$ or $Y$) on the control qubit.

$$
\langle X \rangle = \frac{\text{Re} \left( \text{Tr} [U_N] \right)}{2^N} \quad (2.9a)
$$

$$
\langle Y \rangle = -\frac{\text{Im} \left( \text{Tr} [U_N] \right)}{2^N} \quad (2.9b)
$$

According to the central limit theorem, the measurement of the expectation values of $|X\rangle$ and $|Y\rangle$ must be repeated many times to ensure that the collected statistical data gives a good accuracy. Here, the measurement operation is applied only to the control qubit which is described by a two dimensional Hilbert space, hence the repetition number does not depend on the number of ensemble qubits. This is the most important feature of DQC1, that regardless of what is the size of a computational task, the accuracy of the measurement of
the trace of unitary depends only on the number of experiment repetitions $N_{\text{Rep}}$

$$\text{accuracy} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N_{\text{Rep}}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

In other words, the number of repetitions needed to achieve a certain accuracy is independent on the size of the problem. This makes the algorithm computationally efficient even for complex computational tasks.

One remark about the nature of quantum resources exploited by DQC1 protocol needs to be discussed. When the purity of a quantum state is not preserved and the state of the system becomes mixed, which is the case for DQC1, interactions within the system can still build correlations beyond classical. The main question regarding the DQC1 protocol is whether quantum correlations other than entanglement (discord) can be a computational resource. Since ensemble qubits are in a highly mixed state, it is unknown how the mutual information of the system is spread across the ensemble qubits. In [65] the authors investigate an impact of the purity of the control qubit on the system, assuming that the state of the control qubit is $\rho_c = 0.5(1 + \alpha_p Z)$, where $Z$ is the Pauli operator. Here the factor $\alpha_p$ determines the purity of the qubit and takes values between 0 and 1. For the extreme cases, when the $\alpha_p = 0$ the control qubit is in the fully mixed state, whereas it is in maximally pure state for $\alpha_p = 1$. It was derived [65], that for a general case the output of the algorithm is just scaled by the factor $\alpha_p$

$$\rho_{c}^{(\text{out})} = \frac{\alpha_p}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\text{Tr}[U_N^1]} \frac{\text{Tr}[U_N]}{2^N} \right),$$

while the accuracy remains unaffected. Moreover, entanglement does not occur in the system at all if the purity $\alpha_p < 0.5$. According to these results, authors speculate that the speed-up of the DQC1 algorithm is independent from the total amount of entanglement in the system, but arises due to the distribution of quantum correlations among individual qubits. Nevertheless, this still requires further investigation, therefore it is interesting to implement DQC1 eventually on a system with many qubits in ensemble and investigate quantum discord as a computational resource for quantum computing.
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2.2 Physics of cold atoms

In quantum optics experiments, alkali atoms are usually employed due to their relatively simple hydrogen-like structure, which enables an easy manipulation of their internal state. It allows, for instance, to apply cooling of atoms (see chapter 3) or to encode a qubit in its stable electronic ground state. In our experiment rubidium is used, since the wavelength required for excitation from the ground state to the first excited state (780 nm) can be provided by commercial semiconductor laser diodes\(^3\) (described further in chapter 3). Therefore, in this section the theoretical background for manipulation of rubidium atoms with laser light will be introduced. It will cover a discussion of the internal electronic structure of rubidium, its properties in external fields, and the general theory of light-matter interactions. Finally, a detailed description of the implementation of DQC1 with cold rubidium atoms is presented.

2.2.1 Atomic structure of rubidium

Alkali atoms from the first group of the periodic table have only one valence electron, and the remaining ground state shells are closed. Hydrogen-like atoms can be considered as a system composed of a single electron interacting with the nuclei via a potential \(V(r)\), and described by the stationary Schrödinger equation as follows

\[
\left(-\frac{i\hbar^2}{2\mu} \nabla^2 + V(r)\right) \psi(r) = E\psi(r)
\]

where \(\mu = \frac{M m_e}{M + m_e}\) is a reduced mass, \(m_e\) and \(M\) are electron and nucleon masses respectively. Since the reduced mass does not differ much from the electron mass\(^4\), and a size of the nuclei is about 5 times smaller than the size of an atom, it can be assumed that the core with a total charge \(Ze\) originates the Coulomb potential \(V(r) = \frac{(Ze)^2}{4\pi\epsilon_0 r}\).

Expressing the Laplacian \(\nabla^2\) in spherical coordinates, the Schrödinger equation takes the form

\[
\left[-\frac{\hbar^2}{2\mu^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} + \frac{\mathbf{L}^2}{2\mu^2} - \frac{(Ze)^2}{4\pi\epsilon_0 r}\right] \psi(r) = E\psi(r)
\]

where part of the Laplacian is expressed through the orbital angular momentum

\[
\mathbf{L}^2 = -\hbar^2 \left[ \frac{1}{\sin\theta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \left( \sin\theta \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \right) + \frac{1}{\sin^2\theta} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \phi^2} \right]
\]

\(^3\)Other commonly used chemical elements in cold atoms platforms are: cesium (852 nm), potassium (766 nm) and sodium (590 nm).

\(^4\)An electron is about 2000 times lighter than the mass of a nucleon leading to \(\mu \approx m_e \left(1 - \frac{m_e}{M}\right)\)
Solving the Schrödinger equation leads to the expression for the energy levels

$$E_n = -\frac{\mu Z^2 e^4}{2(4\pi\epsilon_0\hbar)^2} \frac{1}{n^2} = \frac{E_{\text{ion}}}{n^2},$$

(2.11)

where $E_{\text{ion}}$ is the ionization energy. Here, $n = m + l \geq 1$ is the main quantum number and consists of constants $m, l \in \mathbb{Z}$, where $l$ is the orbital quantum number and $m$ is the magnetic quantum number. Even though the relativistic approach should be used for big $Z$ to obtain accurate results, this model is very important as it shows that for each $n$ there are $l \in \{0, 1, \ldots, n\}$ orbital sub-levels. Since the energy depends only on the main quantum number, each of the levels is $n^2$ times degenerated.

**Fine structure**

The atomic spectrum or rubidium was measured in [91], where spectral structure and ionization energies for alkali metals were determined. The electronic configuration of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ ground state was determined to be $1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^63d^{10}4s^24p^65s^1$ with the ionization energy 33 690.81 cm$^{-1}$ (4.177 128 eV). According to the results, the sublevels $P, D, \ldots$ are split further, as shown on Figure 2.3 where $D$ line can be decomposed into two lines ($D_1$ and $D_2$). This is the fine structure of an atom and can be optically measured, since the split is larger than the linewidth of many lasers.

The expression for energy levels of a hydrogen-like atom in (2.11) hides the fine structure in the degeneracy of the energy levels. Therefore, in reality, the hydrogen-like model is not sufficient to fully describe the atomic structure of rubidium. The first improvement to the model can be obtained by taking relativistic effects into account, since the nuclei of rubidium is rather heavy. Moreover, a more accurate solution to the problem can be obtained using the Hartree-Fock approach which includes all interactions among protons and electrons. For many measurements the Hartree-Fock method gives results which are close to the measurements, as in [92]. Additionally, the observed fine structure comes from the coupling of the valence electron’s spin angular momentum $S$ with its orbital angular momentum $L$. The split due to the coupling between $S$ and $L$ gives a total angular momentum $J = S + L$ with the corresponding quantum number $|l - s| \leq J \leq l + s$. By adding all terms to the Hamiltonian and solving the Schrödinger equation using the perturbation theory, a full

---

5Naming sublevels with letter $S, P, D, F, \ldots$ is due to the spectroscopy notation, which comes from the times before atomic orbitals were understood. Initially, a distinct properties of the spectral series observed in alkali metals were the basis for energy levels classification. And hence, $S, P, D, F, \ldots$ comes from *sharp, principal, diffuse and fundamental* spectral lines.
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Figure 2.3: Fine structure of $^{87}$Rb. Atomic transitions are shown by the solid lines and obey selection rules as follows: $\Delta J = 0, \pm 1$ and $\Delta l = \pm 1$.

picture of the fine structure can be obtained. The structure of $^{87}$Rb is shown on Figure 2.3, where the ground state $|S_{1/2}\rangle$ is a singlet and the first excited state is a doublet with two sublevels $|P_{1/2}\rangle$ and $|P_{3/2}\rangle$ corresponding to $J = \frac{1}{2}$ and $J = \frac{3}{2}$.

Hyperfine structure

A further split of the fine levels, so called hyperfine structure, was observed for the very first time in 1896 by Zeeman [93], for an atomic vapour placed in an external magnetic field.

The hyperfine structure arises from the coupling of nuclear spin $I$ with the total angular momentum of a valence electron $J$, resulting in a total atomic angular momentum $F = J + I$. Therefore, the new quantum number describing the state takes values $|J - I| \leq F \leq J + I$.

In fact, Zeeman noticed only broadening of spectral lines instead of a clear splitting, suggesting that there are two components. Although the effect was first observed in the presence of a magnetic field, the hyperfine structure is an intrinsic feature of atoms and occurs even in the absence of any external fields. Since the energy splitting is very small and hence difficult to be resolved, intense research on the hyperfine structure was conducted in the mid-twentieth century leading to a good understanding of the underlying principles [94]. A precise measurements of hyperfine structure for $D$ line $^{87}$Rb were conducted only in the 1990s [95] [96] [97].
It means that in case of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ whose nuclear spin is equal $I = \frac{3}{2}$, the states $|5^2S_{1/2}\rangle$ and $|5^2P_{1/2}\rangle$ are split into two sublevels $F = 1, 2$, while state $|5^2P_{3/2}\rangle$ into $F = 0, 1, 2, 3$, as shown on Figure 2.4. Each of the hyperfine energy levels ($F$) is degenerated $2F + 1$ times in the absence of external fields, and the degeneracy is depicted on the Figure 2.4 as a separate level described by the $m_F$ quantum number.

**Figure 2.4:** Hyperfine structure of $^{87}\text{Rb}$. The small numbers denote the $m_F$ number. Here $g_F$ is a Landé $g$-factor.

### 2.2.2 Zeeman effect

The degeneracy of the energy levels in hyperfine structure is broken when an atom is placed in the external magnetic field. There are two regimes of the energy shifts regarding the strength of the magnetic field: *normal Zeeman effect* when the energy shifts are bigger than the hyperfine structure, and *anomalous Zeeman effect* otherwise. The general interaction Hamiltonian for anomalous Zeeman effect, which is typically exploited in cold atoms platform, can be expressed as

$$H_B = \frac{\mu_B}{\hbar} (g_J J_Z + g_I I_z) B_z$$

where $g_J, g_I$ are gyromagnetic factors, $B_z$ is the magnetic field along the quantization axis, $J_Z$ and $I_z$ are $z$ components of the total angular momentum $J$ and the nuclear spin $I$ respectively, see [94] for details. For a weak field, the energy shifts can be calculated using the first
order of perturbation theory with the explicit result

\[ \delta E_{|F,m_F\rangle} = \mu_B g_F m_F B_z \]  

(2.12)

where \( \mu_B \) is Bohr Magneton and \( g_F(F,I,J) \) is a Landé g-factor (see Figure 2.4). In this regime the splitting is linear and proportional to the magnetic field.

### 2.2.3 Rydberg states of alkali atoms

Rydberg atoms are atoms in an excited electronic state of high quantum number \( n \), typically in range from twenty to a few hundred. In the case of alkali atoms, the quantum-mechanical picture may be well approximated to the hydrogen-like model. The valence electron, interacting via Coulomb’s potential with the nuclei, feels an effective potential field which is suppressed (‘screened’) by the inner shell electrons. In highly excited states hydrogen-like model can be justified by the large separation between valence electron and the last occupied closed shell.

However, if the angular momentum of the valence electron state is small, then the orbit becomes extremely elliptic and the electron can penetrate the inner shells. During this time the electron is exposed to unscreened Coulomb potential and additionally interacts with other electrons, which results in polarisation of the inner shells. The energy of the system can be described by an hydrogen-like atom model where a correction is applied by introducing the quantum defect \( \delta(n)_{LJ} \), which is a function of the principal quantum number \( n \) and depends on the orbital \( L \) and the total angular momentum \( J \). The measurement of quantum defect is the subject of research work [98–101].

The quantum defect is used to introduce an effective principal quantum number \( n^* = n - \delta(n)_{LJ} \) which is the approximation of the main quantum number \( n \) in (2.11). The properties of atoms in a particular state are described by all quantum numbers, however since the principal quantum number is very high, it can dominate in defining the most important properties of Rydberg atoms [102], such as:

- large radius of the valence electron orbit obtained directly from Bohr’s theory

\[ r = \frac{(4\pi\epsilon_0)\hbar^2}{Ze^2m_e(n^*)^2}, \]
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- energy level structure proportional to \((n^*)^{-2}\) and the Rydberg constant \(R_\infty\)

\[ E_n = -\frac{R_\infty}{(n^*)^2}, \]

- small energy spacing between adjacent states \(\Delta E_n = E_n - E_{n-1} \sim (n^*)^{-3}\),

- large polarizability described by relation

\[ \alpha_n = -2 \sum \frac{d^2}{\Delta E_n} \sim (n^*)^7, \]

where \(d\) is the electric dipole matrix element

- long radiative lifetime proportional to \(\sim (n^*)^3\).

There are several methods for exciting atoms to such high energy levels. In our experiment, photo-excitation is the most efficient and accurate method that allows the laser light to be tuned to the specific transitions, thus controlling the excitation to the particular Rydberg state.

2.2.4 Interactions between Rydberg atoms

Because of the large polarizabilities, an electric field acting on Rydberg atoms induces significant dipole moments [103]. Although Rydberg atoms do not have a permanent dipole moment in the absence of an external electric field, their enhanced polarizability can result in fluctuating induced dipole moments leading to the time-varying van der Waals and dipole-dipole interactions between atoms. Additionally, the strength of the interactions can be enhanced by choosing appropriate states and deliberately applying an external field leading to so called Föster resonance [104].

If the atoms are in the vicinity of each other and interact via temporal dipole moments, a quantum system of two atoms has to be described by a single wave function. Then, the internal atomic structure is modified compared to the structure of non-interacting atoms. According to the semi-classical model, the dipole interaction between two atoms \(A\) and \(B\) can be described by the formula

\[ V_{dd} = \frac{R^2 d_A \cdot d_B - 3 (d_A \cdot R) (d_B \cdot R)}{R^5} \]  

(2.13)
where $R$ describes distance between dipoles and $d$ is a quantum model of dipole moment defined by the equation (A.2). The Energy levels of two atoms excited to the same Rydberg state

$$|\Psi_{AB}\rangle = |\Psi_A(n, l, J)\Psi_B(n, l, J)\rangle$$

are $(2j + 1)^2$ times degenerated when atoms are at infinite distance and in absence of external field. When the distance is finite the dipole-dipole $V_{dd}$ interaction couples $|\Psi_{AB}\rangle$ to a different state:

$$|\Psi'_{AB}\rangle = |\Psi'_A(n_A, l_A, J_A)\Psi'_B(n_B, l_B, J_B)\rangle$$

which differs from the original state by the energy defect $\Delta = E(n_A, l_A, J_A) + E(n_B, l_B, J_B) - 2E(n, l, J)$. This coupling is responsible for an energy shift of the $|\Psi_{AB}\rangle$ state, thus breaking its degeneracy.

Solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation, the energy shift \[103\] is given by the expression

$$\delta E(R) = \frac{\Delta}{2} - \frac{\Delta}{2} \sqrt{1 + \frac{4 C_3^2}{\Delta R^6}}$$

(2.14)

with the dipole matrix elements $C_3 \propto \langle \Psi_A | e r_A | \Psi'_A \rangle \langle \Psi_B | e r_B | \Psi'_B \rangle$. Two regimes can be distinguished for $\delta E(R)$ regarding the distance between two Rydberg atoms. Van der Waals regime arise for long distances, when the energy shift is very small and depends mostly on $\delta E(R) \approx \frac{1}{2} \frac{C_3^2}{R^6}$. Then, breaking the degeneracy is almost invisible as shown on Figure 2.5. On the other side, the dipole-dipole type of interactions is dominant for small $R$ when the

---

**Figure 2.5:** Interaction potentials for $|43D_{5/2}, 43D_{5/2}\rangle$, $|45P_{3/2}, 41F_{5/2}\rangle$ and $|45P_{3/2}, 41F_{7/2}\rangle$ Rydberg states of rubidium atoms. The cutoff radius $R_c$ represents the distance scale for the transition from resonant dipole-dipole to van der Waals behavior. Source [104].
shift is much stronger and scales as \( \delta E(R) \approx C_3 R^3 \). In general the shift depends on the relation between the strength of dipole-dipole coupling \( C_3 \) and energy defect \( \Delta \). Usually \( \Delta \neq 0 \), however for some states \(|\Psi_{AB}\rangle\) (e.g. \( |58D_{3/2}, 58D_{3/2}\rangle \)) it almost becomes zero and the dipole-dipole interaction is enhanced, referred to as a Föster resonance.

### 2.2.5 Light-atom interaction

Coupling between the electromagnetic field (laser light) and the atom may lead to two different effects depending on the light frequency, polarisation and the shape of the wavefront. As it will be shown in this chapter, when laser light is close to the atomic resonance the main contribution to interactions is given by absorption, spontaneous and stimulated emission of photons, which can also result in the cooling down of atoms. A different phenomenon dominates if a Gaussian laser beam is detuned from resonance and highly focused. In this case, the atoms are subject to the dipole trap force that arises because of the coupling of induced dipole moment and electromagnetic field.

Due to the fact that the intensities of the laser beams used in optical trapping are usually high, the problem can be simplified by considering a semi-classical approach. In this model the atom is treated in a quantum mechanical way while the incident light is classically treated.

**Hamiltonian in the interaction picture**

The coupling of atoms and the electromagnetic field is a dynamic process\(^8\), hence it is convenient to use the interaction picture to describe the system, following the approach presented in [105]. This example considers the general case of a group of atoms with separated \( N_g \) ground states \(|g_j\rangle\) and \( N_e \) excited states \(|e_j\rangle\).

The Hamiltonian describing an atom interacting with an electromagnetic wave can be expressed as

\[
H = H_0 + H_{LA} \tag{2.15}
\]

\(^8\)Unlike a stationary interaction with electric and magnetic fields described by dc Stark shift or Zeeman Effect.
where \( H_0 \) is time independent non-perturbed Hamiltonian of the atom and \( H_{LA} \) is the dynamic light-atom interaction Hamiltonian. The part of Hamiltonian responsible for light-atom interaction is defined as

\[
H_{LA}(\mathbf{R}, t) = - \sum_{j=1}^{N_g} \sum_{l=1}^{N_e} \mathbf{D}_{g_j e_l} \cdot \mathbf{E}_L(\mathbf{R}, t).
\] (2.16)

where \( \mathbf{D} \) denotes dipole moment operator, \( \mathbf{R} \) is the centre of mass of an atom, and the electric field of monochromatic laser light is given by

\[
\mathbf{E}_L(\mathbf{r}, t) = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{E}_0 \left( e^{-i(\omega_L t - k_L r)} + c.c. \right).
\]

Here, \( \mathbf{E}_0 \) is a vector field describing the amplitude and the polarisation of the field, \( \omega_L \) is laser’s angular frequency and \( k_L \) is wavenumber.

The explicit form of interaction Hamiltonian can be obtained by using the rotating wave approximation (RWA). This approximation is valid if the electric field is close to resonance, which means if \( \omega_L - \delta \omega_{g_j e_l} \ll \omega_L + \delta \omega_{g_j e_l} \) where \( \delta \omega_{g_j e_l} \) is the frequency of atomic transition. For the Rubidium \( D_2 \) line, which is at 780 nm, laser wavelengths of up to 900 nm satisfy the assumption. It allows the rejection of terms with fast oscillation \( \omega_L + \delta \omega_{g_j e_l} \) and simplify expression for \( H_{LA} \) to

\[
H_{LA}(\mathbf{R}, t) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_g} \sum_{l=1}^{N_e} \frac{1}{2} \hbar \Omega_{g_j e_l}(\mathbf{R}) |g_j⟩⟨e_l| e^{-i(\omega_L t - k_L r)} + h.c.
\] (2.17)

where the Rabi frequency was introduced in the form

\[
\hbar \Omega_{g_j e_l}(\mathbf{r}) = - \left( \mathbf{d}_{g_j e_l} \cdot \mathbf{E}_0(\mathbf{r}) \right).
\] (2.18)

All possible transitions between ground and excited states are taken into consideration in equation (2.17) by double summation \( \sum_{j=1}^{N_g} \sum_{l=1}^{N_e} \), while the selection rules are included in Rabi frequency by the elements which are equal to zero.

---

9Definition and properties of dipole moment operator are in appendix A.1
Main radiative forces

The effective motion of an atom should be taken into account as a motion of the whole atomic wave packet. This means, that the average force\(^1\) taken over the entire atomic wave function is

\[
\langle F(R,t) \rangle_{int} = -\langle \nabla H_{LA}(R,t) \rangle_{int}.
\] (2.19)

The evaluation of this expression requires assuming that the atomic wave packet is small in comparison to the optical wavelength, so called Small Atomic Wave Packet Limit (see appendix A.2). The effective force acting on an atom is derived by taking the average over an optical period and leads to

\[
F(R) = -\hbar \sum_{j=1}^{N_g} \sum_{l=1}^{N_e} \left( \hat{\rho}_{gje_{l}} + \hat{\rho}_{e_{l}gj} \right) \nabla \left( \Omega_{gje_{l}}(R) \right) - \frac{\hat{\rho}_{gje_{l}} - \hat{\rho}_{e_{l}gj}}{2i} \Omega_{gje_{l}} \nabla (k_L R),
\] (2.20)

where state of an atom is given by \(\rho_{gje_{l}}\) and the transition probability between states oscillates with a driving frequency \(\rho_{gje_{l}} = \hat{\rho}_{gje_{l}} e^{-i(\omega_L t - k_L R)}\). In the equation (2.20) two forces appear. The first term which is proportional to the gradient of amplitude of field is responsible of the so called dipole trap force. The second term proportional to the phase gradient results in scattering forces which are used in Magneto-Optical Traps.

2.2.6 Scattering force

The temporal evolution of the system is described by the Louville equation for a dissipative system

\[
\frac{d\rho}{dt} = -\frac{i}{\hbar} \left[ H, \rho \right] + \chi_{dec}
\] (2.21)

where \(\rho\) is density matrix of the quantum system, \(H\) represents interaction Hamiltonian and \(\chi_{dec}\) is responsible for the decoherence of the system. Inserting explicit forms of Hamiltonian and decoherence term into equation (2.21) leads to the Optical Bloch Equations (OBE), which will be used to obtain the explicit expressions for density matrix \(\rho\) elements.

The Hamiltonian describing coupling between all possible ground and excited states may be very complicated, but for rubidium in an almost resonant light to the atomic transition (with detuning smaller that the hyperfine structure splitting), a two level system can

\[^1\]Regarding quantum mechanics and the Heisenberg point of view, the expression for the force takes the following form: \(F = \frac{dP}{dt} = \frac{i}{\hbar} \left[ H, P \right] = -\nabla H.\)
be considered as follows. Transitions between ground and excited states are driven by Rabi frequency $\Omega_{ge} \equiv \Omega$ but additionally the excited state can spontaneously decay back to the ground state with rate $\Gamma$. A set of differential OBE equations describe the system [106]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\rho_{gg}}{dt} &= \frac{i}{2} (\Omega\tilde{\rho}_{eg} - \Omega\tilde{\rho}_{ge}) + \Gamma\rho_{ee} \quad (2.22a) \\
\frac{d\rho_{ee}}{dt} &= \frac{i}{2} (\Omega\tilde{\rho}_{ge} - \Omega\tilde{\rho}_{eg}) - \Gamma\rho_{ee} \quad (2.22b) \\
\frac{d\tilde{\rho}_{ge}}{dt} &= \frac{i}{2} \Omega (\rho_{ee} - \rho_{gg}) - \left(\frac{\Gamma}{2} + i\Delta\right)\tilde{\rho}_{ge} \quad (2.22c) \\
\frac{d\tilde{\rho}_{eg}}{dt} &= \frac{i}{2} \Omega (\rho_{ee} - \rho_{gg}) - \left(\frac{\Gamma}{2} - i\Delta\right)\tilde{\rho}_{ge} \quad (2.22d)
\end{align*}
\]

where $\Delta = \omega_L - \delta\omega_{ge}$. The oscillatory factors $e^{-i(\omega_L t-k_L R)}$ were eliminated from OBE by transformation in the slow-rotating reference frame. The steady-state solution is obtained by setting all derivatives to zero, which gives:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_{gg} &= 1 - \rho_{ee} \quad (2.23a) \\
\rho_{ee} &= \frac{1}{2} + \frac{2}{1 + 2 \left(\frac{\Omega}{\Gamma}\right)^2 + 4 \left(\frac{\Delta}{\Gamma}\right)^2} \quad (2.23b) \\
\tilde{\rho}_{ge} &= \frac{1}{2} \frac{i2\Omega + 4\Delta\Omega}{1 + 2 \left(\frac{\Omega}{\Gamma}\right)^2 + 4 \left(\frac{\Delta}{\Gamma}\right)^2} \quad (2.23c)
\end{align*}
\]

Now we can find the steady state total scattering rate by multiplying the excited state population by its decay rate $\Gamma\rho_{ee}(t \to \infty)$ from the formula

\[
R_{sc} = \frac{\Gamma}{2} \frac{I}{I_{sat}} \left(1 + \frac{I}{I_{sat}} + 4 \left(\frac{\Delta}{\Gamma}\right)^2\right) \quad (2.24)
\]

where the saturation intensity was defined as

\[
\frac{I}{I_{sat}} = 2 \left(\frac{\Omega}{\Gamma}\right)^2. \quad (2.25)
\]

Inserting the density matrix elements (2.23) into equation (2.20) leads to full description of the system. The second term in (2.20), proportional to $\nabla(k_L R)$, is given by

\[
F_{sc} = \hbar \frac{\tilde{\rho}_{ge} - \tilde{\rho}_{eg}}{2i} \Omega k_L = \hbar k_L \frac{\frac{\Gamma}{2} \frac{I}{I_{sat}}}{1 + \frac{I}{I_{sat}} + 4 \left(\frac{\Delta}{\Gamma}\right)^2}. \quad (2.26)
\]
As one can see from equation (2.26), the scattering force is directly proportional to the scattering rate $F_{sc} = \hbar k L R_{sc}$, which makes it easy to interpret. Since $\hbar k L$ represents a momentum per photon, the scattering rate $R_{sc}$ describes the rate of absorption of photons per unit time. The dependence of the scattering rate on the detuning from the atomic transition for rubidium 87 is shown on Figure 2.6. The scattering rate increases with the laser intensity and reaches the limit $R_{sc} \approx \frac{\Gamma}{2}$ when the laser intensity is much higher than the saturation intensity $I \gg I_{sat}$.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.6.png}
\caption{Theoretical prediction of scattering rate for a Rubidium atom placed in a 780 nm laser beam of various intensities.}
\end{figure}

2.2.7 Dipole force

The first term in (2.20), which is proportional to $\nabla (\Omega_{gj}(\mathbf{R}))$, leads to the so called dipole force. Using the results from the previous section for $\rho$ and $\Omega_{ge} \equiv \Omega$ (section 2.2.6), the explicit expression for this term is

$$F_{dip} = -\hbar \rho_{ge} + \rho_{eg} \frac{1}{2} \nabla (\Omega_{gj}(\mathbf{R})) = -\hbar \Delta \frac{I}{I_{sat}} \frac{1}{1 + \frac{I}{I_{sat}} + \frac{(\Delta \Gamma)^2}{4}} \nabla \left( \frac{\Omega(\mathbf{R})}{\Omega(\mathbf{R})} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

According to the formula (2.27) the dipole force will vanish for resonant laser light and for plane waves for which $\nabla (\Omega(\mathbf{R})) = 0$. It shows that the detuning should be significant but still small enough to satisfy the rotating wave approximation, and the laser beams should be focused. The stronger the focusing the bigger the force acting on atoms.
There are two possibilities to create a dipole force that include using blue-detuned or red-detuned laser light. Red-detuned traps attract atoms to the place of the highest beam intensity, whereas blue detuned dipole traps repel atoms from the place of the highest beam intensity, thus blue detuned traps are implemented using hollow laser beams. We use red-detuned dipole trap, where atoms are attracted to the point of the highest intensity of laser beam.

**Trapping potential and light shifts**

Although the formula (2.27) is useful to understand where the dipole trapping force originates from, it is in fact inappropriate to precisely describe dipole trapping for the far-detuned laser beams. In general, interactions of moving atoms in the non-uniform external electric field are quite complex, but the discussion here is restricted to the assumption that external electric field causes only the so called AC Stark Effect\(^\text{11}\). Since the electric field used in typical dipole traps is of the order \(1 \times 10^2 \text{ V cm}^{-1}\), the energy shift is so small that perturbation theory can be successfully applied [30]. The general equation to find the energy shift is described by

\[
\delta E_i = \sum_{j \neq i} \frac{|\langle j | H_{LA} | i \rangle|^2}{E_i - E_j}. \tag{2.28}
\]

The wavelength used for dipole trapping, for our experiment in the range from (830 to 850) nm, provides the detuning which is comparable to the fine splitting between \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) lines, as it is shown on Figure 2.7a. Therefore, both lines needs to be taken into account, as the detunings \(\Delta_1\) and \(\Delta_2\) are of the same order, and thus the laser coupling strength for both lines is comparable. The first order perturbation of all levels of the fine structure, namely \(\delta (5^2S_{1/2})\), \(\delta (5^2P_{1/2})\) and \(\delta (5^2P_{3/2})\) can be calculated from equation (2.2.7), and can be expressed by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta (5^2S_{1/2}) &= \frac{\hbar \Gamma^2 I}{8I_{sat}} \left( \frac{1}{3\Delta_1} + \frac{2}{3\Delta_2} \right) \tag{2.29a} \\
\delta (5^2P_{1/2}) &= -\frac{\hbar \Gamma^2 I}{8I_{sat}} \left( \frac{1}{3\Delta_1} \right) \tag{2.29b}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\Delta_1\) and \(\Delta_2\) are detunings from \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) lines of rubidium respectively [107]. In the first order perturbation, the shifts of \(5^2S_{1/2}\) and \(5^2P_{1/2}\) states do not depend on the

\(^{11}\text{The effect is similar to the dc Stark Shift, but AC stands here for the time varying fields.}\)
quantum number $m_J$. According to [30], it is possible to write the shift of ground state for different polarisation in the following way:

$$\delta (\frac{5}{2}S_{1/2}) (\epsilon) = \frac{\hbar I^2}{8 I_{sat}} \left( \frac{1 - \epsilon g_F m_F}{3\Delta_1} + \frac{2 + \epsilon g_F m_F}{3\Delta_2} \right)$$

where $g_F$ is Landé coefficient, and $\epsilon = 0, \pm 1$ for $\pi$ and $\sigma^\pm$ polarisation respectively.

Unlike for states $\delta (\frac{5}{2}S_{1/2})$ and $\delta (\frac{5}{2}P_{1/2})$, the energy shift for state $\delta (\frac{5}{2}P_{3/2})$ depends on $m_J$. Therefore an analysis of the energy shift for $D_2$ line must take hyperfine structure into account as in [107]. Of interest to us are both $|\frac{5}{2}P_{3/2}, F = 2\rangle$ and $|\frac{5}{2}P_{3/2}, F = 3\rangle$ states, which are used in the cooling technique as described in section 3.1.4, therefore only these states will be considered here. The second order perturbation leads to the following expressions [107]:

$$\delta (\frac{5}{2}P_{3/2}, F = 2) = -\frac{\hbar I^2}{8 I_{sat}} \left( \frac{3}{5\Delta_2} \right)$$

(Figure 2.7: Dipole trap laser coupling and corresponding energy shifts for $^{87}$Rb. (a) Laser coupling scheme of far red detuned dipole trap laser, where $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_2$ corresponds to the detunings from $D_1$ and $D_2$ lines respectively. (b) Energy shift of selected magnetic sublevels due to AC Stark Effect caused by electric field of dipole trap laser.)
and

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta (5^2 P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 0) &= -\frac{\hbar r^2 I}{8I_{sat}} \left( 3 \frac{\Delta}{5\Delta_2} \right) \quad (2.32a) \\
\delta (5^2 P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 1) &= -\frac{\hbar r^2 I}{8I_{sat}} \left( 8 \frac{\Delta}{15\Delta_2} \right) \quad (2.32b) \\
\delta (5^2 P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 2) &= -\frac{\hbar r^2 I}{8I_{sat}} \left( \frac{1}{3\Delta_2} \right) \quad (2.32c) \\
\delta (5^2 P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 3) &= 0. \quad (2.32d)
\end{align*}
\]

All shifts, including fine and hyperfine structure, are depicted on Figure 2.7b. A typically used term, the trapping potential \(U_{dip}\), is associated with the energy shift of the ground state \(U_{dip} \equiv \delta (5^2 S_{1/2})\).

A trap depth \(\frac{U_{dip}}{k_B} = 1 \text{ mK}\) is usually sufficient to trap atoms from a cold reservoir, where the temperature of atoms is about (100 to 500) \(\mu\text{K}\). A desirable 1 mK depth implies that the intensity \(I\) of the beam at the focus plane needs to be \(168 \frac{W}{\text{mm}^2}\) and \(248 \frac{W}{\text{mm}^2}\) for 830nm and 852nm respectively. Figure 2.8a presents a rough estimation of required laser power to achieve 1 mK trap depth assuming top hat beam focused onto 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) diameter spot. The graph shows that the further the beam is detuned, the grater the power required for the same trap depth and trap size.

### Scattering and heating rate

Even though the laser is detuned far from the resonance frequency, light-atoms interactions still lead to some exchange of energy between photons and trapped atoms, and might destroy the quality of trap. The scattering mechanism in the dipole trap [30] is described by:

\[
\Gamma_{sc} = \frac{\Gamma^3 I}{8I_{sat}} \left( \frac{1}{3\Delta_1^2} + \frac{2}{3\Delta_2^2} \right). \quad (2.33)
\]

Because of the energy exchange, atoms also experience heating inside the trap [30], which is proportional to the trapping potential

\[
\dot{T} = \frac{2/3}{1 + \kappa} T_{\text{rec}} \frac{\Gamma}{\hbar|\Delta_{eff}|} |U_{dip}|
\]

where \(\dot{T}\) is a change of the atoms’ temperature in time, \(\frac{1}{3\Delta_1} + \frac{2}{3\Delta_2} = \Delta_{eff}\) and the typical recoil temperature is \(T_{\text{rec}} = 0.36 \mu\text{K}\) for \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) (see equation (3.3)). Naturally, both scattering and heating rate decrease with the increase of light detuning, as it is shown in Figure 2.8b.
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(a) Laser power

(b) Scattering and heating rates

Figure 2.8: Theoretically estimated properties of 1 mK dipole trap in terms of wavelength used for dipole trapping. (a) An estimated laser power required to maintain 1 mK trap. It is based on equation (2.29) assuming top hat laser beam with a spot diameter 1 µm. (b) Dependence of scattering and heating rate in terms on used wavelength assuming a constant trap depth 1 mK.

Although bigger power is need to provide the same dipole trap depth for higher wavelengths, further detuned traps are more beneficial since both scattering and heating rate are diminished.

2.2.8 Electromagnetically Induced Transparency

As it will be shown later in section 2.3, the scheme to implement controlled unitary operation to perform DQC1 (see section 2.1.3) is based upon so called Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT). Although the concept will be used later to discuss the overall proposal of DQC1 with cold atoms, the theoretical principles of the EIT phenomenon are discussed below, based on the approach presented in [108].

Three level system

Let us now consider a generic three level system, |1⟩, |2⟩ and |3⟩, exposed to two different laser beams. The so-called probe beam couples state |1⟩ to |2⟩, states |2⟩ and |3⟩ are coupled by the ‘coupling beam’, while the transition among states |1⟩ and |3⟩ is forbidden. The probe beam with Rabi frequency $\Omega_p$ and coupling beam $\Omega_c$ oscillate with driving frequencies $\omega_p$ and $\omega_c$ respectively. There are three possible energy level systems corresponding to such laser coupling (Figure 2.9) however all of them follow this description and are represented by the same Hamiltonian.
Chapter 2. Theoretical background

The laser beams interact with the atom simultaneously, so the Hamiltonian consists of terms related to the interactions between individual beams and an atom. The interaction Hamiltonian of an atom in the presence of a monochromatic electromagnetic field (2.17) in a slow-rotating reference frame (RWA), can be expressed as

$$H_{\text{int}} = \frac{\hbar}{2} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & \Omega_p & 0 \\ \Omega_p & -2\Delta_p & \Omega_c \\ 0 & \Omega_c & -2(\Delta_p + \Delta_c) \end{pmatrix}$$

(2.35)

where $\Delta_p$ and $\Delta_c$ are the detunings of laser light from the resonance frequencies [108]. Having the explicit form of the Hamiltonian, it is possible to use the approach presented in section 2.2.6 to describe the system properties.

Electromagnetically Induced Transparency

In the case of resonant light, when $\Delta_p \approx \Delta_c \approx 0$, cancellation of absorption of one of the laser beams may be observed. Such effect was predicted independently by Kocharovskaya and Khanin [109] and Harris [110]. Under the condition $\Delta_p \approx \Delta_c$, the interaction Hamiltonian takes the form

$$H_{\text{int}} = \frac{\hbar}{2} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & \Omega_p & 0 \\ \Omega_p & -2\Delta_p & \Omega_c \\ 0 & \Omega_c & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

(2.36)
The solution is given by the following eigenvalues

\[
\omega_0 = 0 \tag{2.37a}
\]
\[
\omega_\pm = \frac{1}{2} \left( \Delta_p \pm \sqrt{\Delta_p^2 + \Omega_p^2 + \Omega_c^2} \right) \tag{2.37b}
\]

with corresponding eigenvectors

\[
|a_+\rangle = \sin \Theta \sin \Phi |1\rangle + \cos \Phi |2\rangle + \cos \Theta \sin \Phi |3\rangle \tag{2.38a}
\]
\[
|a_0\rangle = \cos \Theta |1\rangle - \sin \Theta |3\rangle \tag{2.38b}
\]
\[
|a_-\rangle = \sin \Theta \cos \Phi |1\rangle - \sin \Phi |2\rangle + \cos \Theta \cos \Phi |3\rangle \tag{2.38c}
\]

where \(\Theta = \frac{\Omega_p}{\sqrt{\Delta_p}}\) and \(\tan 2\Phi = \frac{\sqrt{\Omega_p^2 + \Omega_c^2}}{\Delta_p}\). State \(|a_0\rangle\) is the so-called dark state, as it does not have contribution from the intermediate state \(|2\rangle\). This means that the atomic population in this state is trapped in states \(|1\rangle\) and \(|3\rangle\) and there is no absorption of the probe beam. Moreover, when the coupling beam is much stronger than the probe beam, precisely when \(\frac{\Omega_p}{\Omega_c} \approx 0\), the expression for the dark state becomes

\[
|a_0\rangle = \cos \frac{\Omega_p}{\Omega_c} |1\rangle + \sin \frac{\Omega_p}{\Omega_c} |3\rangle \approx |1\rangle .
\]

According to the equation, atoms will always remain in the ground state \(|1\rangle\) and the probe beam is never absorbed. Precisely this phenomenon is called the EIT, and is exploited in various proposals for quantum gates with neutral atoms.

### 2.3 Implementation of DQC1

The dipole-dipole interactions described in section 2.2.4 between Rydberg atoms underlay the phenomena called Rydberg blockade, which is crucial for the implementation of DQC1 with cold atoms [70]. According to this proposal, based on a c\textsc{Not} gate, the implementation of the DQC1 requires a full Rydberg blockade. Therefore the concept of Rydberg blockade is first introduced in this section, followed by the description of its application to fast quantum gates [54, 55]. Finally, the detailed proposal of DQC1 with cold \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) atoms is described.
2.3.1 Rydberg blockade

A Rydberg blockade occurs when one atom in Rydberg state suppresses the simultaneous excitation of another atom to the Rydberg state. Let us for a moment neglect the complicated energy structure and assume just two level structure, where each atom can be either in the ground state \( |g\rangle \) or in the Rydberg excited state \( |r\rangle \). Both of the atoms are addressed by the same laser \( \Omega \) coupling ground state with the Rydberg state \( |g\rangle \rightarrow |r\rangle \). The energy structure of atoms pair is presented in Figure 2.10, where the energy levels starting from the lowest one are: both of atoms are in a ground state \( |g, g\rangle \), one atom is in an excited state \( |g, r\rangle \) or \( |r, g\rangle \), both of atoms are in Rydberg states \( |r, r\rangle \).

According to section 2.2.4, if both of atoms are excited to the Rydberg states, the energy of double excited level \( |r, r\rangle \) depends on the distance between atoms. If the distance between atoms is smaller than the so-called blockade radius \( R_b \) (Figure 2.10), the energy shift \( \delta E(R) \) (defined by equation (2.14)) becomes bigger than the linewidth of the coupling laser. For distances bigger than the blockade radius \( R > R_b \) both of the atoms can be successfully excited to the Rydberg states \( |r, r\rangle \). For \( R < R_b \) the shift becomes so significant that if one of the atoms is already in the excited state \( |r\rangle \), then the coupling of the other atom from the ground state to the Rydberg state is diminished.

The model of Rydberg blockade presented here is very simplistic, but shows the governing principle well. In reality it is for instance possible to address each atom with a laser of slightly different frequency addressing different Rydberg states and aiming for stronger dipole-dipole interactions \( V_{dd} \) due to Foster resonance. A careful selection of the Rydberg states helps to achieve a desired strength of Rydberg interactions boosting the fidelity of quantum gates based on the Rydberg blockade. According to section 2.2.4, the energy shift level is equal \( \delta = 10 \text{ MHz} \) for a pair of Rubidium atoms with principal quantum number \( n = 43 \), when the distance between them is about 5 \( \mu \text{m} \). Taking into account a typical bandwidth of the excitation laser\(^{12} \), this shift is high enough to diminish coupling to the Rydberg state, therefore 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) distance will be used from now on as a typical Rydberg blockade radius as a reference when describing dipole trapping (see chapter 4 and chapter 5).

2.3.2 Controlled rotation Rydberg gate

The first proposal of a fast controlled gate, based on the Rydberg blockade phenomenon, was presented in 2001 [112], where the Rydberg blockade was recognised as a mechanism

\(^{12}\)See as an example the stabilization of 480 nm laser in [111].
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图2.10: Rydberg阻塞方案。双激发态 $|r, r\rangle$ 的能量是距离 $R$ 的函数。如果 $R$ 大于阻塞半径 $R_b$，能级状态（稍微偏移）通过窄带激光 $\Omega$ 耦合。在原子靠近于 $R_b$ 时，能量偏移大于激光线宽，状态 $|r, r\rangle$ 不能被占据。

允许开关原子之间的相互作用（参见附录B）。基于这个想法，提出了一个适合于DQC1算法的控制门的提议。这里，Rydberg阻塞现象结合EIT成为进行控制旋转操作的一种方式。值得指出的是，该门需要一个控制原子，它可以单独地被地址，并可以同时操作在集合中质子能级。Rydberg阻塞被用来阻塞原子的耦合到Rydberg状态。Rydberg-Rydberg相互作用在这里起到开关上/下的作用，允许精确地控制原子在地基状态。

图2.11: 两个原子系统: 一个控制qubit和一个ensemble qubit。信息编码在地基超精细结构的原子状态，如图2.11所示: 对于控制原子，qubit编码在 $|0\rangle$ 和 $|1\rangle$，而对于目标原子在 $|A\rangle$ 和 $|B\rangle$。目标原子的态 $|A\rangle$ 和 $|B\rangle$ 通过 $\Omega_p$ 通过激发态 $|P\rangle$（图2.11a）。耦合的目的是要
able to drive the target atom between its two ground states. However, the target atom is also constantly exposed to a strong laser light coupling excited state $|P\rangle$ with a Rydberg level $|r\rangle$ by a strong laser beam $\Omega_c$, which is much stronger than the $\Omega_p$. The strong laser induces the EIT phenomenon effectively preventing any possible excitation of the ensemble atom to the intermediate excited state $|P\rangle$. This means that in the presence of $\Omega_c$ the $\Omega_p$ remains unnoticed to the ensemble atom, as long as EIT ‘blockade’ works. A sequence of laser pulses is shown on Figure 2.11c, where it is shown that the EIT coupling laser is constantly on throughout the entire experiment.

Meanwhile, the ground state $|1\rangle$ of the control atom is coupled to the Rydberg state by $\Omega_r$ Rabi frequency. According to Figure 2.11c, first the $\pi$ pulse of $\Omega_r$ is applied to the control atom, and after that a $\pi$ pulse is applied to the target atom. If the control atom was initialized in the state $|0\rangle$ (gray dot on Figure 2.11a) the EIT blockade on the target atom is active and it remains so after the pulse of $\Omega_p$ beams. However, if the control is initialized in a state $|1\rangle$
(gray dot on Figure 2.11b), it is excited to the Rydberg level, so that now it interacts with the target atom via the Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. Because of the interaction, the energy of doubly excited Rydberg state is shifted and the strong EIT laser becomes off-resonant. As soon as the intermediate excited state \( |P\rangle \) and Rydberg state stop being coupled, \( \Omega_p \) beams can affect the state of the target atom changing the state of ensemble qubit.

As it is shown, the state of the target atom changes only if the control atom is initially put into state \( |1\rangle \). If the target atom was initially \( |A\rangle \), then after applying a \( \pi \) pulse by \( \Omega_p \), it ends in state \( |B\rangle \) and vice versa. Depending on the duration of the \( \Omega_p \) pulse, this protocol implements in general a \textit{controlled rotations gate}, including a special case (\( \pi \) pulse) resulting in \textit{cNOT} gate. The principles of the gate applies also when there is an ensemble of many target atoms, meaning that the gate performs effectively the unitary operation required for DQC1.

### 2.3.3 Final protocol

There are two main stages in the experimental implementation of the DQC1 protocol: atoms trapping and then performing the algorithm on the trapped atoms. Atoms trapping and ensuring the appropriate experimental conditions, is the subject of further consideration in chapters 3, 4, 5. In this section we explain the full laser sequence to accomplish a single run of the DQC1 protocol. Let us recall briefly the DQC1 protocol (see section 2.1.3) before delving into the details of the experimental implementation. First, the qubits need to be initialized: the control qubit in a superposition of \( |0\rangle \) and \( |1\rangle \) while the target qubits in the highly mixed state. Then, a controlled unitary operation is applied, involving the control and the target qubits simultaneously. Finally, the state of the control has to be measured. Only the case with two atoms will be described here for simplicity, one control atom and one target atom, but the same principle applies to many atoms in the target ensemble.

The laser system required for performing the DQC1 protocol is presented in Figure 2.12a. It consists of a pair of Raman beams \( \Omega_p \) at \( \approx 780 \text{ nm} \) (see appendix C), a blue laser \( \Omega_c \) and \( \Omega_{rc} \) at \( \approx 480 \text{ nm} \), and the beam \( \Omega_{op} \). Qubit states are encoded in the hyperfine structure of the ground state of Rubidium 87 atoms and are denoted as \( |0\rangle = \left| 5S_{\frac{1}{2}}, F = 1 \right\rangle \) and \( |1\rangle = \left| 5S_{\frac{1}{2}}, F = 2 \right\rangle \). A pair of Raman beams \( \Omega_p \) couples states \( |0\rangle \) and \( |1\rangle \) to the first excited state \( |5P_{3/2}\rangle \) with a detuning about 1 GHz. Due to the hyperfine split of the ground state, the Raman beams are composed by two laser beams which differ 6.8 MHz in frequency to ensure an equivalent coupling strength of both hyperfine levels to the excited state. The blue laser
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Figure 2.12: Implementation of DQC1 with $^{87}$Rb. The discussion is provided in the text.

$\Omega_c$ and $\Omega_{rc}$ couples the first excited state $|5P_{3/2}\rangle$ with a Rydberg state $|nS\rangle$, while the role of $\Omega_{op}$ is to excite atoms from the ground state to $|5P_{3/2}\rangle$ from which atoms can spontaneously decay back to the ground state.

The initialization of the control atom starts with the atom being optically pumped to the $|1\rangle$ by $\Omega_{op}$, as shown and explained in Figure 2.13. Then the Hadamard gate (see section 2.1.2) is applied using the $\pi$ pulse of Raman beams $\Omega_p$ on the control atom resulting in its superposition of $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$. Regarding target atoms, they can be prepared in a highly mixed state following method presented in [113]. First atoms are prepared in the superposition of $|1\rangle$ using $\Omega_{op}$ using optical pumping and the Hadamard gate, the same way as the control qubit is prepared. At this stage the ensemble of atoms is still in a pure state, but the purity can be reduced because of decoherence mechanism, such as spontaneous emission. Hence, one of states ($|0\rangle$ in our case) is pumped to the excited state $|5P_{3/2}\rangle$ and then allowed to spontaneously decay to a ground state. As a result the information describing the system is
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![Diagram of energy levels](image)

**Figure 2.13:** Optical pumping of $^{87}$Rb atoms. Circularly polarized $\sigma^+$ laser beam $\Omega_{op}$ excites atoms from the $|0\rangle$ state to the excited state $|5P_{3/2}, F = 2\rangle$. From the excited state atom can decay back (dotted gray arrows) to $|0\rangle$ or to $|1\rangle$. After many cycles only state $|1\rangle$ is populated.

partially lost, resulting in the mixed states.

The next step is to perform $cNOT$ gate according to the proposal discussed in section 2.3.2, following the scheme of laser pulses presented on Figure 2.12b. First the control atom is excited using two-photon transition from the ground state $|1\rangle$ to the Rydberg state using $\Omega_{rp}$ and $\Omega_{rc}$. A combination of these two pulses results in the direct $\pi$ pulse driving a transition from $|1\rangle$ to $|nS_{1/2}\rangle$, which is shown as $\Omega_r$ on the Figure 2.12a. It is worth mentioning here that not only the sequence of the applied laser pulses is important, but also their shapes (intensities of laser light). The transition $\Omega_r$ is applied using a technique called Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP)\footnote{The same applies to the Hadamard gate which is realised here by coupling $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ states via Raman beams, and thus is also applied using STIRAP.} which allows atoms to change states from $|1\rangle$ to Rydberg state avoiding populating the intermediate excited state. As depicted in Figure 2.12b, to obtain STIRAP a pulse $\Omega_{rc}$ is followed by $\Omega_{rp}$. As it was shown in\footnote{The same applies to the Hadamard gate which is realised here by coupling $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ states via Raman beams, and thus is also applied using STIRAP.}, the duration and shape of pulses leads to the deterministic single-atom excitation from a ground state to the Rydberg state, which is important to maintain purity. When the control atom is already excited to the Rydberg state (partially, since it is in superposition), it starts interacting with the ensemble (see section 2.3.2). Now the pulse of the Raman beams $\Omega_p$ is applied and interacts (partially) with the ensemble, as the laser $\Omega_c$ becomes out of resonance and the EIT does not apply any longer.

The performance of the controlled rotations gate results in a build up of correlations across the control and the target. The final step is a readout and requires applying a Hadamard
gate on the control qubit one more time. It is because the normalized trace of unitary operation is stored in the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. After the rotation, readout is performed by applying a pulse coupling one of $|0\rangle$ or $|1\rangle$ state of the control atom to the excited state. The fluorescence signal from the atom will contain the information about the state of the atom. Naturally, from the experimental point of view, the protocol must be repeated many times to collect a sufficient statistics of events to obtain an accurate result. The expected results of the protocol for different number of atoms in the ensemble are predicted in [70]. According to this work, by varying the rotation angle one should observe the characteristic oscillations (2.9), as in Figure 2.14.

![Theoretical predictions of the outcome of the DQC1 protocol applied on 1 to 5 atoms in the ensemble. Source: [70]](image)

**Figure 2.14:** Theoretical predictions of the outcome of the DQC1 protocol applied on 1 to 5 atoms in the ensemble. Source: [70]
Chapter 3

Cold atoms: principles and experimental setup for a magneto optical trap

This chapter consists of both the theoretical and technical description of the apparatus required for a cold atoms experiment, covering both the Magneto Optical Trap (MOT) as well as the vacuum system. The first section of the chapter relates to the MOT which was already operational the beginning of the course of this thesis, as described in my colleague’s work [111], but required partial improvements and an occasional maintenance. Therefore, a brief description of the laser system for MOT is included in this chapter highlighting the parts which were significantly changed and excluding details regarding lasers construction, locking system and electronics. Finally, the vacuum system which is required for operating both MOT and dipole trap is described in the last section of the chapter.

3.1 Cooling atomic sample with radiation pressure

The laser manipulation of neutral atoms uses techniques that exploit the forces arising from atom-light interactions (see sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6) and have been strongly developed during the last two decades. The idea to use radiation pressure to create a three dimensional ensemble of slow atoms was first proposed in 1975 [115] and remained a theoretical concept for almost a decade. The breakthrough took place in 1986, when the first experimental demonstration of optical molasses was presented by the group at Bell Laboratories [116]. In that work, sodium atoms in optical molasses\(^1\) were cooled to approximately 240 µK before

\(^1\)Optical molasses is the name of the atoms cooling technique exploiting only Doppler cooling in the absence of magnetic field. The concept of optical molasses is introduced in section 3.1.1.
loading them into another type of trap, namely a dipole trap. After this demonstration, enormous progress was made almost instantly. Only a year later, the technique was improved by adding a weak quadrupole magnetic field developing the technique called Magneto Optical Trapping [117, 118]. In this demonstration, the temperature of the sodium atomic sample was in the range (300 to 1000) µK, just above the theoretically predicted lowest temperature achievable for atoms cooling, the so called Doppler limit. The MOT became popular very quickly and was reproduced and studied in different configurations with good agreement to previous experiments [119]. When laser cooling already seemed to be well understood and described, a surprisingly lower temperature of only 40 µK was achieved for an optical molasses consisting of six linearly polarized cooling beams [120]. This result obviously invalidated the Doppler limit, but very soon [121] and [122] independently proposed an explanation of the phenomenon as sub-Doppler cooling, which is, as we will see, a polarization-dependent effect.

Since then, multiple experiments on radiation pressure traps for neutral atoms were made [123–128]. Although the technique is well known and has been thoroughly investigated, there is still a great interest in fully understanding the mechanisms responsible for the MOT behaviour. It is enough to mention recent studies: the measurement of MOT escape velocity in [129](2012); an experiment in which the Doppler limit is experimentally verified [130](2014); photon reabsorption in MOT [131](2014) and studies of spatial instabilities of cold atoms clouds [132](2016) to understand how useful and complex the cooling technique is.

### 3.1.1 Doppler cooling

The scattering force (see section 2.2.6) can be exploited to achieve cooling via the Doppler Cooling technique as proposed in [115, 116]. When an atom is placed in a stream of photons, it can absorb a fraction of them while simultaneously emitting all absorbed photons, at a rate \( R_{sc} \) (2.24). For each absorbed photon, that carries momentum \( \hbar k_L \), an exchange of momentum results in an acceleration of the atom along the direction of photon propagation.
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If an atom moves toward the coherent stream of photons, it results in a decrease of an initial atom’s velocity $v$ proportionally to the number of absorbed photons $v - N_{\text{photons}} \cdot \hbar k_L$, as shown on Figure 3.1a. Each photon absorption process is followed by the spontaneous emission in a random direction (Figure 3.1a) which also creates a momentum exchange, but on average for many photons the acceleration is almost equal zero with a little impact on the atom. Therefore, after many cycles the momentum of the atom changes and the atom effectively slows down, as it is depicted on Figure 3.1a. Assuming very high power of laser light, it takes about $\sim 1 \text{ ms}$ and $5 \times 10^4$ photons to bring an atom in a room temperature from a typical velocity $300 \text{ m/s}$ close to $1 \text{ m/s}$ (which corresponds to approximately $10 \text{ mK}$ of a mean temperature).

By overlapping two counter-propagating beams, atoms moving in both directions can be significantly slowed down, if an additional detuning is introduced. For the laser intensities typically used in laser cooling, absorption of photons varies with the laser detuning and is much less efficient for non-resonant light. In order to increase the scattering rate of photons counter-propagating to the atom, laser light $f_L$ is set to be red-detuned from the atomic transition, so that the Doppler shift tunes light $f_2$ closer to the resonance, as depicted in
Figure 3.1b. The atom simultaneously interacts with the second beam $f_1$, but because its detuning $\Delta_1$ increases, photons from this beam are less likely to be absorbed. The effective force acting on atom is given by the result of two counteracting scattering forces $F_{1,2}$, as described by (2.26). The maximum acceleration is experienced by atoms with $v_{\text{max}} \approx \pm \frac{\Gamma}{2k_L}$. For small enough velocities, lower than $v_{\text{max}}$, the force is proportional to velocity resulting in viscous damping, from which the name optical molasses comes, and follows the equation:

$$F_{\text{OM}} = F_1 + F_2 \approx \frac{8\hbar k_L^2 \delta I_{\text{sat}} v}{\Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} + 4\delta^2 \right)^2} \equiv -\beta v$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)$$

If there was no other effect apart from the damping force, atoms would soon reach an unphysical steady state with velocity and temperature equal zero $v = 0, T = 0$. This is clearly not the case and there is a cooling limit which arises from the discrete momentum exchange between photons and atoms leading to Brownian motion. Due to photon scattering, each atom emits a fixed quantity of energy in a random direction. Equating cooling rate and the heating rate gives the cooling limit $T_D$

$$T_D = \frac{\hbar \Gamma}{2k_B} \approx 140 \mu K,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.2)$$

which remarkably depends on fundamental physical constants, but neither on the used optical wavelength nor on the atomic mass. The value in equation (3.2) was estimated for rubidium $D_2$ line for which natural line width is equal approximately $2\pi \times 6 \text{ MHz}$. A full three dimensional optical molasses is achieved by combining three crossed perpendicular pairs of counter-propagating beams. It results in cooling of atoms moving in all directions in the region of intersection.

### 3.1.2 Sub-Doppler cooling

A surprisingly low temperature $(43 \pm 20) \mu K$ in optical molasses was achieved in [120]. This result clearly invalidates the Doppler cooling limit $T_D \approx 140 \mu K$ so further investigation of the mechanics involved in the cooling process was needed. A new cooling mechanism was identified as polarization-gradient cooling. Sub-Doppler cooling originates because the atom experiences different strengths of laser coupling depending on the local light polarization, if this varies in space. There are two main sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms: one for
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Figure 3.2: Principles of sub-Doppler cooling for configuration $\sigma^+ - \sigma^-$. (a) Two counter-propagating $\sigma^+ - \sigma^-$ beams of the same frequency results in the standing wave $E(z)$. The polarization of the standing wave is linear, but the orientation changes along $z$. (b) A diagram shows atomic structure of an atom moving along $z$ in the presence of the standing wave. The ground level experiences energy levels shifts, and hence the laser coupling $\sigma^\pm$ becomes detuned from the atomic transition.

The configuration with linearly polarized beams\(^6\), and one where the counter-propagating beams are circularly polarized. Although the temperature below Doppler limit was obtained for the first time for the configuration consisting of six linearly polarized beams, the configuration with circularly polarized beams results in much more efficient cooling. Since the MOT requires circularly polarized beams, only the $\sigma^+ - \sigma^-$ configuration is explained briefly in this section following the approach from [121].

The internal atomic energy structure is in general quite complex, but for simplicity only a two level system with $|F = 1, m_F\rangle$ and $|F = 2, m_F\rangle$ is considered here. In the case of two counter-propagating and circularly polarized beams, $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$, a linearly polarized standing wave is created, with polarization direction changing along the propagation axis $z$, as in Figure 3.2a. For an atom at rest, the energy shift due to AC Stark Shift described by equation (2.30) is constant along the propagation axis. The situation changes for an atom in motion. To simplify the problem, a rotating reference frame is introduced in a way that it keeps the polarization in a fixed direction. In this frame, the moving atom ‘spins’ while moving along the propagation axis, as if there was present an additional magnetic field proportional to the atom’s velocity and parallel to the rotation axis. The problem can be therefore considered in the rotating frame reference. It was shown that the additional term looks like a fictitious magnetic field proportional to the atom’s velocity and parallel to the rotation axis. For small velocities it can be treated as a perturbation leading to the shift of energy levels of the ground state of the atom as shown on Figure 3.2b. Finding the exact

\(^6\)The polarization of the counter-propagating beams must be orthogonal to each other.
values for the couplings leads to the conclusion that there is a bigger probability to absorb a
counter-propagating photon $\sigma^-$ by $|F = 1, m_F = -1\rangle$ than to absorb $\sigma^+$, and vice versa for
$|F = 1, m_F = 1\rangle$. This imbalance of radiation pressure results in additional damping force,
which depends on the laser intensity and laser detuning. The ultimate cooling limit for
rubidium is given by the recoil temperature \[133\] equal
\[
T_{rec} = \frac{\hbar^2 k^2}{k_B m} \approx 360 \text{nK.} \tag{3.3}
\]

3.1.3 Magneto Optical Trap

Although optical molasses is an efficient technique to slow down atoms, this technique is
not able to efficiently accumulate atoms in one place. This means that atoms experiencing a
random walk due to the heating mechanism (3.2) eventually leave the cooling region. Op-
tical molasses’s forces and atomic density are strongly dependent on the beams alignment,
as any misalignment of counter-propagating beams leads to an imbalance of cooling forces
and to a less efficient cooling.

The solution for these problems was the first Magneto Optical Trap based on the in-
fluence of the external magnetic field on scattering forces. The MOT is composed of three
pairs of laser beams, red-detuned from resonance and intersecting in the region where a
weak quadrupole magnetic field is created by a pair of coils in anti-Helmholtz configura-
tion, Figure 3.3a. The field is odd and approximately linear in the vicinity of the center of
the trap as shown on Figure 3.3b. Therefore, the interaction of atoms with the magnetic field
gradient creates an inhomogeneous Zeeman Effect, which is zero at the centre of the trap
and increases moving away from it. Each pair of two overlapping and counter-propagating
laser beams have a circular polarization $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$, as described in section 3.1.2. Red-
detuned laser light with specific polarization puts predominantly pressure on atoms which
are closer to resonance because of Zeeman Effect, as shown on Figure 3.3b. This results
in space-dependent imbalance of radiation pressure between counter propagating beams,
which pushes atoms always toward the point where magnetic field is zero. As a result,
atoms accumulate at the centre of the trap, creating much denser trap than just optical mo-
lasses.

The main advantage of MOT is that it is very robust and neither depends on precise
balancing of laser beams nor on highly precise adjustment of beams polarization. However,
any improvement of these parameters helps to achieve a lower temperature and denser trap.
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3.1.4 Implementation of MOT with Rubidium atoms

In order to perform laser cooling an appropriate transition needs to be selected, which is suitable for absorption and re-emission of photons in many ‘closed’ cycles. For a circularly polarized beams $\sigma^\pm$, the allowed electric dipole transitions follow the selection rule: $\Delta F = 0, \pm 1, \Delta m_F = \pm 1$. On the other hand, the decay of an atom from an excited state to the ground state might have any polarization and hence the general selection rules applies as follows: $\Delta F = 0, \pm 1, \Delta m_F = 0, \pm 1$. In the case of Rubidium 87, the cooling laser is red-detuned to the $|5S_{1/2}, F = 2\rangle \rightarrow |5P_{3/2}, F = 3\rangle$ transition, as shown on Figure 3.4. Since the atoms in state $|5P_{3/2}, F = 3\rangle$ can only decay back to the ground state $F = 2$, the condition of a ‘closed’ transition seems to be satisfied.

However, even though the cooling laser is tuned to the given transition, an excited state $|5P_{3/2}, F = 2\rangle$ might be also populated but with a small probability. From this energy level the atom can decay to both hyperfine levels in the ground state, including state $|5S_{1/2}, F = 1\rangle$ which does not interact with cooling lasers. Even though a leakage of atoms from the cooling cycle is very small, after many cycles all the atoms end up in the state $|5S_{1/2}, F = 1\rangle$, preventing cooling mechanism. By adding a repumper laser coupling atoms in state $|5S_{1/2}, F = 1\rangle$ to

![Figure 3.3: Magneto Optical Trap technique. (a) In our setup, horizontal beams cross with an acute angle, while vertical beam is perpendicular to them. (b) A laser $\sigma^\pm$ with the fixed red-detuned frequency interacts with and atom placed in the magnetic field. Zeeman splitting of magnetic sub-levels depends on the strength and the sign on magnetic field. For atoms in $z < 0$ the coupling of $\sigma^+$ polarization is stronger that for $\sigma^-$. The opposite happens for $z > 0$, which results in the force imbalance always pushing an atom toward center of the trap $z = 0$.](image-url)
Figure 3.4: Cooling and repumping transitions for $^{87}$Rb atom placed in the external magnetic field $B_z$. The atomic energy levels are split due to the Zeeman effect, with the appropriate shifts $\Delta$. States $|5S_{1/2}, F = 2\rangle$ and $|5P_{3/2}, F = 3\rangle$ are coupled via circularly polarized cooling laser beams $\sigma^\pm$ (green and blue arrows). States $|5S_{1/2}, F = 1\rangle$ and $|5P_{3/2}, F = 2\rangle$ are coupled via repumper laser (red arrow).

The states $|5P_{3/2}, F = 2\rangle$, the atoms are restored to the main cooling loop. If the intensity of repumper laser is big enough, the optical pumping of atoms back to $|5S_{1/2}, F = 2\rangle$ is faster than the leakage of atoms from cooling cycle, thus maintaining an efficient cooling cycle.

In conclusion, two lasers of a different frequency are required for atoms cooling: a laser for coupling to the main cooling transition marked at the Figure 3.4 as $\sigma^\pm$, and a repumper laser which is shown as ‘repump’. Since photons from the repumper laser are required only to maintain cooling mechanism, the only feature that matters for the process is a laser detuning $\Delta_{\text{repump}}$, but not other features like beam’s polarization or direction of propagation. Therefore for simplicity, the repumper laser is marked on Figure 3.4 without specifying its properties, even though in our setup the repumper overlaps with the optical path of cooling lasers. In Figure 3.4 the cooling lasers $\sigma^\pm$ are red-detuned, by $\Delta_{\text{cooling}}$ from the atomic transition to provide Doppler cooling. Detuning is usually set between 0 and few $\Gamma$, depending on the expected cloud density and temperature one needs to achieve. Simultaneously an
3.2 Laser system for MOT

The sub-doppler cooling of atoms requires a cooling laser source that has a linewidth much narrower than the natural linewidth $\Gamma$ of the atomic transition. Moreover, the cooling laser must be powerful, phase stable and tunable in a scope of few $\Gamma$. Laser tunability and stability are crucial for both MOT optimization as well as for running experimental sequences. The requirements of narrow linewidth for the cooling transition can be satisfied using a master-slave laser configuration, presented in section 3.2.1. In this configuration, the frequency of the so called master laser is fine-controlled and stabilized, while the slave laser is forced to operate at the same frequency and benefits from fine stabilisation while retaining high power.

Regarding frequency stabilization, there are several methods to stabilize the laser frequency, for instance polarization modulation [134] or frequency modulation [135–137]. The method used in our setup, namely Doppler-free saturated absorption, is based on frequency modulation [138, 139] and phase sensitive lock-in amplifier. Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy is a commonly used method to accurately stabilize the laser frequency. Its convenience is based on the fact that it exploits the hyperfine structure of atoms using a vapour cell that contains the same species as in the actual experiment. Two different configurations for saturated absorption spectroscopy are applied in the experiment, one for stabilization of the master laser, and one for repumper. These approaches are described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

3.2.1 System overview

All lasers exploited in our setup for atoms cooling, namely master, slave and repumper, are semiconductor lasers operating in configuration of extended cavity [140]. Typically, a free running diode consists spectrum of multiple modes that are responsible for the frequency broadening. Since the typical line width of a laser diode is of order (40 to 100) MHz, which is more than the natural linewidth of the atomic transition, an additional element needs to
Figure 3.5: Laser system for Magneto Optical Trap. Parts of the scheme highlighted with the navy background represents setups for saturated absorption spectroscopy. 'sat. abs. spec. $v=0$' is used for both repumper and slave monitor, while 'sat. abs. spec. $v \neq 0$' is responsible for master laser stabilization.
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be used to narrow down the linewidth. The cavity design applied in our setup is based on the work presented in [141]: a semiconductor diode is placed in the cavity consisting of a diffraction grating set in a configuration to provide feedback from the grating back to the diode. If the cavity is well aligned, only one mode is enhanced and triggers a desirable single mode lasing. The diffraction grating is mounted on the piezoelectric component (PZT)\(^7\), which is used for the fine adjustment of the extended cavity length. The laser frequency can be thus controlled by both the current applied to the diode, as well as by the voltage applied to the PZT.

In a master–slave configuration the master laser is narrowband tunable, but not a very powerful light source (15 mW). It is locked to the \(|5S_{\frac{1}{2}}, F = 2\rangle \rightarrow |5P_{\frac{1}{2}}, F = 1, 3\rangle\) transition, by the adjustment of the extended cavity, using a saturated absorption spectroscopy signal as reference (see section 3.2.3). Stabilised, low power light from master is now injected into the resonant cavity of a free-running slave laser (see Figure 3.5 ‘injection locking beam’) operating at full power (40 mW). If the frequency of both lasers are similar, the injected light forces slave’s diode to operate at exactly the same frequency as the master. Doppler-free saturation spectroscopy, shown on the Figure 3.5 as ‘slave sat. abs. spec. v=0’, is simultaneously used to monitor slave’s frequency and ensure that the injection is aligned properly. Such prepared slave laser beam, is then shifted by an AOM\(^8\) in single pass configuration, before it is guided to the vacuum chamber.

Unlike for the cooling transition, the parameters of the repump laser, specifically lower power and the alignment, are not as crucial as for the cooling lasers and hence the master–slave configuration is not required in this case. Therefore, the repumper laser is locked to the \(|5S_{\frac{1}{2}}, F = 1\rangle \rightarrow |5P_{\frac{1}{2}}, F = 1, 2\rangle\) transition, and is shifted afterwards by a single AOM pass by \(\Delta_{\text{repump}} \approx 75\) MHz (see Figure 3.4). The locking scheme for the repumper is described in the following section.

\(^7\)The term ‘piezo’ describes all materials, which implement piezoelectric effect. When a piezo material is under external mechanical stress, it generates an additional voltages across the axis of stress, and vice versa: in response of applied voltage piezo material expands its volume. Piezo actuator is usually a cristal which allows fine adjusting by controling its volume.

\(^8\)Acousto-Optic Modulator is a device which modulates the frequency of the laser beam. It consists of a crystal and a piezo-electric transducer, which induces an acoustic wave propagating through the crystal. The propagation of the acoustic wave leads to the local changes of the refractive index in the crystal resulting in modulation of the laser light propagating perpendicularly to the acoustic wave.
3.2.2 Stabilization of the repumper laser

The basic configuration for Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy is shown in Figure 3.5 as a 'sat.abs. spec. v = 0'. It consists of a laser beam whose wavelength is tuned using PZT, a Rubidium vapour cell and a photodiode to monitor laser intensity. The modulated laser beam travels through a rubidium vapour cell twice, thus interacting with atoms, and eventually its transferred power is detected by a photo detector (Figure 3.5).

Atoms in the vapour cell absorb mainly the photons whose frequency is in resonance to the one of the possible atomic transitions. However, as shown on Figure 3.1b, the atom’s movement and corresponding Doppler effect result in atoms absorbing also photons largely detuned from resonance. Because the cell is at room temperature and atoms move in all directions relatively fast with Maxwell velocity distribution, the effective broadening of each transition line is about 500 MHz. Since the separation between atomic transition lines is less than that, it is impossible to resolve individual transitions for a weak probe light propagating through the vapour cell. A signal detected on the photo detector shows a broad dip in the laser spectrum intensity, as shown in Figure 3.6a.

To remove this broadening and resolve particular transitions, another laser beam is sent counter-wise to the probe through the vapour cell. This beam, referred to as the pump, has the same frequency as the probe and is much stronger in intensity so that it saturates transitions and hence promotes the majority of atoms into the excited state. If both beams are aligned to overlap, atoms whose velocity along the beams’ propagation is close to zero interact with both of pump and probe beams simultaneously since

$$f_{\text{transition}} = f_{\text{pump}} = f_L - f_v = f_L + f_v = f_{\text{probe}},$$

where Doppler shift $f_v = 0$. These atoms, which are mostly in the excited state because of the pump’s strength, do not absorb photons from the probe anymore so that a decrease in absorption is seen as a small peaks in the broad Doppler dip in Figure 3.6a.

The peaks can now be exploited for further laser stabilization via phase-sensitive lock-in amplifier [139] [138] marked on Figure 3.5 as 'lock-in' on Figure 3.5. For laser stabilization, the current of the diode is modulated in a radio-frequency, so that the signal received by the photodiode is also modulated. This signal is further demodulated and serves as an error signal for the stabilization electronics which provides a feedback to the laser current and PZT, thus controlling its output frequency.
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3.2.3 Stabilization of the master laser

The master laser is also stabilized using saturated absorption spectroscopy, but with a modification which allows the tuning of the laser frequency externally while keeping the stabilization electronics active. Unlike in the scheme for repumper’s stabilization, where both the pump and probe beams have the same frequency, the master lock is implemented with an additional shift in pump frequency in respect to the probe beam. In this case only the pump beam is modulated but not the probe, since the AOM introduces an additional noise on the laser beam which is strong enough to deform the signal and destabilize the locking electronics.

As shown on Figure 3.5 ‘sat.abs. spec. $v \neq 0$’, the master’s laser beam with frequency...
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$f_L$ is initially split on polarization beam splitter (PBS)\(^9\) into two separate pump and probe beams. The frequency of the pump beam is then modulated via an AOM in double pass\(^{10}\) configuration [142], resulting in a frequency shift equal $-2\delta_f$. Both the probe and pump beams are guided then to the rubidium cell, so that they propagate counter wise through the vapour. The probe beam is eventually detected by a photodiode and the absorption signal is shown on Figure 3.7a as a yellow curve.

The general principles of saturated absorption spectroscopy remain as discussed for the repumper laser, however an introduction of pump’s frequency shift changes the target atoms for which the probe is less efficiently absorbed. For atoms moving against pump beam with velocity $v$ the Doppler shift $f_v$ and AOM’s shift $-2\delta_f$ results in tuning both pump and probe beams to the atomic transition following the formula:

$$f_{\text{transition}} = f_{\text{pump}} = f_L + f_v - 2\delta_f = f_L - f_v = f_{\text{probe}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

For $\delta_f = 0$ the absorption spectra for slave monitor and master look identical, as shown on Figure 3.7a. However, solving the equation (3.4) under assumption of $v \neq 0$ leads to the solution $f_{\text{transition}} = f_{\text{pump}} = f_{\text{probe}} = f_L - \delta_f$, for atoms with velocity $v = c \frac{\delta_f}{f_L} \approx 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{m s}^{-1}$. This means, that the small peaks in absorption spectrum move by $+\delta_f$, while the Doppler broadening of the probe beam remains unaffected as shown on Figure 3.7b.

This spectra is used to stabilize laser frequency to one of the selected peaks using the same lock-in system which is also used for the repumper stabilization. When the frequency on the AOM changes, peaks also move and a feedback signal from the lock-in is fed into the laser (both current and PZT) to change master frequency. The range in which the AOM in the double pass can be safely operated without distorting the signal used for laser stabilization is from (67 to 115) MHz. The slave frequency is subsequently shifted by an AOM in single pass configuration (see Figure 3.5 ) by the fixed value of 110 MHz, therefore, the ultimate range of laser detuning varies from $-4\Gamma$ to $+0.5\Gamma$.

\(^9\)An optical device which splits the beam into two beams, whose polarization is perpendicular to each other. It usually consists of a pair of triangular glass prisms, attached in a way that they create a glass cube. A ratio of the output powers depend on the initial beam’s polarization.

\(^{10}\)AOM in double pass configuration is typical used to minimize spatial movement of the beam while applying different modulation $\delta_f$. When a laser beam passes through an AOM, zero order is blocked while $\pm 1$th order is reflected back to follow its initial path. The beam passes once again the AOM and its frequency is shifted once again. As a result the total shift of the beam is $\pm 2\delta_f$. 
3.3 MOT optimization and diagnostics

Since the MOT is a rather complicated system, its quality depends on many factors: the laser beam alignment, detunings of the cooling and repumper lasers, strength and gradient of the magnetic field or even pressure and temperature of rubidium vapour and residual gases within the chamber. It is necessary to optimize the loading and lifetime of the MOT in order to control dipole trap loading (see chapter 5). Therefore complete MOT diagnostics, including measurement of the trap density and temperature of the atomic ensemble, is required. This section first introduces the fluorescence imaging technique, principles and apparatus, which is used in our setup to detect atoms. The key features for MOT optimization are discussed, including MOT alignment, density and temperature measurements.

3.3.1 Atoms detection: fluorescence imaging

There are well established methods to image atoms in a cold atoms platform: absorption, phase contrast and fluorescence imaging. The first one is based on the absorption measurement of a weak probe beam propagating through the cloud. The transmitted probe beam is detected by a CCD\textsuperscript{11} camera which records a 2D distribution of the laser intensity. In the case of phase contrast imaging, both the absorption image and fluorescence light from atoms are acquired by the CCD, and the interference between them carries an information about the cloud distribution. Fluorescence imaging is based on the collection of photons scattered by the atoms from the laser beam. While the first two methods require setting up a

\textsuperscript{11}(Charge-Coupled Device) is a device of digital imaging. CCD matrices are made of p-doped MOS capacitors.
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3.3.2 Alignment optimization

Fluorescence imaging is used to determine and optimize the MOT positioning with respect to the dipole trap position. As will be shown in chapter 4, the position of the dipole trap can be reproduced by a ‘mimic beam’, which is a 780 nm laser beam used for adjustment of dipole trap imaging system (see Figure 4.2b). When both the mimic beam for the dipole trap and the cooling beams are set up with high intensity and are tuned to the resonance transition to maximize fluorescence signal of background atoms, they scatter enough light to be visible on the CCD, as it is shown on Figure 3.9. Since the focal point of the mimic beam overlaps with the place where the dipole trap is created, it becomes a reference point for the MOT position optimization. Having a reference point for MOT optimization, fluorescence signal is used to assess whether center of the MOT cloud overlaps with dipole trap (Figure 3.8b).

separate probe beam, the fluorescence signal might be obtained from atoms interacting with molasses beams. Therefore this method is more convenient from an experimental point of view as it allows to monitor MOT’s behaviour in real time without disturbing it. Moreover, absorption and phase contrast methods become less accurate for low atomic cloud density, while the fluorescence detection is less affected by this.

When near-to-resonance light propagates through an atomic gas, photons are absorbed and re-emitted homogeneously in all directions. This light is detected by a photodiode or CCD camera as shown on Figure 3.8a. The CCD is mainly used for monitoring the position and spatial distribution of atomic cloud. A photodiode acquires the signal from the cloud and is used for monitoring the dynamic changes of number of atoms in the trap.

**Figure 3.8:** Fluorescence image of MOT. (a) A scheme of placing photodiode (Ph.) and a CCD camera. (b) Cloud of atoms is visible between two lenses for dipole trapping.
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(a) View from the side  (b) View from the top

**Figure 3.9:** Fluorescence traces of mimic beam for dipole trap and cooling beams.

**Figure 3.10:** Fluorescence signal from atomic cloud detected by the photodiode. The first part of the trace is a background due to the refraction of cooling beams on miscellaneous optics in the absence of atomic cloud (absence of magnetic field).

### 3.3.3 MOT density

A fluorescence signal acquired by the photodiode or the CCD can be converted into the number of atoms. In principle it is easy to calculate the number of atoms in three-dimensional optical molasses knowing the scattering rate in the absence of magnetic field. For a working MOT though, it is more complicated due to the magnetic field gradient. In this work the number of atoms is retrieved by monitoring the entire loading curve of MOT\(^{12}\) until it reaches a quasi-stable state, as shown on Figure 3.10. The plateau of the loading curve is taken as a signal for further processing.

\(^{12}\)Loading curve can be described by two characteristic parameters: number of atoms in equilibrium \(N_{\text{atoms}}\) and characteristic loading time \(\tau\). The dynamic process of MOT loading is described in section 3.4.2.
The power of the light emitted by the MOT is proportional to the number of trapped atoms $N_{\text{atoms}}$, the scattering rate $R_{\text{sc}}$ and the energy carried by an emitted photon $E_{\text{photon}}$. Since only a small portion of fluorescence light reaches out to the imaging devices, the collection efficiency can be estimated taking into account a solid angle $\kappa$ of the light collecting lens. In the case of a photodiode, where $\epsilon$ is the conversion ratio between output volts $V$ and the power of the measured signal\textsuperscript{13} from atoms, the number of atoms can be calculated from the formula

$$N_{\text{atoms}} = \frac{\Delta V}{\epsilon P \kappa},$$

where $P = R_{\text{sc}} h \nu$ is the power of light emitted by one atom during one second.

Depending on the trap alignment, the typical number of atoms in MOT measured for our setup varies between $0.2 \times 10^6$ and $0.8 \times 10^6$ atoms, for a magnetic field gradient equal $15 \frac{G}{\text{cm}}$, $1.5 \Gamma$ detuning and $15 \frac{mW}{\text{cm}^2}$ intensity of cooling beams. The size of the atomic cloud, typically $\sigma_{\text{MOT}} = (200 \text{ to } 500) \mu \text{m}$ could be estimated by fitting a two dimensional Gaussian to the image of the atomic cloud obtained by the CCD camera (Figure 3.8b), returning a typical peak atoms density is in range $(2 \times 10^8 \text{ to } 50 \times 10^8) \text{ atoms/cm}^3$.

The density of the atomic cloud presented in this thesis is relatively low compared to standard MOT experiments where the peak density can reach $10^{10} \text{ atoms/cm}^3$ \cite{118, 143}, $10^{12} \text{ atoms/cm}^3$ \cite{116} (sodium), or possibly even $10^{13} \text{ atoms/cm}^3$ \cite{124} (theory). Undoubtedly, the factor which limits the MOT density in the first place is the unusual geometry of the trap, more precisely the acute intersection angle between the horizontal cooling beams (see Figure 3.9). The majority of experiments based on a similar geometry successfully employ additional cooling methods in order to enhance the MOT density, namely Zeeman slower \cite{144} or 2D MOT. In addition, our experimental system could not be fully optimised due to the design of the chamber and MOT magnetic coils. It was possible to achieve a denser atomic cloud in the system, but such a cloud would never overlap with the dipole trap. The optimization of the MOT to overlap it with the dipole trap (section 3.3.2) resulted in a lower density each time the procedure was taken, even though the zero point of the magnetic field for MOT could be additionally corrected by the set of the Helmholtz coils. Therefore, the results presented relate to the density of MOT which was optimized as much as the apparatus allowed, without significant changes.

\textsuperscript{13}$\epsilon$ depends on the conversion factor $\tilde{\epsilon}$ of photodiode (PDA50B from Thorlabs) and a resistance $R$ of the circuit used to readout the signal: $\epsilon = R \tilde{\epsilon} = \frac{|\text{Ohm}|}{0.56[A/W]}$. 
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3.3.4 MOT temperature: release recapture method

In order to measure the temperature of the trap, a release recapture method is applied as described in [145]. The experimental sequence is shown in Figure 3.11. Initially, the MOT needs to be loaded until the number of atoms reaches a quasi-steady state. Then, the cooling beams and the magnetic field are switched off for a time $dt$ and, as it is shown in Figure 3.11, the fluorescence signal drops since atoms do not scatter any light. During this time atoms freely expand and after time $dt$ both beams are switched on again and the atoms remaining within the capture region instantly load the trap. The «recapture» stage can not last too long in order to avoid additional MOT loading. At the last stage («background») the magnetic field is switched off so that the atoms escape the trap but all beams are still present in the chamber. This allows to find a reference signal for zero atoms while including any stray light.

A signal received by the detector for a typical sequence is presented in Figure 3.12a. The recapture fraction $\frac{V_2}{V_1}$ is derived from each sequence which is repeated several times in order to obtain a statistical error. If the atoms expand homogeneously during the time $dt$, the recaptured fraction [146] will be given by

$$recapture = \frac{V_2}{V_1} = \left( \frac{r^2 + d^2}{r^2 + d^2 + v_T^2 t^2} \right)^\frac{3}{2} \exp \left( -\frac{a^2 t^4 + 8b^2}{8 \left( r^2 + d^2 + v_T^2 t^2 \right)} \right)$$

(3.5)

where $v_T = \sqrt{\frac{2k_BT}{m}}$ and $v_T$ stands for thermal velocity of the atoms in MOT. The model used
for the data fitting is based on the assumption that the cloud of atoms has initially a Gaussian spatial distribution with the standard deviation $r$ where the atoms velocities follows Maxwell distribution. In the model an imbalance of force, namely an effective acceleration of atoms in one direction $a_i$ is taken into account. This takes the minimum value of the Earth’s gravitational acceleration, as the atoms falls freely while released from the trap, but can be also the result of the other forces (for instance an imbalanced beams). The recapture region is determined by the size $d$ of the MOT beams, where $2d$ is beams’ waist, and a possible cloud displacement $b$ is measured in respect to the center of the intersecting beams.

The data showing a recapture fraction versus the expansion time $dt$ are summarized in Figure 3.12b. All four experimental series in Figure 3.12b differ mainly in the MOT alignment and the relative position between the zero of quadruple magnetic field$^{14}$ for the MOT and the position where the cooling beams intersect. The first temperature measurement (red points on Figure 3.12b) is taken just after assembling MOT, and hence its alignment is not optimized yet. Series 2, 3 and 4 shows the subsequent attempts toward MOT alignment.

$^{14}$The adjustment of the zero field is realised by a three pairs of the offset magnetic coils in the Helmholtz configuration.
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The results of fitting the model (3.5) to the data are presented in the Table 3.1. It was checked that in our setup the displacement does not play a significant role as typically $b$ is found to be less than few microns when left as a free fitting parameter, therefore this parameter was ignored in the analysis. The size of the cloud agrees with values measured using the camera (see section 3.3.1). Interestingly, the acceleration is very high of order of few hundreds of Earth’s gravitational acceleration $g$ for the unoptimized, hot MOT. Measurements show also the trend, that the lower acceleration the lower temperature. It might imply that the acceleration can be related to the beams and magnetic field imbalance which pushes atoms in the given direction just after releasing atoms from the trap. A careful alignment helps to bring the temperature down, and eventually a cold 150 µK MOT experience an effective acceleration close to the Earth gravity.

Since the apparatus for MOT is unstable and drifts over the timescale of days, the MOT requires systematic work to maintain its optimization. Therefore, the temperature in which the MOT is operated remains typically in range (100 to 500) µK. These results relate to the MOT optimization without carrying a sub-Doppler cooling as a separate stage. Typically, the temperature of the atomic cloud can be additionally decreased by performing optimized optical molasses. The efficiency of the sub-Doppler cooling strongly depends on the trapped species, initial experimental conditions (MOT temperature) and intensity and frequency of cooling lasers [130]. The procedure is usually performed by ramping down the magnetic field to zero while decreasing the cooling beam intensity and tuning cooling laser frequency closer to the resonance transition. Then, the experimental conditions must be maintained for a certain amount of time until the temperature stabilizes but before atoms escape the trap, typically couple of milliseconds. Much lower temperatures of the atomic can be obtained if the procedure is well-optimized, down to tens of microkelvin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>$r$ [µm]</th>
<th>$a$ [g]</th>
<th>$T$ [µK]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>series 1</td>
<td>407 ± 61</td>
<td>250 ± 50</td>
<td>3900 ± 780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>series 2</td>
<td>381 ± 57</td>
<td>72 ± 14</td>
<td>1400 ± 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>series 3</td>
<td>429 ± 64</td>
<td>35 ± 7</td>
<td>600 ± 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>series 4</td>
<td>479 ± 72</td>
<td>3.34 ± 0.67</td>
<td>150 ± 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Detailed results of fitting procedure of the data shown in Figure 3.12b with the equation (3.5). Here the displacement is assumed to be zero $b = 0$ while the size of the cooling beams is $d = 1.2$ mm. Acceleration is given in units of Earth’s gravitational acceleration $g = 9.81 \text{ m s}^{-2}$. 

- $r$ is the size of the cloud, $a$ is the acceleration, and $T$ is the temperature.
3.3.5 MOT temperature: peak density decay

The imaging system of the dipole trap, designed in section 4 and applied in chapter 5, can be also exploited for an alternative method for the MOT temperature measurement. Unlike in the release-recapture method, the dipole trap imaging system does not allow to capture the signal from the entire MOT cloud, but only from a small fraction. When the MOT is fully loaded the intensity of light emitted by the atoms is sufficient to be acquired by the ICCD camera as a uniform background signal. If the MOT is centered on the dipole trap, usually the case as it is required for a good dipole trap loading, the background signal can be associated with the peak MOT density $n_{\text{MOT}}$.

Once the MOT is released from the trap, the cloud starts ballistic expansion (see section 5.2.2), and the density of atoms within the scope of the imaging system decreases in time. The peak density of the MOT is a ratio of the total number of atoms $N_{\text{atoms}}$ to the volume $n_{\text{MOT}}(t) = \frac{N_{\text{atoms}}}{(2\pi)^{3/2}\sigma(t)^3}$, where the size $\sigma(t)$ changes with time. The evolution of the initial trap size $\sigma_0$ depends on the atoms temperature $T_{\text{MOT}}$ like $\sigma(t) = \sqrt{\sigma_0 + \frac{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}}{m}}$, and hence the observed peak density can be described by equation

$$n_{\text{MOT}}(t) = \frac{n_0}{\left(1 + \frac{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}}{m\sigma_0^2} t^2\right)^{3/2}}.$$  \hfill (3.6)

Since the decay happens on the scale of few milliseconds, and the exposure time is of the same magnitude in order to obtain a good signal on the ICCD, the decay of atoms density while signal acquisition needs to be taken into account. A signal acquired by the ICCD consists of the accumulated light from atoms over the exposure time $\Delta t$, which is given by the integral over time $\tilde{n} = \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + \Delta t} n_{\text{MOT}}(t)dt$. Thus the normalized accumulated signal $\langle n \rangle$ is described by

$$\langle n \rangle = \frac{\tilde{n}}{n_0 \Delta t} = \frac{1}{\Delta t} \left( \frac{t_0 + \Delta t}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}}{m\sigma_0^2} (t_0 + \Delta t)^2}} + \frac{t_0}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}}{m\sigma_0^2} t_0^2}} \right).$$  \hfill (3.7)

The experimental sequence for temperature measurement is shown on Figure 3.13. It starts with «MOT loading», after which the initial MOT background is taken during «init.» stage. It takes a fixed amount of time for the ICCD to be ready for the next data acquisition, therefore an additional stage «cam. ref.» (which stands for ‘camera refreshment’) is applied before switching off the MOT. Next, the MOT is switched off for and the peak MOT density decreases with time in the absence of any cooling beams. After a time $t_0$, the probe beams
are switched on thus providing a fluorescence signal which is measured by the ICCD during «exp.» Eventually, a background image «bcg.» is taken after the full MOT decay. The entire sequence is repeated many times to average over possible MOT density fluctuations and to decrease the noise.

Results of temperature measurement are shown on Figure 3.14. For the same MOT configuration three data sets were taken for different exposure times. The detuning of cooling beams from the atomic transition is $-1.7\Gamma$ while the magnetic field is about $15 \text{ G cm}$. The normalized accumulated signal for (1 and 2) ms integration time is shown in Figure 3.14a. The error bars are based on noise present after images averaging, and naturally for the same number of sequence repetition decreases with longer exposure time. Data are fitted with equation (3.7), where the temperature is a fitting parameter and the initial size of the cloud $\sigma_0$ is measured separately using CCD (see section 3.3.1). The results for $\Delta t = (1, 5$ and 6) ms are $(151 \pm 6) \mu K$ $(242 \pm 9) \mu K$ $(260 \pm 8) \mu K$ respectively, which shows that the probe beams significantly affects atoms and hence the shorter exposure time the more accurate the measurement is. A corresponding decay in time of the normalized peak density $n_{\text{MOT}(t)}/n_0$ is presented on Figure 3.14b and was obtained applying the fitting parameters in the equation (3.6).
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Figure 3.14: MOT density decay method to determine MOT temperature. (a) Both red and blue series were taken for the same MOT settings. Solid curves represent fit of the data to equation (3.7). (b) A solid curve presents a normalized MOT background decay versus time $t_{MOT}$ for parameters resulting from the fit of the blue curve in (a). The shaded blue area $<n>$ corresponds to the signal acquired by the detector during exposure time $\Delta t = 5$ ms starting at $t_0 = 11$ ms.

3.4 Vacuum system

The vacuum system is one of the most crucial elements of the experimental setup, and its performance determines the lifetimes of both the MOT and dipole trap, as the losses of the atoms from traps depend on the presence of residual gases in the vacuum chamber. The cross section for collisions among trapped atoms and background gases was analytically estimated in [147]. Although the model is overly simplified and does not distinguish between atoms in excited and ground states, it generally predicts the observed trap lifetimes and fairly agrees with experimental data obtained in different types of traps: in [148] and [124] traps were obtained in a vacuum of order $10^{-8}$ mbar with a lifetime of about 1 s; in [116] a pressure about $5 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar results in a lifetime close to 2.2 s; and in [126] a vacuum of order $10^{-10}$ mbar gave an average lifetime of about 100 s. Even though a pressure of order $10^{-9}$ mbar is sufficient for us to obtain and work with a MOT, a long lifetime for dipole trap requires even better conditions. In deep, dense dipole traps two-body collisions are dominant over the collisions with background gases and are the main limiting factor to the atoms loading and traps’ lifetime. For a single atom trap, losses due to inelastic two-body collision do not occur. The background collisions dominate and a good vacuum is required.
3.4. Vacuum system

The dependence of a trap behaviour on the pressure of residual gases might also become an indication of possible vacuum problems, such as a leak or contamination of the system. During the course of this PhD, issues with the vacuum chamber arose and were diagnosed by monitoring the behaviour of the MOT. The number of atoms in the trap drastically decreased under typical operating conditions, while the trap lifetime increased for an increase of Rubidium pressure in vacuum chamber. These symptoms clearly meant that the system was not Rubidium dominated even when aggressively injecting rubidium atoms into the vacuum chamber. The details of the MOT behaviour are presented in section section 3.4.3.

Using a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) Figure 3.15a and helium gas helped us to localize a small leak in one of the viewports at the seal between the glass and the metal flange. The damaged part of the viewport is visible on Figure 3.15b, which shows a black deposit. The leak was indeed very small but noticeable. Even though the RGA head was attached to the system very far away from the main chamber and leaking viewport (see Figure 3.15a), an increase of helium gas pressure from $1 \times 10^{-10}$ to $4 \times 10^{-10}$ Torr could be detected. A possible reason behind the deterioration of viewport’s sealant is Rubidium itself, which is very
reactive and can chemically interact with it.

### 3.4.1 System description

Current vacuum technology allows to obtain and maintain Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) which is characterised by pressure below $10^{-9}$ mbar and at best up to $10^{-12}$ mbar. It is obviously preferable to conduct trapping experiments in the conditions of vacuum as low a possible, but vacuum of the order $10^{-10}$ mbar is considered sufficient [116, 126]. To obtain such a low pressure, special care of the vacuum system needs to be taken, ensuring that all mechanical components are UHV compatible, well cleaned before assembling and eventually the system is baked out to thoroughly remove residuals from all surfaces. Figure 3.16a presents a general view of the experimental setup.

The main vacuum chamber is a commercially available spherical octagon chamber (8” Multi-CF Spherical Octagon: MCF800- SphOct-G2C8) with 1.75 l volume. Inside the chamber, the holders for dipole trap lenses (see chapter 4) are attached to the body of the chamber by special grooves and grooves grabbers\(^{15}\) as shown on Figure 3.16b. Electrodes, also visible in the picture, are fit into a ceramic ring, made out of UHV compatible macor, to insulate

\(^{15}\)Lens holder is placed on four groove grabbers which are clipped on two grooves. Grooves were machined by the OU workshop in the internal surface of the vacuum chamber. Four groove grabbers are also designed and manufactured by the workshop, they are place on top of grooves and fixed in a place by few screws working as a cramp.
them from the grounded chamber and then clipped on top of the lenses’ holders\textsuperscript{16}. All of the mentioned elements: lenses holder, groove grabbers and electrodes are designed and machined by OU ST Workshop and are made out of stainless steel 316L, which is non-magnetic and has very low out-gassing rate. Two standard 2\textsuperscript{3/4}′′ CF\textsuperscript{17} sealing surfaces in the body chamber are used to mount electric feedthroughs to power the electrodes through capton wires (marked at Figure 3.16b). We used two feedthroughs symmetrically placed on the sides of the holder to keep the symmetry of electric field created by electrodes as much as possible.

Another electric feedthrough is attached to the main chamber. The commercially available alkali metal dispensers (AMD) from SAES Getters company are mounted directly at the end of feedthrough’s pins. The dispensers are a source of rubidium vapour required for the laser cooling experiment, and are designed in a to reduce any contamination with gases other than rubidium. AMD contain a mixture of an alkali-metal chromate (RbCrO4) with the special reducing composition whose role is to suppress the release of gasses other than Rubidium (getter material consisting of 84\% Zr and 16\% Al). With a typical current of about 4 A running through the dispensers, the heating starts the reduction reaction which releases rubidium vapour while other gases are being partially absorbed by the reducing composition. Although there exist other methods of rubidium vapour generation, such as light induced atomic desorption [149], alkali dispensers are a controllable source of Rb vapor density in the range of \(10^8\) to \(10^{10}\) cm\(^{-3}\) and are sufficiently clean to be considered as a long term solution [150].

Optical access for lasers to the vacuum chamber is provided by viewports. Two 2\textsuperscript{3/4}′′ windows of the chamber, situated above and below the lenses mounts, are closed with viewports NW35CF providing an access for the vertical beam of MOT. Access for the dipole trap beam is provided by two small 1\textsuperscript{1/3}′′ viewports (NW16CF), which are mounted to the chamber body through an adapter. To enhance the performance of dipole trapping and atoms imaging, viewports are covered with anti-reflection coating which is optimized for 780 to 830 nm. These viewports gives 1′′ of total optical access, however only a part of the coating in the middle is uniform (about 50\% of the total glass surface) and hence it is preferable to always assure that the dipole trap beam is centered on the viewport. Eventually, sides of the

\textsuperscript{16}The detailed discussion over lenses holders and electrodes design can be found section 4.4.

\textsuperscript{17}CF flanges are designed for UHV and consist of two symmetrical flanges with cutting edges and a metal flat gasket which is placed between them. Oxygen-free copper is generally used as a sealing material which much softer than the surface of the flanges. During assembly the cutting edges of the flanges are pushed into the enclosed sealing disc.
chamber are sealed with two big 8" viewports (NW150CF6) from Torr Scientific, which are covered with anti reflection coating for 480 to 780 nm (both sides of glass).

The remaining window of the chamber is used to attach a pumping system. The Varian Plus Star Cell ion pump is employed with a nominal pumping speed for nitrogen of 20 l/s. As shown in Figure 3.16a, the pump is mounted at the five-cross which is moved away from main vacuum chamber to minimise the effects of the magnetic field from the pump inside the chamber. An ion gauge with tungsten filament is mounted close the the pump, so that the pressure of the system can be monitored by both the ion pump current and the gauge. One of the ends of the five cross remains blank, while the last one is closed by an all-metal angle valve, MAV-150-v, which can seal the chamber from the atmospheric pressure down to 10^{-11} mbar.

**Vacuum baking**

As a rule, experiments are performed in a system with a closed valve, when only the ion pump passively maintains the pressure. Taking into account the volume of the system and provided there are no leaks in the system, the ion pump is sufficient to maintain the pressure. However, baking procedure must first be applied before the desirable UHV is achieved from an atmospheric pressure, that requires an additional pumps to efficiently remove air and a substantial amount of water and other gasses contaminating the inner surface of the chamber.

A turbo pump of pumping speed 60 l/s is mounted on a stable support which is fixed to the table to reduce the harmful vibrations while operating the pump. The pump’s inlet is attached to the system via a ‘Tee’ component, whose one end is closed by a combi gauge and the other one is connected to the open valve through a welded bellow flange. Initially, the turbo pump is backed up by the dry pump (Edwards nXDS10i) with peak pumping speed 11 m^3/h to the initial pressure 10^{-3} mbar. Then the turbo pump might be switched on and within a day reaches the pressure of order 10^{-8} mbar. This is a limit reached by the system that can not be pumped further down due to the outgassing of chamber’s surfaces. Next step requires rising up the temperature of the chamber taking some precautions. Special care needs to be taken for the big viewports (NW150CF6) to avoid any damage during the procedure. The maximum temperature the viewport can reach is 220°C increasing at a maximum rate of 2°C/min. It should be assured that the whole viewport is getting warmed up evenly, not to create any mechanical tensions.
Baking was done during a week keeping the temperature below 150°C for both the chamber and the ion pump, with regular outgassing of combi gauge and dispensers until the pressure eventually stabilized. The pressure at this stage was measured by the combi gauge situated next to the turbo pump and was about $1.15 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar. After cooling down the system to room temperature and sealing the chamber by closing the valve attached to the bellow leading to the turbo pump, the pressure was measured by monitoring the ion pump’s current, which was fluctuating in range 1.7 µA to 1.8 µA. Taking into account a background current of value 1.6 µA, which was read out from ion pump when the magnets were taken off, the pressure was found to be in range $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar to $8 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar.

### 3.4.2 Vacuum diagnostics using MOT loading curves

The formation of the cloud is a dynamic process, and can be described by the phenomenological equation:

$$\frac{dN(t)}{dt} = \alpha P_{Rb} - \beta P_{Rb} N(t) - \gamma PN(t) - \zeta \tilde{n} N(t)$$

(3.8)

where the trapped population $N(t)$ is the result of the balance between loading and loss processes. The rate at which atoms are captured is described by the first term and consists of a constant coefficient $\alpha$ describing the MOT trapping cross-section and is proportional to the partial pressure of Rubidium vapour $P_{Rb}$. Simultaneously some of the captured atom are lost from the trap due to collisions with remaining Rubidium atoms and other background gases $P$, with constant loss rates $\beta$ and $\gamma$ respectively. In practice, both the rubidium and background pressure may vary over time, but if the timescale of changes is much slower than the time required for the MOT to reach an equilibrium state, it does not have an impact on the solution of equation (3.8) and both parameters might be treated as constant values for a single loading process.

The last term $\zeta \tilde{n} N(t)$ describes loses due to inelastic two-body collisions within the trap, where $\zeta$ is the loss rate and $\tilde{n}$ is the mean density of the trap [143]. The time-dependence of the trap density $\tilde{n} \approx \frac{N(t)}{V(t)}$ needs to be determined in order to solve the equation. Two typical regimes can be distinguished, one when the number of atoms is small and the volume of the trap remains constant regardless of number of trapped atoms: $V = \text{const.}$ and hence $\tilde{n} \propto N(t)$; and one when the volume of the trap increases proportionally with the number of atoms $V \propto N(t)$ and hence $\tilde{n} = \text{const.}$ For a small or not dense MOT cloud, typically
when the number of atoms does not exceed $1 \times 10^7$ atoms, the latter applies with a constant density. This allows to solve the equation and results in an exponential loading curve: 

$$N(t) = N_{eq} \left( 1 - e^{-t/\tau} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where

$$\tau = \frac{1}{\beta P_{Rb} + \gamma P + \zeta \bar{n}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10a)

$$N_{eq} = \alpha P_{Rb} \tau.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10b)

The parameters $N_{eq}$ and $\tau$ can be obtained from fitting the loading curve with the equation (3.9), as it is shown in Figure 3.17. Introducing a relatively slow change of partial rubidium pressure over the time $P_{Rb}(\tilde{t})$, allows measurements of multiple loading curves with different characteristic values of $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})_i$ and $\tau(\tilde{t})_i$, where $i$ stands for subsequent loading curve as shown in Figure 3.17. This can be achieved by drastically increasing the density of rubidium vapour in the chamber, and then taking measurements when the rubidium source is off and a slow, typically exponential decay of rubidium pressure over time is observed.
It was shown in [143], that the dynamics of MOT loading can be used for vacuum system diagnostics, especially to measure the pressure of background gasses. The method presented in the paper starts with the characterization of the vacuum system. Pumps were switched off for a given time, and simultaneously both loading curves were acquired while the value of the pressure in the vacuum was measured by an ion gauge. From the measured data set for rising background pressure, authors could find the linear dependence between the pressure and the loading time. Extrapolation of the data set gave a hypothetical loading time for the zero background pressure. Then, the rubidium source was activated and while its pressure was increasing, more loading curves were acquired. A new data set allowed to relate the loading time directly with rubidium pressure. Again, the loading time was extracted from the extrapolation of the fit to the data sets for a hypothetical zero rubidium and background pressure. This value is nothing else but just a term responsible for two body losses and has a finite value. The paper concludes that the method sensitivity is limited by the two-body loss term which is in general difficult to measure. The sensitivity of the method for this particular setup was found to be \( 3.33 \times 10^{-10} \text{mbar} \) - is better than the read out from the ion-pump current, but less sensitive than an ionization gauge.

Another attempt to measure the pressure via the MOT loading curve was made in [151], where the effect of two body collision \( \zeta \bar{n} \) was neglected, as the dominant loss process was due to collisions with background gases. By eliminating two-body collisions, \( N_{\text{eq}} \) and \( \tau \) were related to each other by a single equation [151]:

\[
N_{\text{eq}} = \frac{\alpha}{\beta} (1 - \gamma P \tau). \tag{3.11}
\]

The benefit of representing the data in this way is the fact that the rubidium pressure is not directly present in equation (3.11). Crosssections for scattering \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) can be estimated using the Salter-Kirkwood formula [143, 152] taking into account different scattering by different species. If additionally, the background pressure \( P(\bar{t}) \) is time-independent, \( N_{\text{eq}} \) is a linear function of \( \tau \), which provides information about the loading rate \( \alpha \) and the background pressure \( P \). In [151] the group used the method of loading curves to characterise the system and obtain \( \alpha \) and the typical operational \( P \). Then, by switching off the pump, they introduced a change in rubidium and background pressure over time that could be monitored.\(^{18}\)

\(^{18}\)Both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are non-negative values.
The problem becomes more complex if the assumption of a constant value of background pressure is violated. The plot $N_{eq}$ versus $\tau$ is not anymore a straight line, as in Figure 3.18b or Figure 3.21a. If the background pressure changes much slower than the rubidium pressure and the results are close but clearly do not follow the linear model, one can approximate the pressure at a given moment $\tilde{t}_i$ by finding the tangent line to the plot at $\tau (\tilde{t}_i)$ as on Figure 3.21b. It can be assumed that the tangent line represents the data as if the background pressure was constant and both $\alpha$ and $P$ can be estimated. Eventually knowing $P$, the rubidium pressure can be derived from relation for loading time (3.11) with the assumption that two-body collisions are negligible.

However, when the change of background pressure is significant in comparison to rate of change in Rubidium vapour pressure, equation (3.11) is not sufficient to estimate the background pressure anymore. If it is known that both rubidium and background pressures change is monotonic over the time, it is possible to use a simplified model

\[
P_{Rb}(\tilde{t}) = a_1 e^{-a_2 \tilde{t}} + a_3 \tag{3.12a}
\]

\[
P(\tilde{t}) = a_4 e^{-a_5 \tilde{t}} + a_6 \tag{3.12b}
\]

where parameters $a_3$ and $a_4$ stands respectively for a Rubidium and background gases pressure when the system is in the equilibrium for $t \to \infty$. The model with all seven coefficients $a_k$ can be fitted to the measurable values $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$ and $\tau (\tilde{t})$ as follows:

\[
N_{eq}(\tilde{t}) = \frac{\alpha}{\beta + \gamma P(\tilde{t})} P_{Rb}(\tilde{t}) \tag{3.12c}
\]

\[
\tau (\tilde{t}) = \frac{1}{\beta P_{Rb}(\tilde{t}) + \gamma P(\tilde{t})} \tag{3.12d}
\]

Both methods are discussed and presented in detail in the following sections with experimental data and discussion of results.

### 3.4.3 Using the MOT diagnostics to detect a defect in vacuum system.

At the early stage of this PhD, the MOT presented unexpected behaviour. The trap became visibly weaker, even after long activation of the rubidium source. The quality of the trap was progressively deteriorating requiring each time more rubidium atoms, until the cloud could be barely seen with the camera and reached the stage when the number of atoms was
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Figure 3.18: Pressure diagnostics using MOT. Subsequent measurements correspond to \( \tilde{t} \) which is in range (0 to 190) min. (a) Loading curves for different levels of rubidium pressure. An integrated signal is simply a sum over an area consisting of the MOT. For each curve an offset comes from the background fluorescence of atoms which are not in the trap but contribute to the signal. The bigger density of rubidium gas the bigger stray signal. (b) The correlation between \( N_{eq}(\tilde{t}) \) and \( \tau(\tilde{t}) \) from fitted loading curves.

estimated to be only about few thousands. Since the laser system and the trap alignment had been thoroughly examined, the next element to test was vacuum system. Reading a pressure out of the ion pump was very inaccurate, due to the pump contamination and a high leak current, as it had been operating for a long time without baking. In order to determine the background pressure, we used the method discussed in the previous sections and measured the MOT loading curves to diagnose the vacuum conditions.

A significant amount of rubidium atoms was injected into the vacuum chamber, so that the atomic cloud was bright enough to capture the signal on the CCD. Then the rubidium source was closed and a series of loading curves were recorded, whilst the rubidium pressure was decreasing. The measurements were conducted for about three hours, obtaining curves for different decay times in range (0 to 190) min until the cloud was almost invisible. Each of the loading curves visible in Figure 3.18a is in fact an average over six loading curves acquired during about 1 minute, where we assume that during this time the rubidium pressure can be considered constant. In order to quantify the influence of the pressure inside the chamber on the MOT, we used equation (3.9) to fit all loading curves. The dependence of the MOT size in equilibrium \( N_{eq} \) versus loading time \( \tau \) is shown in Figure 3.18b.

The result presented in Figure 3.18b shows a departure from the linear model (3.11)
that assumes a constant background pressure. According to [151], this behaviour is a clear indication that $P(\tilde{t})$ rises over time and it is obviously meaningless to fit data with linear function. Moreover, the background pressure changes too fast with respect to rubidium pressure to even try an approximation with the tangents method\(^{19}\), hence the more general method based on fitting the number of atoms and loading time as a function of the time needs to be employed.

Figure 3.19: The fit of a general pressure model to the MOT behaviour. The three plots represent the number of atoms in equilibrium $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$ over time $\tilde{t}$, loading time of MOT over time $\tau(\tilde{t})$ over time $\tilde{t}$, and the correlation between $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$ and $\tau(\tilde{t})$. Blue points with error bars represents experimental data while the red solid curve is a model based on equation (3.12).

\(^{19}\)This method would still give reasonable results for the background pressure, but it would not make sense because it would result in a negative value of rubidium pressure. For each tangent line rubidium pressure is obtained from: $P_{Rb} = N_{eq}/\alpha \tau$, hence for a negative $\alpha$ it takes negative values.
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Figure 3.20: Analysis of pressure measurements using MOT while having vacuum problems. Graphs represent the background pressure $P(t)$ and $P_{\text{Rb}}(t)$ in respect of time. The blue solid lines represent the equation (3.12) where parameters $a_k$ comes from the fitting of the data with the general model.

Based on this measurement, we decided to attach the RGA to the system and check the true cause of the vacuum problems. We localised the leak at one of the large viewports. The vacuum parts were reassembled and the faulty viewport was replaced. The chamber was then baked and prepared to operate under UHV according to the procedure discussed in section 3.4.1.

3.4.4 Using MOT diagnostics to verify the performance of vacuum system

To ensure that new vacuum worked sufficiently well, a series of similar experiments were conducted as soon as the MOT become operational. The measurement was launched in the early morning when the rubidium pressure was quite low after the weekend, as could be observed in the small number of atoms in the MOT. After the dispensers were switched on the first loading curves were recorded. After some time the source of rubidium was switched off, and now a decrease of rubidium pressure could be observed. The rate of changes in rubidium pressure was high while running the dispensers up until 20 min after switching them off, therefore a single loading curve was taken once per every minute to monitor these changes. After that the change was not so significant and the MOT behaviour was being monitored once per few hours until the next morning.
All loading curves were fitted with MOT loading equation (3.11) to obtain a correlation between $N_{eq}$ and $\tau$ as it was explained before. The results are shown in Figure 3.21a, where the black dots are the experimental data points. The first clear remark in Figure 3.21a is that when the pressure of rubidium raises the correlation between $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$ and $\tau(\tilde{t})$ is different than when the dispensers are switched off. For simplicity these two cases are distinguished in Figure 3.21a using two different colors for errorbars, although it is clear from the plot that the process is continuous and the first few points from the brown plot visibly belong also to the blue series.

The difference between plots is truly puzzling and indicates a change of the experimental conditions during the experiment and only two factors might change, namely the rubidium and background pressure. Regarding the rubidium pressure, it is expected that the rate at which the rubidium vapour pressure increases, thanks to the hot dispensers, is quicker than the free decay of rubidium pressure when rubidium source is off. However, it still does not explain the difference between plots since $N_{eq} = \frac{\alpha}{\beta} (1 - \gamma P \tau)$ for a constant background pressure, and in principle the relationship between $N_{eq}$ versus $\tau$ does not depend on rubidium pressure at all. Hence the conclusion that, the background pressure changes over time differently when the dispensers are on and when they are off. The blue curve for $\tau$ in range (0.7 to 1.1) s and the brown one for $\tau$ in range (0.7 to 4.0) s are approximately linear. According to the model, the background pressure is higher with working dispensers than when they are switched off, which implies that the dispensers might be responsible for outgassing
additional residual gasses.

Figure 3.22: The fit of a general pressure model to the MOT behaviour. The three plots represent the number of atoms in equilibrium $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$ over time $\tilde{t}$, loading time of MOT over time $\tau(\tilde{t})$ over time $\tilde{t}$, and the correlation between $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$ and $\tau(\tilde{t})$. Blue points with error bars represents experimental data while the red solid curve is a model based on equation (3.12).

Since it might be difficult to analyze the pressure change while the conditions are affected by the working dispensers, further analysis was made only for the situation when dispensers were switched off. As it was already mentioned, the data for free rubidium decay (dispensers off) lie mostly on a straight line and only the last three points (taken five, seven and twenty two hours later) show a clear evidence of a slope change, which implies that the background pressure is not constant. This means that the use of the method based on tangents is justified. Figure 3.21b presents the first method base on tangents applied to analyze the data, while the corresponding pressure values are presented on Figure 3.23. For comparison the more general model (3.12) was also applied to the same set of data. Figure 3.22 contains three plots $N_{eq}(\tilde{t})$, $\tau(\tilde{t})$ and $N_{eq}(\tau)$, and the fit to the model where parameters $a_k$ are optimized.

As shown in Figure 3.23, both methods agree on the order of magnitude of background gasses pressure $3.5 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar. Both methods also imply that the background pressure decreases less than an order of magnitude during 24 hours. Interestingly, according to the tangents method, the rubidium pressure seems to rise until it reaches an equilibrium state, whereas it is known that the rubidium vapour should decrease. This can be simply because the initial change of background pressure is quite rapid and the assumption that it should be almost constant for a given measurement does not apply in this case. The model does
not fit the data in Figure 3.22, as the experimentally measured number of atoms $N_{eq}$ differ from the theoretical prediction at long times $\tilde{t}$. Most likely, the decay of rubidium and background gases is not purely exponential just after switching off the dispensers, since a kind of hysteresis was observed (see Figure 3.21a).

The conclusion is that, after boosting the dispensers and subsequently switching them off, the background pressure indeed changes over time but the change is not significant. At this stage dispensers were still slightly contaminated with residual gases, even though special care was taken while baking procedure to outgas dispensers. Readings out of the ion pump’s current also indicated a rise of overall pressure in the chamber. The background pressure, which is usually measured at the level of 0.6 $\mu$A of the pump’s leak current, used to rise an order of magnitude up to 5 $\mu$A while running on the dispensers with 3.7 A current. After gaining enough rubidium vapour inside the chamber we would then decrease the current on the dispensers to a safe level 3.4 A, which would maintain a slow continuous release of rubidium atoms whilst avoiding outgassing of other species. As a result the leak current used to decrease back to 0.7 $\mu$A. The phenomenon vanished after few weeks of operating dispensers and now the leak current on the ion pump remains stable and the typical current on dispensers is 4.3 A.
3.5 Conclusions

A properly functioning vacuum system is crucial for MOT and dipole trap based experiments. During the course of this work the vacuum system broke down leading to problems with efficient MOT loading. Thorough diagnostics of the system were conducted using the basic principles of the MOT loading dynamics. It was shown that the background pressure was indeed unstable and too high. This results clearly implied some malfunction of the vacuum system, and thanks to that more detailed investigation with RGA uncovered a small leak in one of the windows. After redesigning the chamber and replacing the damaged window, once again the same diagnostics was performed. This time the result was satisfactory and confirmed low and stable pressure. It also revealed that at the early stage of using new dispensers some portion of residual gases coming from the dispensers’ surface still polluted the chamber, but the effect vanished after a few months.

The experimental apparatus for Magneto Optical Trap has been improved and can provide a reservoir of atoms for dipole trapping. It consists of a laser system in slave-master configuration and uses saturated absorption spectroscopy to stabilize lasers frequency to the atomic transition in rubidium. The typical peak atoms density in MOT is in range \((2 \times 10^8 \text{ to } 50 \times 10^8) \text{ atoms/cm}^3\), while its typical optimized temperature is in the range \((100 \text{ to } 500) \mu\text{K}\).
Chapter 4

Dipole trap system design

This chapter will describe the design and implementation of an optical system for dipole trapping and imaging. Dipole trapping was previously implemented in the laboratory (Figure 4.1), but the system had limited functionality. In this chapter we discuss a new setup which was conceived to overcome the shortcoming of the previous system, so a comparison between the two will also be made to demonstrate the improvement. The general layout of both systems consists of a red-detuned dipole trap and an imaging system coupling the fluorescence light to an ICCD camera, used to observe the trapped atoms. A red-detuned trap was chosen, because of its significant advantage over blue detuned: only a single focused beam is sufficient to create a dipole trap (see section 2.2.7).

Regarding the previous setup, the key element of the design was a high numerical aperture lens (352240 from Geltech) which simultaneously was used to focus 830 nm dipole trapping beam and to collect 780 nm fluorescence light. For this lens, the dipole trap beam needed to enter the objective lens with a convergence of 4° to achieve optimal trapping. This was inconvenient for both the system alignment and maintenance. The lenses were held in stainless steel mounts, attached to the chamber’s flange, as shown in Figure 4.1b. This led to difficulties in aligning the axis of the lens holders when attaching the flange to the chamber through a copper gasket. The mounting procedure often resulted in a tilt of the lenses’ axes that also had an impact on the alignment of the imaging system. Moreover, the system did not take into account another potential issue related to stray charges building up at the lenses surface. As shown in [153], during a Rydberg experiment a DC electric field can build up, which results from charge induction on the lens’s surface close to atoms. The system had no mechanism preventing or compensating the impact of a stray electric field, and thus we could expect problems with Rydberg excitations in future experiments.

Although the previous setup allowed us to trap atoms, as shown in Figure 4.1c, a number of improvements could be made. Therefore I designed a new optical system for trapping
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Figure 4.1: Previous experimental setup for dipole trapping.

and imaging atoms, with the goal of overcoming these challenges. Recently a new commercial lens (355561 Geltech) was developed for dipole trapping, which is designed especially for this kind of experiments [153] and benefits from a higher numerical aperture (NA) and hence a larger solid angle for fluorescence light collection. We decided to take advantage of that and upgrade our system with this new lens and by redesigning the rest of trapping and imaging system. The new lenses required a custom built lens holder which was designed and manufactured by the OU workshop (see section 4.4). The lens and the holder facilitated an alignment of the trapping and imaging system in comparison to the previous setup. Moreover, stray electric charges issue was addressed by coating the lenses with a conductive ITO layer (100 nm thick) to provide a stable electrostatic environment. Furthermore, a set of electrodes was placed around lenses so that any residual stray electric field could be balanced. In the following chapter, the analysis of the optical performance of the new system and the new lens is presented.

4.1 Remarks on design

A scheme of the optical system is presented on Figure 4.2. 852 nm laser beam (see ‘dipole trap beam’ in Figure 4.2a) acts on a high NA lens which focuses it inside the vacuum chamber, resulting in a trapping potential for atoms. A fraction of the fluorescence light emitted by the atoms at 780 nm is collected by the lens and its path overlaps with trapping beam.

Although only one lens is used for both atoms trapping and imaging, a second identical lens which will be used in the aligning procedure of the dipole trapping system, is placed at a distance of double focal length. The alignment of the imaging system is guided by a 780 nm laser beam mimicking a trapped atom, which is counter-propagating to the dipole trap beam as shown in Figure 4.2b. The distance between lenses restricts the angle \( \alpha \) for the
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Cooling lasers, and hence typically \( \alpha \leq 90^\circ \). This angle depends on the size of the cooling beams, the lenses diameter and the distance between lenses according to:

\[
\Phi_{\text{beam}} = 2(BFL) \cos \frac{\alpha}{2} - \Phi_{\text{lens}} \sin \frac{\alpha}{2}
\]  

(4.1)

where \( \Phi_{\text{beam}} \) is the cooling beam diameter, \( \Phi_{\text{lens}} \) is the total lens diameter and \( 2(BFL) \) is the distance between lenses.

4.1.1 Design aims and constrains

Dipole trapping is a well established technique, which can confine an ensemble of atoms to few micrometers [30]. Constrains onto the dipole traps designs are usually imposed by the prospective use of these traps. In the course of this work, a full Rydberg blockade needs to be obtained in order to implement DQC1 (see section 2.3). Since the typical Rydberg blockade range is of the order of few micrometers, we aim to achieve a Rayleigh length and a waist of the focused trapping beam of the order of a few micrometre, while providing a beam with minimal spherical aberration to maintain the Gaussian profile.

In addition, from the experimental point of view, ease in aligning the apparatus is also desirable. The first challenge is to create enough optical access for the MOT beams between the two lenses, in other words to maximise the angle \( \alpha \) in Figure 4.2a. Therefore, we will be looking for a lens with sufficiently long back focal length (BFL\(^1\)). To facilitate the alignment,

\(^1\)Back Focal Length (BFL) is a distance from last surface to focal plane.
it is desirable to have the incident beam acting on the lens fully collimated. This will also help us in modifying easily the optical path of dipole trap laser in the future, for instance splitting the beam into two to have multiple dipole traps or adding an SLM\textsuperscript{2} which requires certain operating conditions.

Another important aspect of the design is the imaging system, which is our main measurement tool. The trapped atoms emit fluorescence light isotropically and only a fraction of this light reaches the camera or the avalanche photodiode (APD). The power of the fluorescence light is relatively weak in comparison to the readout noise of the detector. In order to optimise the signal to noise ratio, we want to maximise the solid angle from which fluorescence light is collected. Additionally the imaging of atoms should have enough spatial resolution to distinguish two dipole traps separated by a few microns. We are also considering creating a two dimensional array of many traps in the future, with few microns distance between traps. Hence, we are particularly interested in a good performance of the trapping and imaging system for both (850 nm and 780 nm) wavelengths on and out of the optical axis up to tens of µm.

The single aspheric lens used previously in our experiment (352240) was designed for diode laser collimation at 780 nm. The working distance was 5.92 mm, with the assumption that every laser diode has a thin glass in front of the window. The new lens (355561) has a bigger working distance (7.03 mm), and its performance was optimised for the two wavelengths, to achieve a good compromise between dipole trap quality and the capturing of fluorescence light from atoms.

### 4.1.2 Method used for design evaluation

The design of the optical system and its analysis were performed with Zemax studio [154], a dedicated software for optical system design, which has the ability of analyzing real systems suffering from a variety of distortions, aberrations and more. There are two general methods exploited by Zemax studio: ray tracing (or ray-based diffraction computations) where rays are treated separately and propagate in space as plane wavefronts, and Physical Optics Propagation (POP) where the image at a given plane is computed using wavefront propagation (Fresnel diffraction). The ray tracing method is accurate enough to describe the vast majority of traditional optical design, and is really much faster comparing to the POP method which requires much more computational power, but is suitable for analysis

\textsuperscript{2}Spatial light modulator (SLM) is discussed briefly in section 1.1.
of laser beam propagation. All of the parameters mentioned in this section are based on the ray tracing method. (For detailed methods description see Appending D.1).

Due to the simplicity of our system and the required size of the focus spot, spherical aberration is the main factor limiting the system’s performance. For a perfect system not suffering from spherical aberrations, the waist $\omega_f$ of the beam after the lens in the focal plane can be estimated by equation:

$$2\omega_f = \frac{4\lambda}{\pi} \frac{f}{D}$$

(4.2)

and the depth of field (DOF):

$$\text{DOF} = \frac{8\lambda}{\pi} \left(\frac{f}{D}\right)^2$$

(4.3)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $f$ is the focal length and $D$ is the diameter of the input beam. It is worth noticing that, in the absence of aberrations, the bigger the diameter the sharper the trap/image is. However, for an imperfect system with spherical aberrations, different annular zones of the lens focus at different points along optical axis. This causes the plane with the highest axial intensity not to overlap with the natural waist of focused beam (see Figure 4.3). This also means that increasing the input beam diameter might increase the spot size due to the aberrations, instead of decreasing it. The reason why the point of the minimum blur is different than the diffraction focus is because the energy of the beam is spread beyond the main spot in additional rings. The profile of the spot is shown in Figure 4.3 as the Point Spread Function (PSF) graph. Since the place of highest intensity and natural waist do not overlap, we should consider which parameter is the most reliable to designate the position of the trap. Atoms will be effectively trapped in the place of the highest laser beam intensity, hence in my analysis, the BFL is defined by the diffraction focus (Figure 4.3 red line).

The analysis of a real imperfect system requires a quantitative method for evaluation of

3 The estimation is based on the Gaussian beam propagation using ABCD matrices. If a thin lens is placed in the waist of a Gaussian beam, the beam after the lens focuses at the distance $d = f \left[1 + \left(\frac{\lambda f}{\pi \omega_{in}^2}\right)^2\right]^{-1}$ where $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $f$ is the focal length and $\omega_{in}$ is the beam’s waist before the lens. The waist of the focused beam at the distance $d$ is $\omega_f = \frac{\lambda}{4\omega_{in}} \left[1 + \left(\frac{\lambda f}{\pi \omega_{in}^2}\right)^2\right]^{-1/2}$. Since typically $\frac{\lambda f}{\pi \omega_{in}^2} \ll 1$, these expressions take approximately forms: $d \approx f$ and $\omega_f \approx \frac{\lambda f}{\pi \omega_{in}^2}$. Introducing the diameter $D = 2\omega_{in}$ the equation for a waist $\omega_f$ follows the expression (4.2) in the main text.

4 Diameter of the beam is a double of the beam waist $\omega_{in}$ before the lens $D = 2\omega_{in}$. Diameter is an intuitive parameter to be used when discussing properties of lenses and their impact on the beam’s propagation.

5 Plane characterised by the smallest spot.

6 Diffraction focus, is the point of the highest beam irradiance. If the aberrations are small enough, the diffraction focus is unique, otherwise there can be more than one.

7 Point Spread Function describes the response of an optical system to a point source of light.
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**Figure 4.3**: The ray plot of focused beam. The plane of the highest beam intensity (diffraction focus) is marked by the red vertical line; black line marks the plane intersecting natural waist of beam (minimum blur); green line denotes an arbitrary chosen plane. The distance between each pair of planes is 1.7 µm. Corresponding values of Point Spread Function (FFT PSF Cross Section) are presented above the ray plot. Data was obtained with Zemax for 355561 lens illuminated by fully collimated 852 nm beam.

The optical performance. The quality of the optical system might be described by the Strehl ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the peak intensity of a measured point spread function in the presence of aberrations $I_{aberr}$ to the peak intensity of a perfect diffraction-limited PSF $I_{ideal}$ for the same optical system:

$$S = \frac{I_{aberr}}{I_{ideal}}$$

(4.4)

In near diffraction limited systems the Strehl ratio is also a good indication of the axial intensity, therefore the majority of the analysis is based on this parameter.

Eventually, the size of the spot and depth of field need to be defined, as both of these parameters matter while determining the imaging system resolution, design tolerances and the actual size of dipole trap. The spot size at a given distance is described either by RMS spot radius\(^8\) or the Airy radius\(^9\), which is the theoretical limit of spot size caused by diffraction.

---

\(^8\)The RMS spot radius is the root-mean-square radial size. The distance between each ray and the reference point is squared, and averaged over all the rays, and then the square root is taken. The RMS spot radius gives a rough idea of the spread of the rays, since it depends upon every ray [154].

\(^9\)Airy radius is calculated by Zemax from formula $r = 1.22\lambda F/\#$, where image space $F/\#$, due to the used settings, is defined as the ratio of the paraxial effective focal length calculated at infinite conjugates over the paraxial entrance pupil diameter [154].
of light. If the RMS spot size is smaller than the Airy radius, the system may be considered as diffraction limited, otherwise the system is limited by spherical aberrations.

4.1.3 Matching the imaging system to camera resolution

The signal from a single atom is very weak and should be detected ideally by a single pixel on the camera in order to reduce the signal to noise ratio. At the same time, we should be able to distinguish between two atoms situated close to each other. In other words, we want to keep the image spot size diameter equal or close to equal to the pixel size, and maximise the image resolution. Two objects are distinguishable by the CCD if they can be imaged on different pixels without significant overlapping. This puts constrains on the magnification and spot size of imaging system.

The ICCD has two different resolutions specified in manual: the resolution of the CCD pixels (13 µm) and the resolution of the intensifier (19 µm). Even if the trap size image was matching the pixel’s size, light from the trap would still be spread over more than one pixel because of the intensifier. Fortunately there is a possibility of binning pixels on the CCD into one without increasing noise. For 2 × 2 binning we adjust the magnification and PSF of the imaging system so that the light from atoms is captured by a ‘single’ 26 µm × 26 µm pixel. In this way we obtain a desirable resolution which is not limited by the intensifier.

4.2 Meeting the design constrains: quality of aspherical lens

Before delving into the detailed design of the whole imaging and trapping system, we will pay attention to the most crucial of the optical component - the lens closest to the atoms. The lens had been originally designed in [153] so that the curvature of the aspheric surface is optimised for collimated incident 850 nm light, and at the same time allowing the same working distance for 780 nm light. So we can expect a good compromise between the dipole trap efficiency and the resolution of the imaging system.

Fluorescence light is unpolarised, as the fluorescence from a cloud of atoms can be seen as a collection of many independent point sources. Therefore the imaging system can be successfully analysed using the ray tracing method. In the case of a dipole trap, where the trapping potential is created by a tightly focused linearly polarised Gaussian laser beam,

---

10ICCD (Intensified CCD) has the analogue intensifier of light before CCD matrix. The intensifier consists of photocathode, transport channel and fluorescence screen. See section 5.1.3 and appendix E for more details.

11Optimised means that the shape of lens was profiled to obtain Strehl ratio close to one. It means that the spherical aberrations are minimised for the given wavelength.
Table 4.1: Table presents the fundamental features of dipole trap and imaging quality for lens 355561 from Lightpath Technologies. For comparison with previous setup lens 352240 is also included in the last column. All of the parameter are calculated by Zemax software and for the object lying on the optical axis and the entrance pupil equal 12 mm, while the maximum lens aperture is 12.5 mm. Diffraction limited system is designated as (diff. lim.) and the given value is not considered in determining spot size, and vice versa for system limited by spherical aberration (aberr. lim.). Table is divided horizontally into three sections: trapping beam, where quality of optics is considered for given beam wavelength; 780nm, with the quality of optics for fluorescence image; last three rows with BFL and N.A. values for both of trapping and fluorescence light. To avoid confusion while using terms related to the alignment of the trapping beam (850 nm or 830 nm) as well as fluorescence light, the axis of light propagation remains the same for both wavelengths and is indicated by fluorescence light.

Although a detailed analysis of the dipole trap profile is later obtained using a different method (POP), using the ray tracing method helps to assess the quality of the lens.

Table 4.1 contains the brief performance analysis of the two aspherical lenses for comparison. The first column consist of the new optical setup with lens 355561 from Lightpath technologies, while the last column presents the previous optical setup with the 352240 lens. The new lens provides higher numerical aperture (> 0.5) than the old setup and a working distance above 7 mm. This means that, according to (4.1), the angle between the MOT beams (see α on Figure 4.2a) is equal to approximately 40° for new lens, while it was 35° for the previous setup, for the same chosen diameter of 8 mm for the cooling beam. Analysis of the Strehl ratio, RMS spot size and Airy radius leads to the conclusion that the new setup will...
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of Strehl ratio as a function of the cloud position in respect to the lens (for the lens 355561 from Geltech). The horizontal axis describes the distance between atoms and the flat surface of lens. The assumption is that the light emitted by the atoms is collected through the whole aperture of the lens and then focused at the image plane, the position of which is adjusted accordingly to compensate change of focal plane. Fluorescence light is diverging for distance below 6.8 mm. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.

give us of an excellent image of atoms with Strehl Ratio above 99.7%. On the other hand, regarding the trapping light at 852 nm the same configurations gives a Strehl ratio about 0.8, which means that there is a contribution of spherical aberration to the trap profile. However, this is not significant and results in a spot size of the order of a micrometer ($\approx 1.4 \mu m$). Although the profile of the trap is distorted, it still benefits from a reduced depth of field because of the bigger aperture.

The conclusion is that the configuration with the new lens 355561 allows for a collimated dipole trap input beam at 852 nm and improves the previous experimental setup. It is convenient to adjust the dipole trap beam and also it will be easier to rebuild and change its path in the future, as the beam acting on aspherical lens is fully collimated. The alignment of the MOT will be easier because of the longer focal distance (BFL=7.03 mm), the dipole trap will be of a size $1.4 \mu m$, and the imaging system will collect more fluorescence light.

Moreover, a detailed analysis of this configuration states (Appendix D.2), that the position of the trap is also robust in terms of trapping beam wavelength fluctuation, as 1 nm difference results only in 1 $\mu m$ of shift of the trap position along the optical axis. This means that normal thermal stabilization of the laser diode will be enough for stability of dipole trap position. The tolerance of the trapping beam’s collimation is $\pm 56 \mu rad$, which corresponds to a shift of the trap position by $\pm 1 \mu m$. Even if the trap is misplaced, the quality of the fluorescence imaging remains very good, as the Strehl ratio is above 0.8 up to 1mm along
optical axis, as shown on Figure 4.4.

4.3 Final design of imaging system

After having studied the lens behaviour for both the trapping and imaging light, the rest of the imaging system was designed. This required routing of the fluorescence light through optical elements so that they will not introduce any additional optical aberrations and an adjustment of the optical magnification to match the camera resolution. This section describes the final set of optical components and the performance of the trapping and imaging of atoms.

4.3.1 Optical setup

In Figure 4.5 the complete optical setup for trapping and imaging is presented. The orange beam represents the dipole trapping laser, while the fluorescence light is marked in pink. The dipole trap laser is coupled to the system through a single mode optical fibre to ensure that the profile of the beam is Gaussian at the output. Then a telescope, which consist of the fibre coupler and a single lens on a XYZ translation stage, allows for a very precise alignment of the beam size and collimation before entering the vacuum chamber. Two mirrors direct the beam into the vacuum chamber through a dichroic plate and the beam enters the chamber via a viewport covered by broadband anti-reflection coating for both 780 nm and 850 nm wavelengths. The beam is tightly focused by the high numerical aperture (N.A. = 0.52) aspheric lens (Geltech 355561) which is also covered with anti-reflection coating from both sides.

The fluorescence light from the atoms is collected by the same aspheric lens (Geltech 355561), hence the optical path for fluorescence imaging and dipole trap beam overlap. The collimated fluorescence light travels through the viewport of the vacuum chamber and is reflected by the dichroic plate, which now separates the paths of the fluorescence light and dipole trap beam. Finally, the fluorescence light is focused by a large aspheric lens1 (Asphericon 75-150LPX) with a pinhole placed in the focal plane. The role of the pinhole is to reduce stray light. Eventually the fluorescence light is focused onto the ICCD (Andor iStar 334T) camera by an aspheric lens2 (Asphericon 50-40HPX). A 780 nm interference filter (Thorlabs FB780-10) is attached to the front of camera in order to block any undesirable light, especially residual stray light.
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The last element of the imaging system, not presented on the scheme, is a flipping mirror and the photodiode detector. The mirror allows one to easily change the final path of the fluorescence light and should be placed after the iris and before the last lens and the imaging sensor. When the flipping mirror is in place, the fluorescence light is directed onto an APD (Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH-12), which allows the performance of fast-timescale experiments by monitoring the photon numbers emitted by the atoms.

4.3.2 Dipole trap irradiance profile

The analysis in the previous section (see, sec. 4.2) was based on ray tracing and ray based diffraction computations, which is useful for determining parameters such as the position of the focal plane or whether the system is diffraction of aberration limited. However in the case of the dipole trap, where the trap volume depends on the irradiance profile of the laser beam near focus, it is more suitable to use diffraction-based methods to model the exact...
beam intensity near the focus. The Zemax package provides the Physical Optics Propagation tool which allows to specify the properties of a laser beam, such as its mode, profile, phase, waist or power, and then propagate it through the optical system. This method allows prediction of a 3D dipole trap profile by conducting a series of simulations of the Gaussian beam in the vicinity of focal plane.

Figure 4.6 presents the POP analysis of the dipole trap profile at the focus. In the simulations the initial beam is Gaussian and it is propagating along optical axis with 3.6 mm waist, while the maximum lens aperture is 12.5 mm. The fundamental properties of the trap might be read out from a pilot beam description provided by POP, which corresponds to an ideal Gaussian beam based on the actual wavefront parameters. The pilot beam, which does not overlap perfectly with the real beam profile due to aberrations, is rather a guidance for the user to choose the correct settings and assess the result. Table 4.2 presents the parameters for the beam propagation through the lens at the focal plane.

The beam intensity at the focal plane needs to be 248 W/mm² for 852 nm to obtain 1 mK trap depth (see section 2.2.7). Table 4.2 shows that laser power of about 1 mW is enough to achieve this. The focal plane position was obtained by identifying the point of highest intensity, and BFL agrees up to micrometre precision for both ray tracing (see BFL in Table 4.1) and POP methods. The last three parameters relate to the pilot beam, whose waist

---

12 POP uses wavefront propagation, Fresnel diffraction, to obtain the irradiance at the given point. For more details see Appendix D.1.

13 TEM₀₀

14 The pilot beam is also used internally by the software to determine an appropriate algorithm for the given task.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>@852nm</th>
<th>input power [mW]</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transmission [%]</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>peak irradiance [W/mm²]</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BFL [mm]</td>
<td>7.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beam size [µm]</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pilot beam waist [µm]</td>
<td>0.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pilot beam Rayleigh length [µm]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Laser intensity profile of dipole trap obtained using Physical Optics Propagation method. Input power is the total power of Gaussian beam before the lens, transmission tells us what portion of beam was transmitted through the lens, peak irradiance relates to the highest value of intensity.

was found to be about 1.5 µm away focal plane. Here, the beam size corresponds to the size of the pilot beam at the designated focal plane, and also agrees with RMS according to Table 4.1.

Although BFL, beam size and Rayleigh length agree with the values previously predicted by ray tracing, the waist of the pilot beam deserves attention as it becomes smaller than the wavelength. Systems with a very high numerical aperture can indeed focus laser beams to sub-wavelength spot. In this case POP algorithms provided by Zemax, which are based on scalar diffraction theory and which neglect the vector nature of an electric field, might give inaccurate results. The loss of POP accuracy cannot be precisely quantified and hence there is no distinct limit when POP cannot be applied. An alternative method to obtain accurate results is based on full vectorial beam propagation schemes and takes into account the wave-like nature of light, but is unfortunately not included in the package as it is not very common problem in optics design. Fortunately, ray tracing is very accurate while simulation of beam propagation except near the focus can handle propagation of fast beams very well. Hence, in order to enhance the accuracy of the simulations, a mixed method of ray tracing and POP was used, allowing for a detailed simulation of the beam’s profile near the focus.

Figure 4.7 presents detailed irradiance profile for an input beam of waist 3.8 mm. Gaussian fitting of the beam’s profile across the optical axis at the focal plane (Figure 4.7d) gives a waist equal $\omega_f = 0.810 \mu m$, while the expected value for the perfect thin lens would be $0.714 \mu m$ according to (4.2). Moreover, Figure 4.7c shows that the beam’s propagation along

---

15Following equation (4.2), for our system with $f = 10.03 mm$ according to the lens’s specification the estimated waist is $\omega_f = 0.714 \mu m$.
16Fast beam stands here for the beam converging very quickly at the short distance.
Figure 4.7: Simulation of dipole trap irradiance profile. (a) 3D graph presents irradiance profile along and across optical axis. (b) False color graph is the projection of 3D graph on the plane. Red horizontal line denote the optical axis of beam propagation, whereas red vertical beam corresponds to the diffraction focus. Two following graphs below display a cross section (c) along optical axis and (d) in focal plane. Additional orange and yellow horizontal lines indicate the temperature of trapped atoms at level 160 µK - orange line, and 40 µK - yellow line. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.

The optical axis is not symmetrically Gaussian. These results suggest that the beam is distorted due to spherical aberrations, which is not unlikely to happen since the lens was not directly optimised for the dipole trapping wavelength. Therefore, the discussed profile is just an example of a possible trapping potential as it depends on the size of the input beam and the contribution of spherical aberrations. Thus, for a smaller waist of the input beam, the profile will be closer to the ideal Gaussian beam propagation, while bigger beams will show more significant distortions. Dipole trapping potential is not the only parameter which determines the volume of the trap, as it also depends on the energy of the captured atoms.

The size of dipole trap was estimated for typical atoms’ temperatures in the Doppler and sub-Doppler limit, assuming that atoms are localized at the centre of the trap below a given temperature, as shown on Figure 4.7c and 4.7d where yellow and orange lines denote atoms temperature. According to the simulation, the size of dipole trap is about 0.23 µm wide and 1 µm long for an ensemble with average temperature 40 µK or 0.47 µm wide and 2.5 µm long for 160 µK. Although the results are very promising, the simulation might suffer out of numerical errors which are hard to estimate, so it is just an indication of what to expect and requires cross-checking with experimental methods. The volume of the trap can be tuned...
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(a) On axis
(b) 20 µm away
(c) 60 µm away

**Figure 4.8:** Simulation of Point Spread Function for imaging system for different fields. The values on the colour bar scale correspond to the Strehl Ratio. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.

by either changing the beam diameter or by optimizing atoms reservoir if necessary.

4.3.3 Performance of the optical imaging setup

The main challenge of the optical imaging setup is to ensure that the quality of the image is good enough to detect a single atom. In real experiments many factors might cause the misplacement of atoms in space or the deterioration of the imaging system performance. What is truly interesting for us is the knowledge of how robust the system is against these uncertainties. The analysis must take into account the influence of magnification so that it suits the camera resolution, as well as the impact of the position of optical elements and their tolerances.

By comparing the RMS radius and Airy radius it is clear that the whole imaging system is diffraction limited (diagram D.3 in the Appendix D). This means that when all of the components are perfectly aligned, the imaging system optics do not add up on aberrations. However, even the perfect imaging system experiences a blur of image at the focal plane, which is described by Point Spread Function (PSF) and which needs to be taken into account while designing any optical system. Therefore, the actual spread of fluorescence light on the detector depends on the object size (trap irradiance profile and atoms temperature), PSF and obviously on the optical system magnification. **Figure 4.8** presents the PSF for different fields, where fields are defined as points lying in the same plane perpendicular to the optical axis.

The system is setup to obtain a magnification ≈ 14.5 times, so that the Airy radius in the image plane becomes about ≈ 11.5 µm as shown on **Figure 4.8a**. This means that light

---

17Point spread function is the response of the system for the point source.
emitted by atoms at 160 \mu K is imaged on a disk of diameter \( \approx 29.5 \mu m \). Taking into account the size of a 2 \times 2 binned pixel (26 \mu m \times 26 \mu m), and assuming that both the image disk and the binned pixel are concentric, about 91 % of the its surface receives fluorescence light. Moreover about 90 % of fluorescence light is being captured by a single pixel, while the remaining 10 % is distributed among adjacent pixels. Similarly, a magnification of 12 times results in an image disk just smaller than the pixel, and hence all the fluorescence light is captured, but more than 30 % of the pixel surface is illuminated by background stray light. For 18 times the image disk diameter is equal to pixel diagonal, which means that there is no stray light detected but about 35 % of fluorescence light is spread on adjacent pixels. Therefore, a magnification \( \approx 14.5 \) times seems to be a good choice in terms of signal to noise ratio received by one pixel, while its two extreme values 12 and 18 times might be considered as boundaries.

The PSF results are quite promising as even 60 \mu m away from optical axis the Strehl Ratio remains above 0.58, as shown in Figure 4.8c. The magnification of the system mostly depends on distance between lenses 1 and 2 (see. Figure 4.5). The rough adjustment of the magnification is fairly easy, as fluorescence light is nearly collimated outside the vacuum chamber and placing the second lens in at a distance 22 cm \( \pm 1 \) cm results in magnification between 12 and 18 times. Moreover, mounting the lens on the micrometre translation stage, with total adjustment 2 cm can easily optimize the magnification in order to obtain the best contrast of the trap on the ICCD.

What deteriorates the quality of obtained image the most is the shift of the object out of focus along optical axis (so called defocus) if the position of the sensor is not readjusted.
to compensate for this change. The Strehl ratio vs defocus in object and image plane are presented on Figure 4.9a and 4.9b respectively. The optical performance is considered good when the Strehl ratio is above 0.8, which corresponds to DOF ≈ 2µm (Figure 4.9a). It is also possible to increase the depth of field by simply reducing the aperture of the system with an iris, but this unfortunately implies losing a precious fraction of an already weak signal. Figure 4.9b shows the Strehl ratio with respect to the image plane defocus. It shows that the adjustment of the image plane does not require high precision, as the depth of field is approximately equal to 1 mm.

Figure 4.10 shows the normalized Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for the optical system, which describes the relative contrast of a periodic pattern for a given resolution. It is very convenient to use MTF for experimental characterization of the imaging system, as it allows to use MTF targets, objects with well characterised spatial resolution such as Ronchi grating. The spatial resolution of the target (spatial frequency) is usually given in number cycles per 1 mm while the contrast is a number between 0 and 1. The graph represents MTF in the image plane (MTF_{imag}), whereas to obtain the actual resolution in the object space, the magnification M needs to be taken into account. According to the graph, the highest resolvable frequency is approximately 75 cycles/mm, which corresponds to about 1000 (75 × 14.5 = 1087) cycles per millimetre in the object space. This means that at best the system is able to resolve objects which are placed within 0.5 µm distance. However, this is only an upper limit of the system performance, while typically contrast is considered to be good for frequencies for which MTF values is around 0.5. Such a contrast is obtained for frequency about 34 cycles/mm, which gives about 500 cycles/mm in object space. Therefore, it is safe to say that the system is capable of distinguishing two objects if the distance between them (from edge to edge) is of the order of 1 µm.

Finally, the last part of the analysis, so called tolerancing, consists of the response of the imaging system to the system’s imperfections. In reality, the response of the system depends on both a correct placement of the optical component, as well as on the manufacturing accuracy. In this analysis the manufacturing is omitted as it is a factor which is beyond our control. There are many components in the system, but not all of them needs to be taken into account while performing tolerance analysis. Figure 4.11 presents a simulation of the imaging system in Zemax, where surfaces are marked with numbers. A pair of surfaces, 18MTF is an absolute value of optical transfer function (OTF), which is a Fourier transform of the point-spread function. The diffraction MTF computation in Zemax is based upon a Fast Fourier Transform of the pupil data. The resulting MTF presents the contrast for a sine, not square, wave object of a given spatial frequency.
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Figure 4.10: Simulation of Modulation Transfer Function of imaging system for objects in different fields. Field 1 - on axis; 2 - 1 µm; 3 - 5 µm; 4 - 20 µm; 5 - 60 µm away from optical axis. Two lines of the same colour denotes the system response for tangential (T) and sagittal (S) directions. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.

namely (1,2), (14, 15) and (16, 17) denote lenses, surfaces (3,4) are a viewport, while 6, 9 and 12 are mirrors. The medium in which rays propagate before the viewport is set to be vacuum, while it becomes air afterwards.

Since the performance of the system strongly depends on the magnification, it needs to be checked how it changes in terms of elements placement. What is important regarding the magnification is the distance between surfaces 15 and 16, as well the total distance between surfaces 2 and 14 since 780 nm light is slightly converging. Table 4.3 shows the tolerance on these two values and their influence on the magnification. The imaging plane is a compensator\(^{19}\) in this case and is adjusted to obtain the minimum RMS wavefront error\(^{20}\). Looking at the table the conclusion is that it will be relatively easy to place lenses (14, 15) and (16, 17) in a good position to obtain a magnification between 12 and 18 times. The required precision is about ±40 cm between the objective lens (1,2) and the set of lenses (14,15) and (16,17), and ±1 cm between the lenses (14,15) and (16,17).

Another important aspect of the imaging system alignment is the system’s response for

\(^{19}\)The term compensator in the tolerancing analysis is used for the element of the system which is used to obtain a target performance, while other parameters of interest are changed during the analysis.

\(^{20}\)RMS wavefront error is related to Strehl ratio by the formula \(S = 1 - (2\pi \delta / \lambda)\) where \(\delta / \lambda\) denotes RMS wavefront error.
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Elements’ tilts and decentre. The role of mirrors 6, 9, and 12 is to ensure that light acts perpendicular on the centre of the lens (14, 15) so they are irrelevant in this analysis. Moreover, the viewport can also be neglected in the analysis as its tilt introduces only a shift of the fluorescence light, which in practice is being corrected by the following mirrors. A tilt of all three lenses is presented in Figure 4.11. Lenses are tilted with respect to the axis, which passes through the center of the first surface of each lens, namely surfaces 1, 14, and 16. Table 4.4 gives the tolerance analysis for lenses’ tilts and decentering. A decentring of the lens (1, 2) is omitted in the analysis, because it is equivalent to the analysis of the system performance for different fields of view presented in Figure 4.8. Here the criterion was to find such values for tilt and decentre for which the Strehl ratio does not drop below 0.8. The position of the image plane is again a compensator.

According to the Table 4.4, even a small tilt of the first lens (1, 2) in respect to the rest of the imaging system, can decrease the system’s performance. This tilt should be smaller
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>distance</th>
<th>nominal value</th>
<th>tolerance value</th>
<th>MAG</th>
<th>compesator value [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-14</td>
<td>701 mm</td>
<td>+380 mm</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>58.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-430 mm</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>62.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>221 mm</td>
<td>+10 mm</td>
<td>12.33</td>
<td>56.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-10 mm</td>
<td>17.91</td>
<td>67.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3:** Imaging system tolerance on elements placement and its influence on magnification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>surface</th>
<th>tolerance type</th>
<th>tolerance values</th>
<th>compesator change [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tilt</td>
<td>±0.168°</td>
<td>negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>tilt</td>
<td>±3.97°</td>
<td>+0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>decenter</td>
<td>±1.71 mm</td>
<td>+0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>tilt</td>
<td>±2.65°</td>
<td>+0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>decenter</td>
<td>±3.36 mm</td>
<td>+0.280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4:** Influence of elements’ tilts and decenter on imaging system performance.

than 0.2°, therefore it is recognized that the mounting of this lens has to be very precise. Regarding lenses (14, 15) and (16, 17), only a significant changes decrease a Strehl ratio to 0.8. For both lenses the range of the acceptable tilt remains within 5°, what should be easy to be controlled just using standard mounts. The system is also very robust in terms of a decenter of both lenses from the optical axis, and is of order of a few millimeters. Additionally two mirrors (surfaces 9 and 12) should also help to optimize the decenter of lens (14, 15). All imperfections listed in Table 4.4 change the position of the image plane less than 250 µm in respect to the original position (≈ 60 mm). It affects the quality of the image on the detector very little, since as it was shown in Figure 4.9b the Strehl ratio remains above 0.9 for ±250 µm defocus.

4.4 Build-up of experimental setup. Verification of the design predictions

The design discussed in the previous section is based upon certain considerations of tolerances for the position of optical elements as well as for the degree of beam collimation. After
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(a) Stand alone holders

(b) Lens holders inside the chamber

**Figure 4.12**: New mounts for lenses inside vacuum chamber. (a) The holders, a detailed description can be found in the main text. (b) The holders are placed inside the vacuum chamber as described in section 3.4.1. The visible red cloud between the lenses is the MOT and the red traces are the cooling beams.

Combining the designed components with the rest of the equipment, the dipole trap setup was tested to ensure that the system serves its purpose and that the optical components are correctly placed and aligned. Results of the optical performance check, especially the trapping potential and resolution of imaging system, are presented in the following section.

A key element of the new experimental setup is a new holder for the lenses inside vacuum chamber (Figure 4.12). The new holder was designed and manufactured in a way that it satisfies constrains given by both tolerance of lenses position and vacuum requirements. The material used for manufacture is stainless steel 316L, which makes the holder’s construction UHV compatible while the shape of holder’s body ensures stability under baking procedure. Additionally, this material has a very low magnetic permeability and hence it will not create additional stray magnetic fields inside the chamber.

The lenses are placed inside a tube (lens holder Figure 4.12a) which is threaded from inside and outside. The inside thread allows to place and fix the lenses, while the role of the outside thread is to mount and adjust the whole tube inside the holder’s body. Because both the lens holder and the body are made out of the same stainless steel there is a clearance of 0.255 mm between two threads to avoid seizing. Eventually the position of each tube is fixed by a locking ring, which ensures stability during the baking process. Regarding the optical performance, it is important to ensure that the lenses are on the same optical axis, which was achieved by first assembling the body of the holder and then precisely drilling a slot for both of the lens holders in one go. The advantage of our holders is that it is possible to adjust the relative position of lenses simply by rotating a lens holder inside the threaded
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4.4.1 Experiment preparation (aligning procedure)

The preparation of the system starts with the alignment and shaping of the dipole trap beam before entering vacuum chamber. The desired collimation and the size of the laser beam are achieved by adjusting the telescope (consisting of fiber coupler and the first collimation lens after the coupler). The maximum tolerance for the beam’s collimation is $\pm 56 \mu \text{rad}$ to ensure that the trap position does not move along optical axis more than $\pm 1 \mu \text{m}$ according to the design. The two pictures below (Figure 4.13) present the measurement of the beam profile with CCD camera right after the telescope and 1.7 m further. The images were fitted with a two dimensional Gaussian. The waist of the beam is 3.8 mm with a collimation degree equal $-1 \pm 12 \mu \text{rad}$ taking into account the uncertainty of camera position $\pm 10 \text{cm}$ and 95% confidence bound of fitting parameters to estimate measurement error.

4.4.2 Measurement of dipole trap profile

The profile of the dipole trap beam near the focus can be measured using the trapping beam, which is sent through the windows of the vacuum chamber and both aspheric lenses. At this point of work the relative position of lenses was bigger than double of working distance,
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Figure 4.14: Dashed lines represents principal planes of a thick lens.

and hence the beam was converging after the chamber. This method allows for a quick and fairly accurate verification of the dipole trap profile based on simple geometrical optics principles. Although thick lenses behave differently than a perfect thin lenses, they might be considered as thin lenses under certain assumptions. For a thick lens, one can define the so called principal planes and a focal length \( f \), as it is shown on Figure 4.14. Principal planes are the theoretical equivalent to the plane of an ideal thin lens. By neglecting the distance between them, the behaviour of rays might be considered with respect to principal planes in the same way, as if it was a thin lens. The focal length and the magnification \( M \) of the image can be described by the formulas:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{f} &= \frac{1}{A} + \frac{1}{a'} \\
M &= \frac{A}{a'}
\end{align*}
\]

where the distances of an object and its image are \( a' \) and \( A \) respectively from the principal planes.

The experiment was conducted by taking the magnified images of the beam near the focus between points \( P_1 \) and \( P_m \) at the distance \( A_m = a_{off} + a_m \) after the lens \( P_0 \), where the newly introduced index \( m \) stands for the single measurement as shown in Figure 4.15a. The irradiance profiles captured by the CCD camera, which was moved along optical axis in a range of \( \approx 20 \, \text{cm} \) are presented at Figure 4.15b. For each position of the camera, the magnification was measured using a ronchi grating illuminated by incoherent 850 nm light, which was placed and adjusted with micrometre precision between lenses until a sharp interference pattern was obtained.
Combining (4.5) gives a relation between the magnification $M_m$ and the total distance of the image from the lens $a_{off} + a_m$:

$$M_m = \frac{1}{f} a_m + \left( \frac{a_{off}}{f} - 1 \right) \quad (4.6)$$

Here the total distance $A_m$ of an image from a lens was decomposed into a fixed offset value $a_{off}$ and a variable $a_m$. It is wiser from an experimental point of view to measure the offset value only once and consider its uncertainty as a systematic error if the image is formed far away from the lens and the measurement points lay in close vicinity to each other ($a_{off} \gg a_m$). The accuracy of the camera positioning $a_m$ was ±0.1 mm and is the main contribution to the error in estimation the position in the object space. Despite a precise adjustment of ronchi grating position, the depth of view was 20 µm. It leads to a great uncertainty of the single measurement, since the distance between subsequent measurements is of the order of a micrometre in object space. Hence, to minimise the error, all the experimental values of magnification $M_m$ versus camera position $a_m$ were fit with linear function according to (4.6), and replaced with their theoretical values. The relations (4.5b) and (4.6) allow scaling
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Figure 4.16: Experimentally measured three dimensional profile of dipole trap irradiance. (a) represents a 3D reconstruction; (b) shows the simulation data depicted as a contour plot overlapped for the experimental data; red crosses on (c) and (d) show the cross sections at the highest intensity along and perpendicular to the beam’s propagation direction. The results are compared to the simulation (for the same beam waist), which is marked as blue solid lines on (c) and (d).

Having pictures of beam and corresponding distances $a_m'$, the three dimensional irradiance profile in vicinity of beam’s waist is eventually reconstructed. The result is presented in Figure 4.16, where the first figure presents the experimental data, and the second shows the contour plot of the numerical simulation produced by ZEMAX overlapped for the experimental data. It is clear that the profile obtained in the experiment is less confined than the simulation’s predictions. It is difficult to assess whether the simulation was inaccurate, or whether it is just due to the experimental uncertainties.

Next, each of the images (Figure 4.15b) was fit with two-dimensional standard distribution, where outer rings were neglected as non-Gaussian profiles, especially far away from the beam focus where aberrations become significant. Results are presented in Figure 4.17, which shows the amplitude and the size of the beam’s profile. It is worth noting that
Figure 4.17: Dipole trap irradiance profile postprocessing data. Figure presents fitting of experimental data to standard distribution with an amplitude measured in counts and a standard deviation \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \). The graph shows that the shape of the beam profile is not perfectly circular beyond the focal plane, and hence fitting results with elliptic shape described by different \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) what suggests an occurrence of coma in the optical system.

The vertical error bars are also marked on the graphs, but their values are truly negligible (they depend only on the fitting accuracy). The highest measured intensity and the corresponding beam size are marked by a dark green line. It is safe to assume that the peak of maximum intensity is somewhere in the shaded light green area which corresponds to the double of Rayleigh length as the intensity drops there by a factor of two. Hence, the beam size is \( w_1 = 1.093 \mu m \) (between 1.359 \( \mu m \) to 0.945 \( \mu m \)) and \( w_2 = 0.99 \mu m \) (between 1.013 \( \mu m \) to 0.941 \( \mu m \)). For such values of the waist the theoretical Raleigh length should be about 3.5 \( \mu m \), but in fact according to the graph and fitting values with Lorentzian function Rayleigh length is \( z_r \approx (3.91 \pm 0.25) \mu m \).

A number of uncertainties arise while using this method as it is obviously not a direct measurement, but the most important question is whether measurements of the beam profile in the image space are reliable to assess the beam profile in the object space. The main assumption requires the second lens to introduce very small or no aberrations. Even though
we are aware of possible beam’s distortion (as the Strehl ratio for 850 nm is about 0.8), we still use this method as a rough estimation of dipole trap irradiance profile. There are other methods that could be employed for the dipole trap measurement, such as cutting edge knife\(^{21}\)\(^{159}\) or its different variations\(^{160}\), which are a direct measurement of the beam size in a given plane. However both of the measurement methods, especially pinhole variation, requires a very precise equipment which we did not have. What is nice about our method is that the results show a full two dimensional beam profile, which together with a measured magnification can easily give the size of the beam with a good accuracy.

4.4.3 Performance of the imaging system

Having prepared the dipole trap beam, the next step was preparation of the imaging system. The first step was to obtain a rough alignment of the imaging optics using a mimic beam (see section 4.1, Figure 4.2b). Therefore, the relative lenses position was first adjusted so that the dipole trapping beam is collimated from both sides, before and after passing through the aspheric lenses. After the vacuum chamber, the dipole trap beam is guided and coupled into the optical fibre, which is used later as an output for the 780 nm mimic beam. This ensures, that the mimic beam (counter-propagating to the 850 nm beam) follows a similar path to the trapping beam, and thus can be used to mimic the trap position and to align roughly the imaging system.

When the initial alignment is done, a ronchi grating characterised by 200 lines pair per millimetre is placed between the lenses, illuminated with incoherent 780 nm light and adjusted to obtain a sharp image. An interference pattern (Figure 4.18a) is imaged on the CCD camera (Marlin from Allied Vision) and helps us to adjust the magnification of imaging system. The vignetting\(^{22}\) on the image is due to the iris after the vacuum chamber, which was placed to reduce a stray light from outside the area of interest. Fitting the image using a cosine function gives us the value of magnification as 14.32. This magnification was carefully adjusted by moving the last lens before CCD ad the CCD position on translation stages.

\(^{21}\) As a necessity the cutting edge knife method requires to assume a circular symmetry (e.g. Gaussian, Airy spot, Gaussian with rings) to reconstruct beam’s profile.

\(^{22}\) Vignetting has two meanings: it is an effect in the photography, but it is also a parameter commonly used in optical design. In optics vignetting factors describe the beam which passes through the system unobscured.
Figure 4.18: Experimental measurement of atoms imaging system quality. The arrow on (a) presents an approximate diameter of the image which is not influenced much by vignetting. (b) The image from (a) is divided into small 20 by 20 pixels divisions and for each of them the contrast is calculated using equation (4.8).

Having obtained a sharp image with the desired magnification, the contrast can be calculated as it is presented in Figure 4.18b. Here the contrast $C$ is given by formula:

$$C = \frac{I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}}{I_{\text{max}} + I_{\text{min}}}$$

(4.8)

where $I_{\text{max}}$ and $I_{\text{min}}$ are respectively the signal for a bright line and signal for a dark line. Because the contrast is equivalent to the Modulation Transfer Function, the result might be compared to the simulation predictions. As we can see in the centre of the image the contrast is close to 0.8, which is in a good agreement with the model where $MTF(\frac{200}{14.32}) \approx 0.81$ (see sec: 4.3.3). Further analysis compares the quality of the image for objects lying away from optical axis. Figure 4.19 shows the measured contrast for different fields of views, and compares it to MTF predicted by the simulation. The experimental data was obtained from Figure 4.18b and the simulation points are given by averaged values of tangential and sagittal MTF for the grating used in the measurement (see. Figure 4.10 for $\approx 14$ cycles/mm). Experimental results agrees with predictions very well, although close to vignetting edge they start to differ. Beyond the area marked on Figure 4.18a, the image intensity decreases and naturally the data do not describe the quality of the image accurately. The radius of the image (radius of a vignetting) is about 150 pixels, which gives about 100 $\mu$m with magnification 14.32 times and a pixel size 9.9 $\mu$m.

---

23 For a different field of views, two different types of MTF can be calculated. Assuming the the stripe pattern is placed in some distance from the optical axis, sagittal MTF is defined for the orientation of a stripe pattern toward the center. Tangential MTF is for the case when the pattern orientation is perpendicular to the radius connecting the optical axis and the field of view. On the optical axis sagittal and tangential MTF are equivalent.
The dipole trap laser system

The laser beam used for a dipole trapping is generated by a high power (up to 150 mW), near infrared 852nm laser. The laser diode is operated in free running mode with controlled temperature to avoid significant changes in wavelength. The laser beam travels through an AOM which controls the injection of the laser beam into an optical fiber. The optical fiber guides the laser further to the chamber and the optical setup, as discussed earlier in this chapter. The optical path of the dipole trap laser beam before the fiber is presented in Figure 4.20.

An essential feature of the setup is the ability to efficiently couple and decouple the laser beam into the optical fibre while preserving a good stability of the laser beam power. This allows a fast switch on/off of the dipole trap potential. Any unwanted fluctuations of laser power may affect the trap depth and thus impose a different Stark Shift or change in the number of trapped atoms. A crucial point in laser stability is the AOM response to an applied control signal. In order to monitor the behaviour of the dipole trap beam, a photodiode was placed at the output of optical fiber. As shown in Figure 4.21 the response of the AOM to the applied signal is not stable and consistent, and results in fluctuation of the beam intensity.

Fortunately, our experiments do not require the dipole trap beam to be switched off for a long time, just for tens of microseconds. Thus, we can keep the beam constantly on and switch it off only when needed, not to affect the stability of dipole trap. However, if we
would like to implement in the future the experimental sequence where dipole trap beam is off for longer time (hundreds of ms) an appropriate intensity stabilization should be used.

4.6 Conclusions

The analysis of the optical design shows that the requirements for dipole trapping system (see section 4.1) are satisfied, and that the new system outperforms the old setup. The distance between the lenses increased and also improved the light collection efficiency (N.A. =0.53). Thanks to the shape of the lens which was optimized for both trapping and fluorescence light, the trapping intensity profile is submicron size ($\omega_f = 0.810 \mu m$) for a collimated input dipole trap beam, while providing very high performance of the imaging system (Strehl ratio close to unity). The imaging system magnification should be between 12 and 18 times to ensure that the majority of fluorescence light is captured by a binned pixel (2 by 2 pixels) taking into account the expected trap size and PSF of the system. The resolution should also allow the ability to distinguish two sub-micron traps in a distance of 1 $\mu m$ between them. According to the tolerancing analysis, the design is easy to be implemented. A desired magnification and adjusting the detector’s position can be done if the appropriate elements, ICCD and the last lens before it (lens$_2$ from the Figure 4.5), are placed on translation stages.
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(a) AOM response for $\approx 3\text{ ms}$ change  
(b) AOM response for $\approx 200\text{ ms}$ change

**Figure 4.21:** Oscilloscope scan of dipole trap beam intensity while performing the experimental sequence. Yellow signal from LabVIEW controls VCA, green line is the signal directly sent to AOM, purple line is the signal recorded by photodiode.

The design was implemented following the tolerancing analysis and then experimental tests were performed. The profile of the trapping potential was verified to be close to the expected submicron size with the waist $\omega_f \approx 1\ \mu m$ and the Raleigh length $z_r \approx 4\ \mu m$. Regarding the optical system, the comparison between the measured and predicted MTF allowed us to confirm that the imaging system was well aligned.
Chapter 5

Dipole trap characterisation

The concept of dipole force was first proposed in 1962 [161]. Soon after that the dipole force was proposed to be used as a trapping method in [162], even before the concept of laser cooling. An experimental attempt to exploit dipole force for trapping was reported in [163], where microscopic size particles in a liquid medium were accumulated in the region of laser focus. Dipole trapping was improved later on by combining it with Doppler cooling methods resulting in trapping of neutral atoms from an atomic beam [164, 165]. But a real breakthrough came in 1986, when eventually neutral atoms from a MOT were trapped into a dipole trap for the first time [116]. Since then, the understanding of dipole trapping techniques significantly improved and many experimental methods were developed to provide traps of tens of micrometres and trap depth a of few millikelvins [166, 167]. Nowadays it is possible to achieve micrometre size of traps capable of manipulating single atoms [77–79, 168].

In this work, dipole trapping will be used as a method to create very confined, small ensemble of atoms for a DQC1 algorithm. DQC1 requires a fully operational Rydberg blockade between two traps, one providing control and one target ensemble. This means that all atoms within the traps should be localised within a blockade radius, approximately 5 \( \mu \)m (depending on the chosen Rydberg states, see section 2.2.4). Moreover, it is desirable to control the number of atoms loaded into the target dipole trap to perform and investigate the DQC1 protocol thoroughly. There is particular interest in checking its performance for just a few atoms to verify the model’s prediction from [70], and to vary the number of atoms in ensemble up to 100 to prove the scaling of the model. To achieve this we also need the ability to operate the control trap in the collisional blockade regime [79], when only one atom at the time populates the trap. Another important issue is the timescale of the experimental sequence for the DQC1 protocol, which will last about few milliseconds. For the protocol to run successfully, atoms must not be lost during the experiment, as this would result in
loosing the information encoded in the atomic system. We therefore need to implement a trap with long lifetime: we expect a lifetime of at least 1 s to ensure 99% probability of atoms survival in the trap for 10 ms. This condition is feasible as it was shown in early studies [116, 169] where a typical dipole trap lifetime varies from (1 to 10) s.

Both the MOT’s temperature and density influence the dipole trap loading [169, 170], hence an appropriate preparation of the atomic reservoir (MOT) is essential. The combination of the atoms’ temperature in the dipole trap, the trap depth, and the intensity profile, are responsible for the overall atom’s confinement. Regarding the intensity profile, the design of the dipole trap optical system was made with the aim of minimising the waist of the trapping beam, which is in range from 0.7 µm to a few micrometers (depending of the input beam size, section 4). Our aim is to have a trap of about 1 mK trap depth, which would provide efficient loading for a typical MOT temperature of 40 to 200 µK. Therefore, minimising the MOT temperature before dipole trapping will in general increase the efficiency of loading and improve atoms confinement.

In fact all these three parameters are related, and the operation of the dipole trap depends on the accurate tuning of them all. This chapter discusses the implementation and characterization of the dipole trap. The first part of the chapter describes how the experiment and the imaging system were set up. The following sections provide a characterization of the dipole trap, namely its temperature, confinement, density, lifetime and collisional dynamics within the trap. Finally, data analysis and the characterization of the dipole trap quality are discussed.

5.1 Preparation of the experimental set-up

This section describes the first implementation of the dipole trap with the new optical system (section 4) and improved vacuum system (section 3.4). As discussed in section 4.4, the imaging system was set up and tested before closing the chamber. We ensured that the intensity profile of the focused dipole trap beam was purely Gaussian with the waist about 1 µm and the Rayleigh length about 4 µm. The Magneto-optical trap was implemented and optimized, as it was shown in section 3.3, to provide an atomic reservoir for dipole trapping. The diagnostics of our setup showed that the typical MOT temperatures varies in range (140 to 500) µK and the peak density from (2 × 10^8 to 50 × 10^8) atoms/cm^3. Initially we tried to
use a dipole trap beam with micrometre size, however the detection proved very challenging. Two explanations exist for this observation: either the imaging system was out of focus due to the baking procedure (some thermal expansion, chamber moved), or the fluorescence light from the trapped atoms was too low. The imaging system is robust in terms of elements displacement (see section 4.3.3) and we could verify the correct camera position using the mimic beam at 780 nm (Figure 4.2b). Regarding the fluorescence signal from atoms, in theory we should be able to trap and detect a single atom. However, imaging a single atom for the first time is very difficult due to the signal to noise ratio, stray light from MOT, and simply because the system had not been optimized with a real signal from atoms at this point. It could be that a very low number of atoms (limited for instance by the collisional blockade) combined with a decreased scattering rate\(^1\) resulted with insufficient fluorescence to distinguish dipole trap from the atoms reservoir. Therefore it is reasonable to first aim to trap tens of atoms, to ensure the capabilities of the imaging system and optimize it for atoms detection. The average number of atoms in the trap is dependent on the balance between loading rate \(R\) and a mechanisms limiting the trap population. The steady state number of atoms increase with the loading rate for two distinct regimes (see section 5.4): \(N_{st} \propto R\) for weak loading where collisions with the background gases plays a dominant role, and \(N_{st} \propto \sqrt{R}\) when the trap population is limited by two-body collisions within the trap. In any case, improving loading rate should clearly help.

The loading rate can be estimated through the model introduced in [169]. In this model, the loading rate is proportional to the flux of atoms through the surface which defines the trapping region, where the dipole force combined with cooling mechanism is efficient enough to capture an incident atom. Therefore, the loading rate can be described as follows:

\[
R = \frac{1}{4} n_{MOT} \langle v \rangle A P_{\text{trap}}
\]  

(5.1)

where \(n_{MOT}\) is the peak density of the reservoir, \(\langle v \rangle = \sqrt{\frac{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}}{m}}\) is the average velocity of atoms in the MOT, \(A\) is the effective surface area of the dipole trap and \(P_{\text{trap}}\) is the probability of atoms trapping. Since the MOT capture efficiency is limited because of experimental constrains, the value of \(n_{MOT} \langle v \rangle\) could not be significantly increased (see section 3.3). The probability of trapping atoms in a dipole trap, \(P_{\text{trap}}\), depends on the reservoir temperature,

\(^1\)The decreased scattering rate is due to the energy shifts in the atomic structure of an atom placed in a dipole trap, see section 2.2.7. The Stark shift and the corresponding decrease of the scattering rate is measured in section 5.3.
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the trapping potential and the MOT viscosity as defined in [171]. By increasing the trap depth, one can trap atoms of the higher temperature. However, the bigger the trap depth the bigger the energy shift resulting in weaker cooling and hence lower viscosity. Although varying the trap’s depth might help to balance these two mechanisms, in our case when the available range of the trap depth was (1 to 6) mK, it was perhaps too small to significantly improve loading.

Hence, atom loading was improved through the adjustment of the effective size of the dipole trap $A$. Since the dipole trap is much smaller than the MOT, the effective surface area can be estimated by the ellipsoid surrounding the space, $A = \frac{4}{3} \pi r_{eff}^2 z_{eff}$, where the the dipole trap potential $U_{pot}$ becomes significant compared to the reservoir’s temperature $k_B T_{MOT} = U_c$. Setting up the condition $U_c = U_{pot} \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega(z)^2} \exp\left(-\frac{2r^2}{\omega(z)^2}\right)$ for a Gaussian dipole trap beam, one can find that

$$r_{eff} = \omega_0 \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} \ln \left(\frac{U_{pot}}{U_c}\right)} \quad z = 0 \quad (5.2a)$$

$$z_{eff} = z_R \sqrt{\frac{U_{pot}}{U_c} - 1} \quad r = 0. \quad (5.2b)$$

As the equations show, the semi-principal axes of the ellipsoid are directly proportional to the waist and Raleigh length of the trapping beam. Therefore, to overcome the difficulty with the loading and capture sufficient number of atoms a larger volume dipole trap, defined by bigger $\omega_0$ and $z_R$, had been setup as described in following section.

5.1.1 Adjustment of the dipole trap profile

By adjusting the size of the laser beam acting on the objective lens and providing the necessary power, a wider trap of 1 mK trap depth could be achieved. The need for higher power obliged us to bypass the optical fiber, thus compromising the spacial profile of the beam. The beam was clearly not Gaussian before the vacuum chamber, as it was converging along one axis while slightly diverging along the other, resulting in non-circular beam profile with the averaged waist was about 1.8 mm just before the chamber.

The intensity profile of the new trap has been characterised using a method similar to the one presented in section 4.4.2. A thin lens was placed after the chamber to focus the dipole trap beam on the CCD. Then, a series of images was acquired, which were used to reconstruct the 3D irradiance profile using principles of geometrical optics. Results are presented
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in Figure 5.1a. According to these measurement the beam’s «waists»\(^2\) are \((6.14 \pm 0.54) \text{\(\mu\)m}\)

![Irradiance profile](image1)

(a) The irradiance profile

![3D irradiance potential](image2)

(b) 3D irradiance potential

and \((7.01 \pm 0.54) \text{\(\mu\)m}\) with \((27.9 \pm 1.5) \text{\(\mu\)m}\) «Rayleigh length»\(^3\).

The trap depth can be estimated from equation (2.29) having the irradiance profile of the beam and knowing the power of the laser (130 mW) as:

\[
\frac{U_{\text{dip}}}{k_B} = (662 \pm 109) \text{\(\mu\)K}
\]

and the corresponding energy shift (see section 2.2.7):

\[
\delta \left(5^2 S_{1/2}\right) = 2\pi (13.8 \pm 2.3) \text{MHz} \tag{5.3}
\]

A reconstructed 3-D profile of the trap potential is shown in section 5.1b. Assuming a temperature of 250 \(\mu\)K for the atoms, as measured later in section 5.2.3, the atoms’ cloud size is estimated to be \(\sigma_1 = (3.42 \pm 0.25) \text{\(\mu\)m}\) and \(\sigma_2 = (2.99 \pm 0.25) \text{\(\mu\)m}\) and along the optical axis \(\sigma_3 = (21.7 \pm 2.2) \text{\(\mu\)m}\). These values will be compared later on with atoms’ imaging measurements.

\(^2\)Here \(\omega = 2\sigma\), where \(\sigma\) is a standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian function. The term «waist» It is not strictly a waist in a sense of the Gaussian beam propagation.

\(^3\)Even though the beam is not Gaussian, since a corresponding Rayleigh length to 6 \(\mu\)m waist should be approximately 133 \(\mu\)m, a term «Rayleigh length» is used here as distance at which beams intensity drops twice. Therefore, the half-width at half-maximum from Figure 5.1b designates «Rayleigh length».
The last important set of parameters which will be highlighted in the next sections is the energy shift of the hyperfine structure $|5^2P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F\rangle$ due to the ac Stark shift. Because of the $\pi$ polarization of the dipole trapping beam, magnetic sublevels undergo energy shifts according to equation (2.32) as follows:

$$
\delta (5^2P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 0) = 2\pi (-7.6 \pm 1.2) \text{ MHz} \quad (5.4a)
$$

$$
\delta (5^2P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 1) = 2\pi (-6.7 \pm 1.1) \text{ MHz} \quad (5.4b)
$$

$$
\delta (5^2P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = \pm 2) = 2\pi (-4.2 \pm 0.7) \text{ MHz} \quad (5.4c)
$$

5.1.2 Dipole trap detection

Assuming a 250 $\mu$K MOT temperature and 1 mK trap depth, the effective surface of the first trapping attempt was approximately $A_{\omega\approx1} \approx 55 \mu\text{m}^2$, while it is approximately 1700 $\mu\text{m}^2$ for the bigger trap. This increased the loading rate approximately by a factor 30, and the first signal from dipole trapped atoms could be obtained Figure 5.2. The fluorescence signal from both dipole trap and MOT atoms, which are in the scope of the imaging system, is captured by the CCD. The first detection of the dipole trap was obtained in continuous mode, with the trap continuously loading from the MOT, for a long exposure time $0.3 \text{ s}$. Visible vignetting is due to the aperture of the objective lens, with the radius of about 190 $\mu\text{m}$. Although the dipole trap seems to be well detected in Figure 5.2, the imaging system still needs to be better adjusted to enhance the signal to noise ratio. Image acquisition and camera operating modes will be discussed in the following section.

Figure 5.2: Fluorescence signal of MOT and dipole trap detected by dipole trapping imaging system. The bright spot in the middle is the dipole trap, while the haze comes from the stray light emitted by atoms in MOT.
5.1.3 Atoms detection

A detection of the atoms in the dipole trap requires to understand in detail how the imaging system works, especially the capabilities and settings of the detector. This section covers two main topics: how to estimate the number of trapped atoms from the detected signal, and how to optimise the signal to noise ratio so that the atoms can be detected efficiently.

Conversion of the fluorescence signal into number of atoms

Atoms from the dipole trap can be detected using the fluorescence imaging technique explained in section 3.3.1. However, due to the presence of the ac Stark shift caused by the dipole trap beam, the scattering rate per atom is reduced inside the dipole trap. The imaging system described in section 4.3 allows the collection of the fluorescence light and guides it to the detector (ICCD). The amount of photons reaching the ICCD is equal

\[ N_{\text{photons}} = N_{\text{atoms}} R_{sc} \kappa \]  

(5.5)

where and \( R_{sc} \) is a scattering rate (see equation (2.24)), \( N_{\text{atoms}} \) is the number of atoms in the trap, and \( \kappa \) is represents the loss of the signal through the optics. The loss rate \( \kappa \) depends on the collection efficiency of the objective lens (14%), the transmissivity through the objective lens coated (90%), losses on the imaging system lenses and mirrors (10%), and eventually losses on the 780 nm interference filter 50%.

The next step is the conversion of the digital signal from the ICCD to the number of photons which reached the camera. The intensified CCD camera consists of a standard CCD and an analogue intensifier placed before it Figure 5.3a. When light is coming through the input window, photons hit the photocathode, which converts light into photoelectrons. Single photoelectrons are converted into a cloud of electrons by a microchannel plate (MCP) as shown on Figure 5.3b. The cloud of electrons acts on the fluorescence screen, which emits far more light than initially, and the intensified light is finally collected by the CCD. In order to correctly interpret the image given by the ICCD camera the number of photons may be estimated by formula:

\[ N_{\text{photons}} = \frac{N_{\text{counts}} \text{PAG}}{\gamma_0\gamma_1\eta} \]  

(5.6)
where $N_{\text{counts}}$ denotes number of counts recorded by camera, $\eta$ is the quantum efficiency of the photocathode, $\gamma_0$ is the Minimum System Gain, $\gamma_1$ is the relative gain of the system and PAG determines the sensitivity of the analogue to digital converter which depends on the readout settings. Since these values differ for different operating settings, the values used for the conversion from digital counts into the number of photons and corresponding ICCD specs are in appendix E.1.

**Image acquisition**

The detection of a weak signal is challenging, therefore optimization of the ICCD settings is necessary. The signal obtained from the dipole trap atoms is first optimised via the optical system alignment, to increase the fraction of light reaching the detector. This is done by adjusting the position of the ICCD using the translation stage on which the camera is mounted. Movement of the camera by 50 $\mu$m in the image space results, on average, in the change of the focus position of 0.5 $\mu$m micrometre in the object space, as shown in Figure 5.4. Taking into account the feasible placement of the ICCD, which is restricted by mounts, the maximum range at which the camera can be focused is (6.9 to 7.4) mm in the object space and corresponds to (22.9 to 4.1) cm in image space.

The next step is the optimisation of the image acquisition, achieved by reducing the contribution to noise of the detector itself. Typical sources of noise and their values for the ICCD

---

**Figure 5.3:** Diagram of ICCD camera components. (a) Source: Andor Manual. (b) MCP voltage activates the avalanche of electrons and enhances the initial signal. The intensifier voltage allows for a flow of electrons from a photocathode toward the phosphor screen. This voltage can be used as an optical shutter: no signal is transferred through the intensifier when it is set to 0.
5.1. Preparation of the experimental set-up

![Diagram of experimental setup]

**Figure 5.4:** Optimization of ICCD position using dipole trap light. Left image represents the scope of imaging system focus shown in respect to the feasible placement of the CCD.

are listed and explained in appendix E.2. According to the appendix, the CCD needs to be kept at sub-ambient temperatures (usually $-20^\circ$C), and with the slowest available readout rate 50 kHz. The gating mode, controlled by applying the intensifier voltage marked in Figure 5.3, also impacts the total noise significantly. If the intensifier is constantly switched on regardless of when the acquisition occurs, the CCD chip is continuously exposed to light. To ensure that only the desired signal is captured by CCD (and hence decrease any stray light), it is good to exploit the intensifier as an optical shutter\(^4\). The following sections describe the measurements for the dipole trap characterization, and the specific settings of acquisition for the ICCD camera are listed in details in appendix E.3 for each measurement.

Some techniques used to determine the trap properties require very short pulses of microsecond scale, therefore it is important to take into account any delays in the apparatus response while acquiring the signal. When the ICCD is triggered from the computer controlling the experiment, it starts the acquisition with a certain delay which depends on the readout rate settings. Most importantly, while repeating the experiment many times, the delay is not always the same and varies in time, due to a mismatch between the internal ICCD clock and the experimental sequence. The response of other components, such as AOMs, switching on/off the dipole trap, also need to be taken into account. Typical values of the ICCD delay and the apparatus response are listed in appendix E.4. It is important to ensure that these delays are taken into account while designing the experimental sequence.

\(^4\)Using an intensifier as an optical shutter means, that for for no voltage applied on the intensifier no signal is detected on the CCD (see Figure 5.3b). The most commonly used setting in our experiment is so called fire only mode. This means that the intensifier is switched on only when acquiring the signal by the CCD chip.
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5.2 Temperature measurement

The very first important trap parameter to be verified is the temperature of the atomic ensemble. The confinement volume depends both on the shape of the trapping potential and the atoms distribution within the trap, which is dependent on the temperature. The \textit{Time of Flight} method had been used in this section to measure the temperature.

5.2.1 Atoms thermalisation

The distribution of atoms in a dipole trap has been thoroughly studied in [172]. For high temperatures, classical kinetic motion of diluted gas is suitable for the description of the dynamics, and the initial energy distribution can be described by a Boltzmann distribution. For a finite trap potential $U_{\text{dip}}$, atoms whose initial energy exceeds the trapping potential are instantly lost from the trap. This implies that the phase-space distribution is a truncated Boltzmann distribution, where $\theta(U_{\text{dip}} - E)$ is the Heaviside step function:

$$ f(E) = \exp\left(-\frac{E}{k_B T}\right) \theta(U_{\text{dip}} - E). $$

On the other hand, the density of states can be expressed using eigenenergies of the harmonic potential, which gives the simple expression

$$ D_s(E) = \frac{(E - U_{\text{dip}})^2}{2\hbar^2 \omega_x \omega_y \omega_z}, $$

where the density of states $D_s(E)$ denotes here all possible values in phase-space for which the energy $E$ can be obtained. The total number of atoms within the trap

$$ N = \int D_s(E) f(E) dE, $$

can be calculated as the integral over all energies of the phase-space distribution and the density states. For temperatures higher than the trap depth a significant part of the distribution has higher energy than the dipole potential and thus some atoms are lost from the trap instantly. The remaining atoms within the trap exchange their energy during elastic collisions, aiming to an even redistribution of energies. As a result, the temperature decreases until it reaches an equilibrium state, providing that there is no additional loading of new hot atoms into the trap. It has been found that the process usually thermalizes when
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\( k_B T \approx 0.1 U_0 \) [166]. In this case the truncated tail of the Boltzmann distribution is negligible, which means that the trapping potential can be treated as if it was infinite. Therefore, the integration of phase-space distribution over momentum states leads to the density distribution

\[
n = n_0 \exp \left( - \frac{U_{\text{dip}}(r)}{k_B T} \right)
\]

where \( n_0 \) is the particle density at the minimum of the trap and \( T \) can be interpreted as the thermodynamic temperature of the system. Since the dipole trapping potential \( U_{\text{dip}} \) is approximately harmonic at the center of the trap, the density distribution takes a form of a Gaussian

\[
n = n_0 \exp \left( - \frac{m(\omega_x^2 x^2 + \omega_y^2 y^2 + \omega_z^2 z^2)}{k_B T} \right).
\]

5.2.2 Temperature of atoms in the dipole trap

Similarly to the MOT diagnostics section 3.3, the temperature of the dipole traps can be measured using release-recapture and time of flight (TOF) [120] [173]. These methods are well documented and understood when it comes to the temperature measurement of a large ensemble of atoms, where the spatial distribution of the atomic cloud is Gaussian,

\[
n(r) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{3/2} \sigma_x \sigma_y \sigma_z} \exp \left( - \frac{x^2}{2\sigma_x^2} - \frac{y^2}{2\sigma_y^2} - \frac{z^2}{2\sigma_z^2} \right)
\]

and the velocity distribution is described by Maxwell distribution

\[
f(v_i) = \sqrt{\frac{m}{2\pi k_B T_i}} \exp \left( - \frac{mv_i^2}{2k_B T_i} \right).
\]

Here \( \sigma_i \) is the width of the cloud and \( i \) stands for different coordinates. The cloud which is released from the trap starts a homogeneous expansion, and its size increases following the equation:

\[
\sigma_i(t) = \sqrt{\sigma_{0,i}^2 + \frac{k_B T_i}{m} t^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

where \( \sigma_{0,i} \) is the initial size of the cloud before the expansion. For TOF experiments, the atoms are released from the trap for a variable time \( t \) during which they are expanding. After this time an image is taken, from which the spatial distribution of the cloud can be resolved and hence providing a value for \( T_i \).
However, in the case of dipole traps it might be conceptually inaccurate to talk about a temperature of a single or just a few atoms in the trap. As it was shown in section 5.2.1, the spatial distribution of the atomic cloud is indeed Gaussian, but the velocity distribution is clearly not Maxwellian. Nonetheless, as it was shown in [174] by repeating the temperature measurement many times for a trap filled with small number of atoms, and by collecting sufficiently large statistics, the acquired results represent a velocity distribution similar to the one discussed above. Following this principle, the temperature of very small ensembles was measured in [174] (both methods), and in [144] (TOF).

5.2.3 Experiment and results

The experiment presented in this section is based on the TOF method, assuming that by taking many measurement and averaging the results the outcome will agree with the concepts described in section 5.2.2.

Sequence

The experimental sequence for a TOF measurement is presented in Figure 5.5. There are two variants of the experiment presented here. The option shown in Figure 5.5a represents the sequence for measurements of atomic cloud expansion for variable time \( \Delta t \). The second variant shown in Figure 5.5b consists of the similar sequence apart from switching off dipole trap, thus not allowing for the free expansion of atoms. This sequence provides the initial size of the cloud before expansion, and gives additional valuable information about the trap depth which is discussed further in section 5.3.1.

In our measurement the dipole trap is loaded from the MOT, therefore the first stage of the sequence consists the loading of a sufficient reservoir of atoms. The «MOT loading» (see Figure 5.5) stage needs to be long enough to allow the MOT to fully load, until it reaches its equilibrium state. For the MOT characteristic loading time (see \( \tau \) section 3.4.2) about 4 s, the loading stage was set up to last 8 s to ensure that both MOT and the dipole trap could be efficiently loaded. The detuning of the cooling beams from the atomic transition is \( 2\Gamma \) and the beams intensity is \( I \approx 15.3 \text{ mW/cm}^2 \). The MOT is switched off for 10 ms during the «off» stage, while keeping the dipole trap on, to ensure that all atoms that are not trapped in the dipole trap have the time to escape the region and do not contribute to the measured signal. The 10 ms timing was chosen by measuring the fluorescence decay for the MOT, which is presented in section 5.4.2. After the removal of the MOT atoms, the
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(a) Sequence variant for measurement of the cloud expansion

(b) Sequence variant for measurement of the atoms in the dipole trap

FIGURE 5.5: The experimental sequence for the Time-of-Flight measurement. The different stages marked under the time axis are: MOT loading = 8 s, off = 10 ms, dt = variable time, flash = 50 µs, cam. ref. = 1.4 s, bgc. = 1 ms. Events/settings and corresponding values in the figure are: MOT coils - current applied to the anti-Helmholtz coils (0 to 3.5) A, Cooling beam I - the total intensity of the cooling beams (0 to 15.3) mW/cm², Detuning - the detuning of the cooling beam from the cooling transition 0 to 2Γ, Repumper I - intensity of the repumper beam (0 to 2) mW, d-t beam I - intensity of the dipole trap beam (0 to 130) mW, camera exposure - the exposure time when the ICCD acquires the signal.

dipole trap beam is switched off and the atoms start an expansion. Then, after a time dt, the probe beams are switched on to enable an acquisition of the fluorescence signal («flash» stage). The probe beams (cooling and repumper lasers) provide a resonant quick flash with intensity of cooling beams equal \( I \approx 15.3 \text{ mW/cm}^2 \).

The last two stages are needed to acquire a background signal, which is used to remove the contribution of stray light in data processing. The «readout» stage stands for the read-out and preparation time for the ICCD (for the setting used in the experiment time 1.4 s is enough). The background image is taken with the probe beams on, but with no atoms during «bgc.» stage. The sequence discussed here is simplified, while the detailed sequence considering camera triggering and equipment delays is discussed in appendix F.
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Noise analysis

The acquisition settings, which are specified in appendix E.3, were chosen to minimise the noise generated by the camera (described in more detail in appendix E.2.1). Even then, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is poor for a single cycle of the experiment, shown in Figure 5.6a and 5.6b. The comparison between these images shows that the noise originating from stray light (see appendix E.2.2) is almost as strong as the original signal from atoms. Therefore, for a single acquisition it is impossible to distinguish the signal originating from the atoms from the noise due to the scattered MOT beams. However, taking many cycles and averaging them shows a Gaussian distribution of atoms on Figure 5.6c.

![Figure 5.6](image)

**Figure 5.6:** The analysis of noise and signal to noise ratio for the Time of Flight experiment for $dt = 10\mu$s. (a) An image of a single acquisition of atoms. (b) The corresponding background image taken in the same cycle as (a). Bright spots are the noise generated by stray light. (c) The image of atoms averaged over 50 cycles. (d) The graph showing the dependence of the noise and signal to noise ratio on the number of repetitions. Dots represent values of noise and SNR for the accumulation of frames. Solid lines are theoretical fits to $\langle \sigma_{\text{noise}} \rangle \sqrt{\text{repetitions}}$ and $\langle \text{SNR} \rangle \sqrt{\text{repetitions}}$, where $\langle \sigma_{\text{noise}} \rangle$ and $\langle \text{SNR} \rangle$ are fitting parameters.
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For a single repetition of the sequence, the signal\(^5\) to noise\(^6\) ratio is close to unity as shown on Figure 5.6d. Increasing the number of repetitions decreases the noise and thus enhances signal to noise ratio proportionally to the square root of the number of repetitions. For 50 cycles, SNR is about seven times higher than initially, which is sufficient to provide a clear signal for data analysis.

Data analysis

The background corrected images of the cloud expansion for \(dt\) in range (25 to 95) µs are presented in Figure 5.7a. As shown, each image was fit with a two dimensional Gaussian to monitor the evolution of the trap size in time. Due to the slightly elliptical shape of the atoms’ ensemble, the expansion along both axes was tracked separately, as the data in Figure 5.7c show. An expansion of the cloud was fit with the equation (5.7), and the data show that the temperature is \(T_{\text{red}} = (230 \pm 22)\) µK and \(T_{\text{blue}} = (257 \pm 8)\) µK with the initial trap size \(\sigma_{0,\text{red}} = (3.43 \pm 0.79)\) µm and \(\sigma_{0,\text{blue}} = (2.61 \pm 0.33)\) µm. It seems reasonable to assume that the temperature of the ensemble should not vary for different axes and hence the measured value of temperature is \((244 \pm 30)\) µK. A Gaussian fit for each image allows also to calculate the corresponding integrated signal as shown in Figure 5.8. Since the probe beam was resonant to the cooling transition, the integrated signal could be easily converted into the number of atoms in dipole trap using the calibration described in appendix E.1. On average a dipole trap was populated with \((48 \pm 6)\) atoms.

Discussion and conclusion

We use an integration time of 50 µs, which is very large in comparison with the timescale of the experiment (\(dt\) is in range (0 to 70) µs). During the 50 µs of integration, the atoms rapidly expand, as shown in the Figure 5.7c for \(dt > 10\) µs. The resulting signal, shown in Figure 5.7a, is therefore the time averaged signal of the expanding cloud, where we define an effective expansion time as \(dt + \frac{1}{2}\) (flash time).

The size of the trap before expansion is measured in the TOF experiment and agrees well with the predicted trap sizes based just on geometrical optics measurement (see section 5.1), where the temperature of 250 µK was used to calculate the size of the trapped

\(^5\)Signal is calculated as an average value of pixels for the area marked as marked on Figure 5.6a by the rectangle. The signal for each frame and fluctuates around constant value and on average is equal to the signal calculated from Figure 5.6c.

\(^6\)Noise \(\sigma_{\text{noise}}\) is defined as a standard deviation of counts per pixel.
atoms. This also validates the previous prediction for the trap size along the optical axis \( \sigma_3 = (18.3 \pm 1.0) \mu m \).

This value, together with \( \sigma_{0, \text{red}} \) and \( \sigma_{0, \text{blue}} \) might be used to calculate the total volume of the trapped ensemble using formula: \( V = (2\pi)^{\frac{3}{2}} \sigma_{0, \text{red}} \sigma_{0, \text{blue}} \sigma_3 \approx 2500 \mu m^3 \). Combining the volume with the known number of atoms in dipole trap (48 \pm 6) atoms, the peak density for the dipole trap appears to be \( (190 \pm 100) \times 10^8 \) atoms/cm\(^3\). The experimental conditions for the reservoir during the experiment are known from a complementary measurement of MOT (see section 3.3.1). The MOT is small, consisting of only about 200000 atoms in a cloud of radius of 140 \( \mu m \), which gives a reservoir of peak density \( (45 \pm 7) \times 10^8 \) atoms/cm\(^3\). It
5.3 Measurement of the effective Stark shift

The Stark shift (see section 2.2.7, equation (2.29)) is an interesting phenomenon to observe since it is directly linked to the trap depth. In this section, the Stark shift is measured by comparison of the scattering rate of atoms within the trap with the scattering rate of the atoms which are released from the trap. Since the trapping potential is proportional to the intensity of the used laser, it is relatively easy to characterise trap depth in terms of laser power, and predict the waist of the trapping laser beam. Simultaneously, the number of atoms loaded into the trap is measured. Having the dependence of the trap population on the trap depth, it is possible to understand the loading mechanism under given conditions. The aim of the experiment is to measure the Stark shift, trap depth and number of trapped atoms versus the power of the dipole laser.

5.3.1 Methodology

In the TOF measurement the trap was illuminated by a cooling beam in order to obtain a fluorescence signal. As shown in Figure 5.8 the integrated signal for the measurement with the dipole trap beam on is much lower than for the other images taken with the beam off. This is because the intense dipole trap beam generates Stark shift, that increases the means, that the peak density in the dipole trap is about five times higher than the reservoir density.

Figure 5.8: An integrated signal of dipole trap. The first data TEST0 corresponds to the version of the sequence when dipole trap is constantly on, while the rest corresponds to TOF with \( dt = (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 \text{ and } 70) \mu s \). Red solid line is an averaged value for all \( dt \) and the dotted line represents standard deviation.
detuning from the probe light, thus reducing the atoms scattering rate. We assume, that the number of atoms immediately after release is the same as the number stored in the trap, and its value varies only from run to run due to the statistical fluctuations of the initial number of atoms loaded into the trap.

According to equations (5.5) and (5.6), the strength of the signal received by the camera is

$$N_{\text{counts}} = N_{\text{atoms}} R_{\text{sc}} \frac{\kappa \gamma_0 \gamma_1 \eta}{\text{PAG}}$$

where the term $\frac{\kappa \gamma_0 \gamma_1 \eta}{\text{PAG}} = \text{const.}$ since all the acquisition settings were the same during the entire experiment. Thus the ratio between the signal without and with dipole trap beam on is

$$\frac{N_{\text{counts, off}}}{N_{\text{counts, on}}} = \frac{R_{\text{sc, off}}}{R_{\text{sc, on}}}$$

where $N_{\text{counts, off}}$ and $N_{\text{counts, on}}$ denotes the integrated signal when the dipole trap beam is off and on respectively. The scattering rate follows the equation (2.24)

$$R_{\text{sc}} = \frac{\Gamma}{2} \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} \left( 1 + \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} + 4 \left( \frac{\Delta + \delta}{\Gamma} \right)^2 \right)$$

where $\Delta$ denotes the detuning of the cooling laser and $\delta$ is the detuning arising from the ac Stark shift. The scattering rates $R_{\text{sc, on}}$ and $R_{\text{sc, off}}$ differ because of the trapping laser, since $\delta = 0$ in the absence of the dipole trap beam. Rearranging the equations, the Stark shift can be obtained:

$$\delta = \frac{\Gamma}{2} \sqrt{\frac{N_{\text{counts, off}}}{N_{\text{counts, on}}} \left[ 1 + \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} + 4 \left( \frac{\Delta + \delta}{\Gamma} \right)^2 \right] - 1 - \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} - \Delta}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

In the case of TOF measurement the probe beam was resonant ($\Delta = 0$), with its maximum intensity $\frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} \gg 1$ and circularly polarised, returning an averaged Stark shift equal to $2\pi(29 \pm 2)$ MHz.

What is worth noticing is that, due to the fact that the probe beams were circularly polarised $\sigma^\pm$ and the atoms within the trap could be in any $|m_F\rangle$ state, the contribution of different energy shifts is rather complicated and hence it is difficult to resolve from the result the exact Stark shift for the ground state $\delta (5^2S_{1/2})$. Therefore, the results presented here will evaluate an averaged Stark shift. Taking into account the predicted values for the energy levels in section 5.1.1, results (5.3) and (5.4), the measured averaged Stark shift can be
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5.3.2 Experiment and results

Sequence

The experiment is conducted in continuous MOT operation in order to speed up the measurement process since the MOT loading stage usually takes (8 to 10) s. In continuous MOT operation the sequence is only about 3 s long and the number of repetitions could be increased to 300 times. This is needed as it is expected that for low laser power the reduced number of atoms in the trap will result in a low signal to noise ratio. The experimental sequence is presented on Figure 5.9. Three snapshots are taken during the run of a sequence and all images are taken with the same camera settings, which are listed in appendix E.3. The time required for the camera to refresh and be ready for the next acquisition was taken into account as a 1 s break between snapshots. The first image acquires a signal from atoms within dipole trap while the trap beam is on and atoms experience Stark shift. For the second image, the camera is triggered 60 µs in advance before switching off the dipole trap beam in order to ensure that the acquisition starts after the dipole trap beam is switched off (see appendix E.4). The exposure time of the camera is 50 µs, enough for atoms to start expanding once being released from the trap, but not enough to escape the imaging region. Finally the last snapshot is a background image, containing the MOT signal and stray light, taken in order to remove background.
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Figure 5.10: The analysis of the noise $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$ and signal to noise ratio SNR versus sequence repetitions for Stark shift measurement and 150 mW dipole trap laser power. Dots represent values of noise and SNR for the accumulation of subsequent frames. Solid lines are theoretical fits to $\langle \sigma_{\text{noise}} \rangle \sqrt{\text{repetitions}}$ and $\langle \text{SNR} \rangle \sqrt{\text{repetitions}}$, where $\langle \sigma_{\text{noise}} \rangle$ and $\langle \text{SNR} \rangle$ are fitting parameters.

Noise analysis

For this experiment, the noise generated by the ICCD camera (see noise analysis in appendix E.2) is relatively small in comparison to the light pollution coming from the surrounding MOT. The signal from atoms withing the trap is indistinguishable from the noise and background for a single run of the experiment, and therefore SNR is less than one. Increasing the number of repetitions decreases the noise and therefore increases SNR, as shown in Figure 5.10. Because of the low signal to noise ratio especially for images of atoms in the presence of AC Stark shift, the sequence has been repeated about 300 times. By removing the accumulated background image from the averaged image of the trap, the contrast was improved 20 times and a $\text{SNR} \approx 2.25$ was eventually obtained as shown on Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.11a. Meanwhile, the signal from atoms released from the dipole trap is much stronger, due to the increased scattering rate. Figure 5.10b shows that it requires only 50 repetitions to achieve a comparable contrast, and after 300 repetitions $\text{SNR} \approx 5$.

The averaged and background corrected signal is shown in Figure 5.11. The spatial distribution of the cloud, depicted in Figure 5.11, is Gaussian, so that it can be easily fitted with two dimensional model. Atoms in the dipole trap experience a Stark shift, therefore the signal is weaker than the signal from the released cloud, but for a $\text{SNR} \approx 2$ it is still possible to resolve the signal distribution using two a dimensional Gaussian fit.
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Data analysis

The sequence was repeated for different dipole trap laser powers in range (50 to 145) mW. Each pair of images with and without dipole trap beam Figure 5.11, was fit with a Gaussian. This allows to calculate the total signal \( N_{\text{counts, on}} \) and \( N_{\text{counts, off}} \) acquired from atoms. Then, Stark shift is calculated from equation (5.8) using the known ratio between these two signals \( \frac{N_{\text{counts, off}}}{N_{\text{counts, on}}} \) and experimental conditions, namely the detuning \( 1.7 \Gamma \) and probe beam intensity 15.3 mW/cm².

Results are presented in Figure 5.12a, where the Stark shift obtained from the TOF measurement (see section 5.2.3) is also shown for comparison. According to equations (2.29 to 2.32) the trap depth and the associated Stark shift are supposed to be linear in terms of laser power. The data of Stark shift versus laser power can be fit with a linear equation (solid red line in Figure 5.12a), which results in increment equal to \( 2\pi(174 \pm 14) \) kHz/mW.

Having measured the dependence of the Stark shift on the laser power, the beam waist is predicted to be \( (5.0 \pm 0.6) \) µm based on (2.29). The Stark shift \( \delta(5^2S_{1/2}) \) derived in section 5.1.1, where the dipole trap profile was measured optically, is also shown on the Figure 5.12a for comparison. The discrepancy between the Stark shift measurement with atoms and the predicted trap depth in Figure 5.12a is puzzling, but it can be explained. As discussed in 5.3.1, the measurement with atoms represents an averaged Stark shift which includes a contribution of all atomic transitions between the ground state and the magnetic sublevels of the state \( |{5^2P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F}\rangle \). The maximum possible shift corresponds to the level \( |{5^2P_{3/2}, F = 3, m_F = 0}\rangle \) and its value is almost a half of the trap depth \( \delta (5^2S_{1/2}) \), as shown by formulas (5.3) and (5.4). It is difficult to predict the exact contribution of each

---

**Figure 5.11**: Fluorescence image of atoms for the Stark shift measurement for 150 mW laser power. The images are averaged over 300 cycles and background corrected.
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Figure 5.12: Results of the Stark shift measurement for atomic cloud in the dipole trap. (a) Effective Stark shift versus dipole trap laser power. For comparison, the result of the Stark shift from the TOF experiment is depicted with the red color. Uncertainties are based on the goodness of Gaussian fit to the images. (b) Number of atoms in the dipole trap versus corresponding averaged Stark shift.

transition, but undoubtedly the measured averaged Stark shift is expected to be higher than the trap depth, but no more than 50%. Additionally, the optical measurement (see section 5.1.1) was a coarse estimation used only to facilitate the first alignment of the dipole trapping system and thus may suffer from a systematic error. According to optical measurement, the beam’s waists are $(6.1 \pm 0.5) \mu m$ and $(7.0 \pm 0.5) \mu m$, while the measurement with atoms estimates the waist to be about $5 \mu m$. Although these values do not lay withing their uncertainties, both results are reasonably close to each other.

The number of atoms within the dipole trap is obtained from the signal acquired during the cloud release, when SNR is higher and provides lower uncertainties. The number of atoms versus the corresponding Stark shift is presented on Figure 5.12b, and, as expected, the bigger trapping potential (Stark shift) the more atoms in the trap. As will be discussed in depth in sections 5.4.1 and 5.5.1, the trap population is stable when continuously loading from the reservoir and, in the case of low density in the trap, the number of atoms loaded is proportional to the loading rate $N_{t \to \infty} \sim \frac{R}{\gamma}$ ($N \to \infty$ stands for a quasi-steady state). Following the theory from section 5.1, the loading rate $R$ can be estimated based upon the features of the reservoir and dipole trap, namely MOT density ($n_{\text{MOT}}$), MOT temperature ($T_{\text{MOT}}$), dipole trapping depth ($U_{\text{pot}}$), shape of the potential ($\omega_0, z_R$) and the trapping probability ($P_{\text{trap}}$). Thus, the relationship between these parameters and the number of atoms is
5.4. Trap lifetime

There are many mechanisms responsible for trap depopulation including collisions within trapped atoms or collisions between atoms in the trap and residual gasses. As it was discussed (see section 3.4), a vacuum level of order $10^{-10}$ mbar is required since the collisions with background gases limit the trap’s lifetime. However, there are also other possible mechanisms resulting in depopulation of a trap which can occur due to the presence of light. This section discuss the mechanism of loading and presents the experimental approach to measure some of these values. Specifically, the lifetime of the trap is monitored here for three different experimental conditions: for two different temperatures of the reservoir and in presence of the laser light close to resonance. These results should give an insight how to operate the trap properly to obtain a long lifetime.

5.4.1 Loading and losses processes of dipole trap

The traps’ loading dynamics are rather complex. In general, the phenomenological rate equation expressing the dipole trap loading might be expressed as follows

$$\frac{dN}{dt} = R - \gamma N - \beta N(N - 1)$$

(5.10)

which is obtained by combination of equations (5.1) and (5.2). A coarse estimation of the loss rate $\gamma$ and MOT temperature can be obtained by a fit of the data to the equation (5.9) with the assumption that every atom which finds itself within the trapping area $A$ is effectively trapped, thus $P_{\text{trap}} = 1$. The fit (red solid plot on Figure 5.12b) of atoms loading into the dipole trap is compared to the data in the Figure 5.12b. The loss rate $\gamma = (0.015 \pm 0.004) \text{s}^{-1}$ and MOT temperature $T_{\text{MOT}} = (307 \pm 76) \mu\text{K}$ are derived here from the fit, while values for other parameters are estimated based on results from previous experiments.

---

7One body collision loss rate of atoms from a dipole trap.

8$n_{\text{MOT}} = (45 \pm 7) \times 10^8 \text{ atoms/cm}^3$, $\omega_0^2 z_R = (7.01 \pm 0.54) \mu\text{m} \cdot (6.14 \pm 0.54) \mu\text{m} \cdot (21.7 \pm 2.2) \mu\text{m}$. 

\[
N_{t \to \infty} \sim \frac{R}{\gamma} = \frac{1}{4} n_{\text{MOT}} \langle v \rangle A P_{\text{trap}} \frac{1}{\gamma} = \frac{1}{4} n_{\text{MOT}} \langle v \rangle \frac{4}{3} \pi \omega_0^2 z_R \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{U_{\text{pot}}}{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{U_{\text{pot}}}{k_B T_{\text{MOT}}}} - 1 P_{\text{trap}} \frac{1}{\gamma} \quad (5.9)
\]
where \( N \) stands for number of trapped atoms, \( R \) represents loading rate, \( \gamma \) and \( \beta \) describe one-body and two-body losses.

The dipole potential is conservative, therefore in order to keep the atom into the trap, an additional cooling mechanism must be present. Combining the dipole trap loading with a MOT stage, any atom within dipole trap undergoes an additional cooling process that lowers the initial energy of an atom. As a result, the atom gets effectively trapped, provided that the trap depth exceeds the atom’s energy. The loading rate \( R \) at which atoms enter and populate the trap depends on the density and temperature of atoms reservoir, the efficiency of laser cooling within the trap, and the trap parameters.

However, even if the energy of trapped atoms is insufficient to escape the trap, atoms in the trap may get heated from external sources. As it was mentioned in section 3.4 the lifetime of a trap might be limited due to inelastic one-body collisions with residual gasses. This process does not depend on the number of trapped atoms. Other losses, \( \beta N (N - 1) \), linked to two-body collisions arising in the regime of very high density in the trap strongly depend on the population of the trap, unlike one-body loss. Collisions between two atoms in different hyperfine states \( \left| 5^2S_{1/2}, F = 1 \right\rangle \) and \( \left| 5^2S_{1/2}, F = 2 \right\rangle \) might cause a spin-flip and release energy equal to the hyperfine splitting of the ground state\(^9\) [175]. Other causes of losses are not relevant for this work since they matter starting from densities \( 10^{15} \) atoms/cm\(^2\), which is clearly not the case of our trap. Regarding losses in the presence of light, it will be shown in this section that losses from the trap can be enhanced when atoms are exposed to the near-resonance laser light, but a thorough examination of the phenomenon will be discussed in section 5.5.

5.4.2 Experiment and results

The slow decay of the number of atoms within the trap can be observed and characterised. In order to achieve it, survival probability of atoms within the trap is measured with respect to the holding time. Since the mechanisms governing atoms losses are rather complex, the experiment consists of three variants all discussed in the following section, whose aim is to resolve which experimental parameters have the biggest influence on the trap lifetime.

Sequence

The experimental sequences are presented in Figure 5.13. Each run of the sequence starts

\(^9\) 6.8 MHz of ground state energy split is more than 100 times greater than typical 1 mK trap depth
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Figure 5.13: The experimental sequence for the lifetime measurement. The different stages marked under the time axis are: MOT loading = 8 s, c = 10 ms, dt = variable time, MOT bcg. = MOT exp. = flash = bcg. = 5 ms, cam. ref. = 1 s. Events/settings and corresponding values in the figure are: MOT coils - current applied to the anti-Helmholtz coils (3.5, 3.4, and 0) A, Cooling beam I - the total intensity of the cooling beams (0 to 15.3) mW/cm², Detuning - the detuning of the cooling beam from the cooling transition 1.7, 2.3 and 0Γ, Repumper I - intensity of the repumper beam (0 to 2) mW, d-t beam I - intensity of the dipole trap beam (0 to 130) mW, camera exposure - TTL camera trigger and the exposure time of ICCD.

with «MOT loading» stage for about 8 sec, which (as discussed earlier in section 5.2.3) is sufficient taking into account a typical MOT loading time of about 4 s. While the MOT is fully loaded two images are taken, with «MOT exp.» and without «MOT bcg.» dipole trap, to determine the initial number of atoms in the dipole trap before starting an actual lifetime experiment (similarly as in section 5.3.2). Additionally an optional stage «c» = 10 ms is applied for further cooling of the sample by increasing the detuning of the cooling beams and slightly decreasing the magnetic field. Finally, the MOT is switched off for a varying time dt while the atomic ensemble is being held by the dipole trap. After the «dt» stage, a 5 ms flash of probe light illuminates the atoms and the camera acquires a fluorescence signal during «flash». Eventually, the background image «bcg.» is taken to correct the signal from any stray light. Detailed setting of laboratory equipment used during each stage are listed in the caption of Figure 5.13.
There are three versions of this experiment, which differ only in applying optional stage «c» and the way that repumper is being operated. The first variant simply follows the sequence presented on Figure 5.13a, when the optional «c» stage is applied and no beams are present inside the vacuum chamber during the holding time «dt». The second option also follows Figure 5.13a, but sets «c» to 0, skipping completely this stage. The last version of the experiment is shown on Figure 5.13b, where the «c» is applied but the repumper is kept on during the entire experiment. Results for all three options are processed in the same way and eventually compared in the following sections revealing the impact that the cooling stage and repumper have on the trap lifetime.

**Noise analysis**

The relatively long exposure time (5 ms) benefits of an increased signal to noise ratio, even though the scattering of photons by atoms is decreased because of the dipole trap beam presence. For such a long exposure time, the noise related to the CCD readout (see appendix E.2.1) is irrelevant, since the signal from atoms within dipole trap and from the MOT are much above the CCD’s noise level. Moreover, the noise caused by the intensifier (see appendix E.2.2) is also reduced due to the increased statistics of single photon events. A single frame from the experiment is presented in Figure 5.14a and where a clear signal from atoms is visible. In comparison, the typical background Figure 5.14b is much lower than the signal from atoms. The analysis of the signal to noise ratio during the loading of the dipole trap from the MOT shows that the SNR is reduced because of the surrounding MOT atoms, but still even for a single acquisition the signal to noise ratio is above 1 (see Figure 5.14d). The SNR is higher for the data acquired during «dt» stage, due to the decreased MOT background, and for a single run of the experiment SNR ≈ 2. For each dt the sequence was repeated 25 times, which was enough to get good signal for both cases within and out of the MOT, as it is shown at Figure 5.14d.

**Data analysis**

Each of the averaged background corrected images of the dipole trap was fit with a two dimensional Gaussian function giving information about the atoms distribution and the background offset. The MOT residual background is also a useful parameter to roughly quantify the temperature of the atoms reservoir. Initially, after switching the MOT off during the «dt» stage, the MOT’s background is still visible and decreases almost to zero for
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![Image of «flash» stage](image1)
![Image of «bcg.» stage](image2)
![Averaged «flash» images](image3)
![Signal from the trap within MOT](image4)
![Signal from the trap for $dt = 20\,\mu s$](image5)

**Figure 5.14:** The analysis of noise and signal to noise ratio for the Lifetime experiment for $dt = 20\,\mu s$. (a) The image of a single acquisition of atoms held by dipole trap beam. (b) The corresponding background image taken in the same cycle as (a). (c) The image of atoms averaged over 25 cycles. (d-e) The analysis noise $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$ and signal to noise ratio SNR versus sequence repetitions for 130 mW dipole trap laser power. Dots represents values of noise and SNR for the accumulation of subsequent frames. Solid lines are theoretical fits to $\langle \sigma_{\text{noise}} \rangle \sqrt{\text{repetitions}}$ and $\langle \text{SNR} \rangle \sqrt{\text{repetitions}}$, where $\langle \sigma_{\text{noise}} \rangle$ and $\langle \text{SNR} \rangle$ are fitting parameters.

$dt \approx 5\,\text{ms}$. Based on this decay, the known initial value for MOT background measured during «MOT bcg.», and the known measured MOT cloud size, it is possible to retrieve the temperature of atoms reservoir as described in section 3.3.5. According to the model, the temperature varies significantly depending on the presence of the cooling stage «c». For the first and third experiment, when the cooling stage was present, the estimated temperature is $(100 \pm 20)\,\mu\text{K}$ and $(115 \pm 20)\,\mu\text{K}$ respectively, and it raises up to $(334 \pm 100)\,\mu\text{K}$ without cooling stage «c».

The integrated signal from the trapped atoms was obtained from the Gaussian fit and converted into the total photons number, using the previously measured Stark shift value. The ratio between the initial atoms number and the atoms remaining after $dt$ gives the survival probability, which is presented in Figure 5.15. Atoms decay is characterised by a double exponential decay with two lifetimes, where an initial fast decay with characteristic time
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(a) Subsequent results for $dt = (5, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000, 2000$ and $3000) \text{ ms}$.

(b) Survival probability of atom in the trap in terms of holding time $dt$.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.15.png}
\caption{Measurement of dipole trap lifetime for atomic cloud in the dipole trap.}
\end{figure}

$\tau_1$ is followed by a slower rate with characteristic time $\tau_2$. The fast decay time $\tau_1$ is similar for all three variants of the experiment and the characteristic time lie within uncertainties as follows $(3.1 \pm 0.8) \text{ ms}$ (blue), $(2.5 \pm 1.0) \text{ ms}$ (green), $(4.0 \pm 0.9) \text{ ms}$ (red). The long decay $\tau_2$ is $(2359 \pm 283) \text{ ms}$, $(1503 \pm 216) \text{ ms}$ and $(521 \pm 119) \text{ ms}$ for blue, green and red curves respectively.

Discussion and conclusions

In the results presented in Figure 5.15b the most surprising is the initial fast decay. Interestingly, the feature of the initial fast atoms’ depopulation was observed in other works [176, 177]. In [176] the number of atoms was of the order $2 \times 10^6$ in the CO2 dipole trap characterised by $1.9 \text{ mK}$ trap depth and $89 \mu\text{m}$ waist. It gives the density of the trap about $2.5 \times 10^{12} \text{ atoms/cm}^3$. In [177] the trap depth was $2.7 \text{ mK}$ and the waist was five times smaller than ours ($\approx 1 \mu\text{m}$) with a comparable number of atoms $\approx 80$, resulting in cloud
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In section 5.4, losses from the trap due to inelastic collisions in the absence of light are discussed and compared to the losses in the presence of light. As it is shown, in the presence of light, loss mechanisms due to possible light-matter interactions arises and might play a dominant role. Since any measurement of the atoms ensemble occurs in the presence of probe light, it is important to characterise these loses in order to optimise atoms detection. Understanding loss mechanisms will be also essential during optimisation of the dipole trap loading from the MOT.

The very first mechanism responsible for losses, and usually negligible in comparison with others, is heating of an atom due to the light scattering of dipole trap laser. Since the dipole trap is far detuned from the atomic transitions, the scattering rate is diminished.
However, the closer to the resonance, the stronger one-body loss is, and hence using resonance probe beams to obtain fluorescence signal might have more significant impact and heat the atoms in the trap. Moreover, the phenomenon of light assisted collisions (two body losses nature) can also occur and even dominate over heating under some circumstances, such as a very long exposure to the intense probe beams.

The strength of two-body collisions within the trap depends on many factors, namely the trap waist, probe beam intensity and its detuning from the atomic transitions. Two main mechanisms were recognized to be responsible for hyperfine-changing collisions and radiative escape. A semi-classical model for light assisted collisions was derived and tested using Na atoms in [178]. The collisions were extensively studied in many different configurations including experiments with potassium - rubidium mixture [179]; work where only hyperfine-changing collisions were measured [175]; measurement of light assisted collision for rubidium in FORT [180]; studies of collisions in micrometre size dipole traps [181] and [182].

The aim of this section is to study atoms loss rate in the presence of probe beams for our experimental setup under typical operating conditions and determine whether the main loss mechanism is governed by light assisted collisions. This will allow determination of the optimal conditions for atoms detection as well as optimization of dipole trap loading from the reservoir of atoms.

### 5.5.1 Many body physics

Following the phenomenological equation (5.10)

$$\frac{dN}{dt} = R - \gamma N - \beta N(N - 1)$$

for the dipole trap, three different operating regimes can be identified: weak loading, blockade regime and strong loading, as shown in [183]. For weak loading, the main mechanism responsible for atoms loss is one-body loss ($\gamma$) for which the steady state number of atoms is $N_{t \to \infty} \sim \frac{R}{\gamma}$, while for a very dense traps the collisional blockade limits the trap population resulting in $N_{t \to \infty} \sim \sqrt{\frac{R}{\beta}}$. Here, the parameter $\gamma$ includes losses due to the collisions with background gasses as well as heating mechanism in the presence of light, while $\beta$ is responsible for two-body light-assisted collisions. This means that the number of atoms loaded
into the trap can be effectively limited either by the background gases (measured in section 5.4), or by the light-matter interactions (heating rate or light-assisted collisions).

When atoms are being held in the dipole trap without loading from the reservoir \( R = 0 \) and under conditions of an ultrahigh vacuum, it is the light-matter interaction that is mostly responsible for losses. Assuming that only a heating rate is responsible for losses, the equation takes form \( \frac{dN}{dt} = -\gamma N \) with a trivial solution \( N(t) = N_0 \exp(-\gamma t) \). If the atoms are continuously exposed for a probe beam during time \( \Delta t \), which results in fluorescence light, then the total signal collected by the detected during this time is:

\[
signal \propto \int_0^{\Delta t} N(t) dt = \frac{N_0}{\gamma} \left( 1 - e^{(-\gamma \Delta t)} \right), \tag{5.11}
\]

where \( N_0 \) is the initial number of atoms.

For traps of a high density it is reasonable to assume that two body collisions dominate and that the dipole trap loading equation reduces to \( \frac{dN}{dt} = -\beta N(N - 1) \). The solution to the rate equation above becomes:

\[
N(t) = \frac{N_0 \exp(\beta t)}{1 - N_0 + N_0 \exp(\beta t)} \tag{5.12}
\]

where \( N_0 \) is the initial number of atoms. When the atoms in the trap are exposed to the probe light during time \( \Delta t \), the scattered light is captured by the detector and the measured accumulated signal is proportional to

\[
signal \propto \int_0^{\Delta t} N(t) dt = \frac{\ln \left( 1 - N_0 + N_0 \exp(\beta \Delta t) \right)}{\beta}, \tag{5.13}
\]

5.5.2 Experiment and results

The experimental sequence is very similar to the one presented in the lifetime experiment (section 5.4.2). However, this time, we measure the accumulated fluorescence signal radiated by atoms in the trap within the exposure time \( \Delta t \). Depending on the mechanism dominating the loss rate, the trend of the signal accumulation will follow one of the two equations (5.11) or (5.13). However, for many atoms in the trap the measured loss rate will be most likely some combination of both. Ideally, to disentangle light assisted collisions from the heating rate, the heating rate \( \gamma \) should be first established by measurements performed on a single atom as in [181]. Since we do not have a control over the number of atoms in the trap yet, the loss rate will be measured for many atoms.
In order to measure the $\beta$ loss rate due to the probe beam, the experiment is conducted when the atoms reservoir is released and hence $R = 0$. The initial stage of the sequence is hence the same as the one presented in sections 5.2.3 and 5.4. The sequence starts with «MOT loading» and «c» (cooling) stages, then the MOT is released by turning off the cooling beams intensity to zero and by switching off the magnetic field. The actual measurements for each sequence start always 10 $\mu$s after the atoms from the MOT are released, to ensure that the MOT background does not contribute to the acquired signal. The camera trigger is fired simultaneously with turning on the probe beams during «flash», which means that atoms are already exposed for about 60 $\mu$s to the probe beam before the ICCD starts the acquisition (see appendix E.4). The duration of the signal accumulation $\Delta t$ in equation (5.13) is controlled by the camera exposure time «exp.». Eventually the background image for stray light correction is taken at the end of the sequence after the readout time. Having in mind that the lifetime of the trap can be up to 2 s, the dipole trap beam is always switched off during «cam. ref.» stage to ensure that the no atoms with the dipole trap are left while taking the background image.
Noise analysis

The main sources of the noise are the ICCD and stray light. However, since the scale of the exposure time varies in the scope of few orders of magnitude, from (10 to 5000) µs, the noise has a different impact on the data quality. For the exposure time (500 to 5000) µs the behaviour is similar to Figure 5.14e and even the single run of the sequence results in the SNR is above 1. Therefore, for this set of measurements it was enough to repeat the sequence 25 times. However, for the fast exposure times (10 to 100) µs, stray light contribution to the noise has an impact as it was described in Figure 5.6d, so the sequence was repeated 50 times.

Data analysis

The signal acquired by the detector was obtained integrating a Gaussian fit to the averaged data images for each ∆t. The results are presented in Figure 5.17. Recalling the discussion from section 5.5.1, the data do not follow equation (5.11) which describes losses due to the heating mechanism. On the other hand, the trend represented by the data follows the model describing light assisted collisions. Therefore, the results were fitted with (5.13) leaving both \( N_0 \) and \( \beta \) to be a free parameters. According to the fitting, the initial number of atoms at the beginning of the ICCD acquisition was \( (50 \pm 15) \) atoms, while the losses rate due to the light assisted collisions is \( (146 \pm 23) \) atoms s\(^{-1}\). Taking into account that atoms had been already exposed to the probe light for about (60 to 90) µs, the initial number of atoms is estimated to be around 100 at the beginning of the «flash» stage.

![Figure 5.17: Results of the light-assisted collisions measurement for atomic cloud in the dipole trap. The orange solid line is the decrease of atoms population within the trap due to the two body collisions and is described by equation (5.12).](image)
The corresponding theoretical prediction of atoms population over exposure time is described by equation (5.12) and can be predicted using \( N_0 \) and \( \beta \) parameters obtained from the fit. Therefore, as it is shown in Figure 5.17 by the orange line, atoms number decreases very quickly within the first 1 ms for our experimental conditions. For short light pulses, of order 10 \( \mu s \), the decay of number of atoms in the trap can be considered approximately linear. However, for a 5 ms pulse the trap population decreases to 4% of its initial value.

**Discussion and conclusions**

In order to compare our results to the typical values reported from other groups, a brief summary is presented in Table 5.1 (page 147). The experimental conditions and methods exploited in each work differ, therefore parameters significant for understanding the phenomenon need to be recognized and standardized for a convenient comparison of results. A normalised two-body loss rate \( \beta_{\text{norm}} = \beta 2\sqrt{2}V \) is calculated, where \( V \) is the volume occupied by the trapped atoms and for this work is estimated based on results from section 5.2. Moreover two parameters of the probe beam, light intensity and detuning from the atomic transition, are recognised to have an impact on the loss rate and hence they are directly listed in the table for comparison. Therefore, to compare the probe beam intensity for all experiments a saturation parameter \( s = \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}} \) is standardised here. Depending on the experimental method and how the probe beam is implemented (distinctive probe beam or MOT beams), the columns representing the detuning \( \Delta \) and saturation parameter \( s \) consists of values denoted with various indices (e.g. \( s_{\text{MOT}}, s_R \) or \( s_{\text{probe}} \)) to incorporate substantial experimental details.

Measurement of the light assisted collisions was first reported for a 26 \( \mu m \) waist trap in [169], where the loss rate was measured by comparing the evolution of atoms decay in the absence or presence of molasses light while holding them in FORT. The same method was used later in [170], but on a further detuned trap (\( \lambda_{\text{FORT}} = 1064 \mu m \)) of smaller waist 5.6 \( \mu m \). Comparing the results from these two papers shows a surprising contradiction: in [169] the higher the repumper light intensity \( s_R \) is the higher loss rate \( \beta \), whereas it is the exact opposite as seen in [170]. Comprehensive studies were presented in [181], studying collisions in the submicron trap. In this work the trap was first operated in the collisional blockade regime with single atom in order to determine losses due to the radiative heating and background. Then, the measurement of atoms survival in the presence of a probe beam was conducted in a three atom trap. This allowed to distinguish the light assisted collisions...
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from other mechanisms. The most recent work on this topic [184] provides a non-destructive way of atoms imaging within the trap and also studies the light assisted collisions. In this work $^{85}$Rb is trapped in 1064 nm FORT while for fluorescence detection it is probed with blue detuned beam from $D_1$ line. Although the experimental setup is rather different from ours, the experimental method used in the paper is more similar to the one presented in this work: atoms in the dipole trap are exposed to the probe beam for a variable time and fit with the integrated equation (5.13). The table shows also a theoretical work [183] where a collisional blockade radius, which is determined by the relation between two body collision and one body collisions in the trap, was theorized for a traps of a various waists.

In our case, the loss rate due to the light assisted collisions is surprisingly high in comparison to the typical values reported from other groups, see Table 5.1. The reason for that might be the very high beams power used during the exposure of atoms to the probe beam for fluorescence imaging. In our experiment the repumper beam is of a very high intensity in comparison to other similar experiments [169] and [170]. Such a high value of $\beta_{\text{norm}}$ means that either the light-assisted collisions are so strong, or that the measured value includes also the heating rate.

According to [169], losses due to the light assisted collisions should follow the model:

$$\beta = \frac{K I_{\text{MOT}}}{V} \frac{I_R}{I_R + a I_{\text{MOT}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)

where $K$ is a density dependent loss rate, $a$ reflects relative pumping rate between hyperfine states, $I_{\text{MOT}}$ and $I_R$ are intensities of cooling and repumping beams respectively. If the repumper intensity is close to zero, the loss rate should be constant regardless of the $I_{\text{MOT}}$ value. If both cooling and repumper beams intensities are comparable, $\beta$ scales with the increase of beams intensity. Moreover, losses could be additionally enhanced by detuning close to zero. Taking into account the Langevin semi-classical limit [185] for light assisted collisions, a small detuning $\Delta_{\text{MOT}}$ increases the maximum loss coefficient as follows

$$\beta_{\infty} = 4\pi \left(-\frac{C}{\hbar \Delta}\right)^{2/3} \sqrt{\frac{16k_B T_0}{\pi m}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.15)

This tell us that using lower intensities for the flash light for fluorescence imaging would minimise the loss rate, but this is the subject of future investigations.

The final remark in this section concerns an impact of the losses in the presence of light in other measurements. Since the value for light assisted collisions is so high, it highlights
some possible challenges in other measurements (see sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4) where the fluorescence signal is used for atoms detection. Regarding TOF (section 5.2) and averaged Stark shift (section 5.3) experiments, the impact of light assisted collisions is negligible because of the short exposure time. The decay of number of atoms during the 50 µs is approximately linear, therefore it is justified to take the acquired signal $\text{sig}$ at time $t_0$ and scaled by the exposure time $N(t_0 + \Delta t) = \frac{\text{sig}}{\Delta t}$. In lifetime measurement, loss due to fluorescence imaging is significant as the flash pulse (5 ms) is very long and the majority of atoms is lost within the first 1 ms. However, the impact of the flash pulse had been taken into account in the analysis, and since the interesting information is described by the survival probability of atoms in the absence of any MOT light, this factor does not impact outcome of the analysis.

5.6 Conclusions

As it was shown in this chapter the MOT optimization plays a crucial role for an efficient and controllable dipole trap loading. The optical design from chapter 4 was verified to work properly both for atoms trapping and for atoms detection. A series of measurement for the dipole trap characterization show that the dipole trap in the current configuration has a temperature of about 250 µK (250 µK for TOF, 300 µK estimated from Stark shift), the atomic ensemble is a Gaussian cloud with dimensions $\approx 3 \mu m$ by $18 \mu m$, and typically loads between 20 and 100 atoms with 2.5 s lifetime. All the results are consistent within each other, apart from a very fast decay of trap population during first few milliseconds after switching off the MOT Figure 5.15, and surprisingly high loss of atoms in the presence of probe beams Table 5.1. Regarding the fast decay in lifetime measurement, it can be related to the collisions of atoms in the trap with background rubidium atoms or to the thermalisation processes. On the other hand, the high loss rate of atoms from the dipole trap during exposure to the probe beams (see section 5.5) can be presumably better controlled in the future by adjustment of the MOT parameters (decrease of repumper intensity and increase probe beams detuning).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>who</th>
<th>isotope</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{FORT}}$ [nm]</th>
<th>$\omega_0$ [µm]</th>
<th>$s = \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta$ [2π MHz]</th>
<th>$\beta$ [s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\beta_{\text{norm}}$ [cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>this work</td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$s_{\text{MOT}} = 8, s_R \approx 1$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{MOT}} \approx 0, \Delta_R \approx 0$</td>
<td>$1.46 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2000">169</a></td>
<td>$^{85}$Rb</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$s_{\text{MOT}} = 1.17, s_R = 0$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{MOT}} = -3, \Delta_R = 0$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.7 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2000">169</a></td>
<td>$^{85}$Rb</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$s_{\text{MOT}} = 1.17, s_R = 0.003$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{MOT}} = -3, \Delta_R = 0$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7.4 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2002">183</a> theory</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>from [169]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2002">183</a> theory</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>from [169]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2010">170</a></td>
<td>$^{85}$Rb</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>$s_{\text{MOT}} = 14, s_R = 0.003$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{MOT}} = -12, \Delta_R = 0$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2010">170</a></td>
<td>$^{85}$Rb</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>$s_{\text{MOT}} = 14, s_R = 0.06$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{MOT}} = -12, \Delta_R = 0$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2012">181</a></td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>$s_{\text{probe}} = 0.5$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{probe}} = -10$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2012">181</a></td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>$s_{\text{probe}} = 1.5$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{probe}} = -10$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="2015">184</a></td>
<td>$^{85}$Rb</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>$s_{\text{probe}} = 25$</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{probe}} = 15 (D_1 \text{ line})$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of measured light assisted collisions with results published by other groups. Here $\lambda_{\text{FORT}}$ is the wavelength of the dipole trapping beam, $\omega_0$ is the waist of the focused dipole trapping beam, $s = \frac{I}{I_{\text{sat}}}$ is the saturation parameter where saturation intensity $I_{\text{sat}}$ is appropriately chosen for each probe beam, $\Delta$ is the detuning of the probe beam from the atomic transition. In this work, [169] and [170] the probe beam is realised through MOT beams, therefore the saturation parameter $s$ and the detuning $\Delta$ are given here separately for both main cooling beam $s_{\text{MOT}}, \Delta_{\text{MOT}}$ and repumper beam $s_R, \Delta_R$. For [170] the normalized loss rate (namely the volume $V$) is estimated from the equilibrium state of atoms in the trap of the known trap depth (4 mK) and atoms temperature (400 µK). For [184] the saturation parameter $s_{\text{probe}}$ is be obtained from a given power and waist of the probe beam. The probe beam is blue detuned from $D_1$ transition of $^{85}$Rb.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, the design and implementation of the dipole trap apparatus are shown as a part of the bigger long-term project to implement the DQC1 algorithm with cold atoms. The project is motivated by the increasing interest in quantum computing and therefore the need for a better understanding of quantum correlations in quantum algorithms. DQC1 is an unusual algorithm in the sense that quantum discord is utilised to perform quantum computations, as opposed to entanglement. The proposal of DQC1 with atoms is based on Rydberg interactions mediated gate $cNOT$ [55], which exploits EIT and Rydberg blockade to obtain non-classical correlations between atoms. Therefore, the recent successful attempt at full Rydberg blockade [76] gives a promising perspective to implement the algorithm using cold atoms platform. The aim of this work is to design and implement the apparatus which would confine atomic ensembles into a cloud satisfying the requirements of the DQC1 algorithm. The constraints were identified based upon the original proposal [55, 70], according to which all atoms should be confined within $5 \mu m$ radius, so that the full Rydberg blockade can be achieved for $n \approx 43$ Rydberg states. The main research question is whether the dipole trap in the current stage is sufficient for performing the DQC1 protocol, and how to optimise it if it is not.

Considering the main limitations identified in similar experimental setups [107, 153, 177], the new design features several improvements. Most importantly, the lenses are now ITO-coated to prevent stray charge accumulating on the surface that would otherwise form an electric field, affecting the Rydberg atoms and thus decreasing the fidelity of the protocol. Moreover, the new system benefits from the new specially-designed high numerical aperture lenses (NA=0.53), which increase the collection efficiency of the fluorescence light from trapped atoms, but also leaves enough space inside the chamber for MOT alignment. The analysis shows that the performance of the system is very robust in terms of the optical element adjustment and that obtaining the expected imaging quality is feasible with standard
optics. The optical tests confirm that the performance of the implemented system indeed follows the predictions of the design. When the dipole trap beam is aligned according to the design, the intensity profile of the beam at the focus (where the atoms are trapped) has 1 µm waist and 4 µm Raleigh length. Regarding the imaging system, the quality of atom imaging is very high, as the measured MTF agrees with the simulation and results in the resolution which enables distinguishing two adjacent traps at a distance of 1 µm from each other. The first attempt toward dipole trapping was carried on a bigger trap than initially intended, allowing us to easily load atoms from the MOT reservoir. The dipole trap profile, which was not Gaussian, was characterised to have 6 µm waist and 28 µm of HWHM\(^1\), while the typical number of atoms loaded into the trap varied in the range of 20 to 100 atoms. The trap’s lifetime was approximately 2.5 s depending on the experimental settings. The trap typically had a temperature of 250 µK, which corresponds to the atoms’ ensemble of the size \(\approx 3 \, \text{µm} \) across, and 18 µm along the optical axis of the trapping beam. The measurements (section 5.5) also shows that the current setting of the experiment resulted in an unusually high atoms loss from the dipole trap in the presence of the MOT light. Firstly, the measured trap’s lifetime is satisfactory and implies a good vacuum. It is an important observation, since one of the main concerns is to not lose any atom from the atomic ensemble while performing the algorithm. Moreover, the quality of the vacuum was confirmed using an independent method based on the observation of the MOT’s behaviour [143, 151] in the vacuum chamber. With this method, which earlier helped to detect a leak in the system and help fix it, it was confirmed that the current vacuum conditions remain below \(10^{-9} \, \text{mbar}\). Taking into account both dipole trap lifetime (2.5 s) and the established UHV conditions, a survival probability of atoms within the trap is sufficient that decoherence will not be added to the protocol.

The key finding of the trap characterisation is that the spatial distribution of the atomic ensemble is currently too big to provide full Rydberg blockade, since the length of the cloud is about 18 µm along the optical axis. Therefore, the size of the trap should be decreased, using the full capacity of the designed system. Simultaneously, the number of trapped atoms should remain in the same range as currently, with the possibility to tune it further. It was theorized in [183] that the balance between loading rate and loss mechanism determines the number of atoms in the ensemble of the given size. As shown using a Monte Carlo simulation [183], a collisional blockade typically occurs for the beams characterised by waists

\(^1\text{Since the trap profile is not Gaussian it is meaningless to talk about the Raleigh length. Instead, the value for which the intensity drops to the half of its maximum characterises the size of the trap along the optical axis.}\)
below 4 μm assuming the typical value of the light-assisted collisions. In this regime, the loading processes are tuned in such a way that the losses from the trap allow loading either a single atom in the trap or none. Having a dipole trap of 6 μm waist is close to the limit, but the collisional blockade was not the dominant phenomenon in this case since we were able to observe tens of atoms in the trap. Recalling the high value of losses in the presence of MOT beams, it might suggest that the number of atoms in the trap is currently limited by losses caused by cooling beams. These results suggest that the atoms’ population in the trap will decrease while decreasing the size of the ensemble if the experimental conditions are not optimized. As discussed in the last chapter, the optimization will require decreasing the power of cooling beams used, especially using a repumper.

The other factor that may limit the number of atoms in the trap is the loading rate at which atoms are being captured. The smaller trap, the smaller cross-section for atoms from the reservoir to be attracted by the trapping potential and hence the smaller loading rate. Therefore, the loading rate can be enhanced by increasing the density of atoms in the reservoir. The current MOT density does not satisfy us, as it is comparable to the dipole trap density and means that the loading rate into the trap is low and the cooling inside the dipole trap is not efficient. According to the diagnosis of the MOT, the typical atomic density was about \((2 \times 10^8\) to \(50 \times 10^8\)) atoms/cm\(^3\) while the temperature was in range (100 to 500) μK. Decreasing MOT’s temperature should help in trapping efficiency while increasing MOT’s density will result in a higher loading rate. To conclude, the current dipole trap is not sufficient to serve its purpose in the DQC1 experiment and hence it still requires further improvements. Most importantly, the size of the trap needs to be decreased using the full capacity of the implemented system. In order to do this, the loading processes need to be optimized including a decrease of atoms losses due to the interaction of atoms with MOT light (heating rate and light assisted collisions), as well as optimisation the atoms reservoir (increase atomic density and decrease the temperature. Ideally, parameters of the atoms reservoir could be significantly improved if an additional experimental apparatus for cooling would be used, namely 2D MOT [186] or Zeeman slower [187]. This would allow for loading hundreds of atoms into a submicron trap. However, even with the current approach it is possible to optimise the system for obtaining micrometre traps but with fewer atoms [107, 153, 177]. Following the discussion above, the suggested steps toward sufficient dipole trapping with the current experimental apparatus would be:

- Performing a set of measurements to understand what causes the initial loss of atoms
from the dipole trap after switching off the MOT (Figure 5.15). The main suggestion is to vary the reservoir’s parameters. The temperature can be tuned by performing additional sub-Doppler cooling step or MOT alignment optimisation. The density depends on the rubidium vapour pressure in the chamber, which is easily controllable by dispensers.

- Investigating the loss of atoms from the dipole trap due to the presence of imaging light (Figure 5.17). Depending on the results, optimising settings for more efficient fluorescence imaging.

- Systematically decreasing the size of the dipole-trapping potential while carrying the same set of characterisation and optimisation measurements, until the micrometre size trap is achieved.

The long-term goals of the project will eventually lead to the final implementation of the DQC1. It covers first testing the electrodes which are currently placed in the vacuum chamber, but are not in use yet. Then, the EIT and Raman beams will be implemented using the STIRAP method first for a demonstration of the full blockade. The design of the laser system for Raman beams is discussed in appendix C. Finally, two adjacent dipole traps will be created for an implementation of the entire DQC1 protocol, either by simply combining two beams on the cube, or by using the design based on SLM [31]. Even though a large amount of work is required before the DQC1 protocol will be demonstrated with this experimental setup, the results presented in this thesis are a significant step toward implementation of the protocols based on Rydberg blockade with the cold atoms platform.
Appendix A

Light-matter interaction

A.1 Dipole moment operator: definition and properties

The term $H_{L,A}(R,t)$ corresponding to the light-atom interaction, deserves more attention, as it eventually results in trapping forces. The dipole moment operator by definition has form

$$D_{g,j,e,l}(t) = \hat{d}_{g,j,e,l} |g_j\rangle \langle e_l| e^{-i\delta \omega_{g,j,e,l} t} = d_{g,j,e,l} |g_j\rangle \langle e_l|$$

(A.1)

where $\delta \omega_{g,j,e,l} = \omega_{e_l} - \omega_{g,j}$ is the transition frequency between states $|g_j\rangle$ and $|e_l\rangle$ and the dipole matrix elements are

$$d_{g,j,e,l} = d_{g,j,e,l} e^{-i\delta \omega_{g,j,e,l} t} = \langle g_j | e_r | e_l \rangle.$$  

(A.2)

Because the matrix elements $d_{g,j,e,l}$ are real $d_{g,j,e,l} = d^*_{g,j,e,l}$, and $\langle \Psi | e_r | \Psi \rangle = 0$ due to the antisymmetry of the operator $r$, so the dipole matrix elements can be written as

$$D_{g,j,e,l}(t) = d_{g,j,e,l} |g_j\rangle \langle e_l| + d_{e,l,g,j} |e_l\rangle \langle g_j|$$

(A.3)

It this form (A.2) dipole matrix elements is difficult to be calculated, so it is useful to simplify the expression using the Wigner-Eckart theorem and reduce the dipole operator. The angular dependence can be factored out, which leads to expression that is a product of Clebsch-Gordan $C_{J,F,F',m_F,m_{F'}}$ coefficient and a reduced matrix element as follow:

$$\langle Fm_F | e_r | F'm_{F'} \rangle = C_{J,F,F',m_F,m_{F'}}^{J',I} \langle J | e_r | J' \rangle.$$  

(A.4)
Due to the Wigner-Weisskopf equation, the dipole matrix elements are related to the decay rate $\Gamma$ by the formula

$$
\Gamma_{J,J'} = \frac{\omega_0^3}{3\pi\epsilon_0\hbar c} \frac{2J + 1}{2J' + 1} \langle J | e r | J' \rangle.
$$

(A.5)

It is also possible to take advantage of some symmetries of the dipole operator and simplify the expressions for the matrix elements $d_{gj,e_l}$, even though the energy level structure of an atom is usually complicated. But, if the interactions with fine structure $J$ and $J'$ are treated separately, in other words if light is interacting only with one of the fine-structure components at the time, and that coupling is independent of the particular sublevel, then

$$
\sum_{F,m_F} |\langle Fm_F | e r_q | F'm'_F \rangle|^2 = \frac{2J + 1}{2J' + 1} |\langle J | e r | J' \rangle|^2.
$$

(A.6)

This formula describes an averaged decay among given fine structure of the atom. It means that one does not have to take into consideration all possible decaying rates from each of excited sublevel into ground sublevels.

### A.2 Small Atomic wave packet limit

The description of the effective motion of an atom can be considered as a motion of the whole atomic wave packet. Thus, the average force taken over the atomic wave function is

$$
\langle F(R,t) \rangle_{int} = -\langle \nabla H_{LA}(R,t) \rangle_{int}
$$

$$
= \sum_{j=1}^{N_g} \sum_{l=1}^{N_e} \frac{1}{2} \left\langle g_j \langle e_l | \nabla \left( d_{gj,e_l} \cdot E_0(R) e^{-i(\omega_L t - k_L R)} \right) \right\rangle_{int} + h.c.
$$

(A.7)

The evaluation of this expression requires assuming that the atomic wave packet is small in comparison to the optical wavelength (Small Atomic Wave Packet Limit). For a heavy system the de Broglie wavelength of atom is in general much smaller than the scale of spatial variations of the electromagnetic field. In this case it is reasonable to replace $R$ with its mean
A.2. Small Atomic wave packet limit

value $\bar{R}$, leading to the following equivalence:

$$\langle |g_j\rangle |e_l| \nabla \left( d_{g_je_l} \cdot E_0(R)e^{-i(\omega_L t - k_L R)} \right) \rangle_{int} \equiv \langle |g_j\rangle |e_l| \nabla \left( d_{g_je_l} \cdot E_0(\bar{R})e^{-i(\omega_L t - k_L \bar{R})} \right). \quad (A.8)$$

By the definition of expectation value of an operator which is an observable of the system, the averaged transition probability between two states may be calculated in term of density matrix $\rho$ in a way:

$$\langle |g_j\rangle |e_l| \rangle_{int} = Tr \left[ \rho |g_j\rangle |e_l| \right] = \rho_{gje_l}. \quad (A.9)$$
Appendix B

A phase Rydberg gate

The first proposal of a fast controlled gate, based on the Rydberg blockade phenomenon, was presented in 2001 [112]. The proposed controlled gate can perform a conditional phase gate on a system of qubits, but for the sake of simplicity a two atom system will be considered.

\[
\begin{align*}
|0\rangle & \quad |1\rangle \\
|r\rangle & \quad |r\rangle \\
\Omega_c & \quad \Omega_t
\end{align*}
\]

control \quad target

(a) Control atom in $|0\rangle$ state

(b) Control atom in $|1\rangle$ state

(c) Laser sequence

\[\begin{align*}
\Omega_c & \quad \Omega_t \\
\pi & \quad 2\pi
\end{align*}\]

Figure B.1: Scheme of controlled phase gate based on Rydberg blockade. Both of atoms are initialized before performing a gate in a superposition of $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$. The order of application optical pulses is as follows: $\pi$ pulse applied to control atom, $2\pi$ pulse responsible for phase shift applied to ensemble atom, and again $\pi$ pulse applied to control atom to restore it into its initial state.

Figure B.1 presents the concept of Rydberg gate. Both atoms are prepared in pure states and both possess a three level energy structure. The hyperfine structure of ground levels is exploited for encoding information in $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$, and $|r\rangle$ represents the Rydberg state. First, a $\pi$ pulse\(^1\) of laser light coupling states $|0\rangle$ and $|r\rangle$ is applied to the first, so-called

\(^1\) $\pi$ pulse (and similarly $2\pi$ etc. pulses) is a notation used to indicate an effect of the coupling laser light action on atoms. The ultimate effect depends on laser intensity, frequency and duration of the pulse, because the Rabi frequency is dependent on all these parameters. So for instance for $2\pi$ pulse, the atom which was in the given state will return to the same state at the end of the laser pulse.
control, atom. Then, the second atom is exposed to a $2\pi$ pulse with the same driving frequency, and again the same $\pi$ pulse is applied to the first atom (Figure B.1). If the control atom was initially in a state $|0\rangle$, the coupling light excites it to the Rydberg state and that results in shifting the energy of a Rydberg double excited state. Due to the Rydberg blockade phenomenon, the second pulse applied to the ensemble atom becomes off-resonant and the ensemble atom remains in its initial state. In the opposite case when the control atom was prepared in a state $|1\rangle$, a $2\pi$ pulse results in a $\pi$ phase shift. It is visible from this example, that based upon the initial state of the control atom, the target atom experienced or not a phase shift.
Appendix C

Raman beams design

Driving transitions between two hyperfine levels of ground state through an excited state is carried by bichromatic laser beams set in so-called Raman configuration. Various approach can be used to produce bichromatic laser beam, such as diode modulation, phase locking of two separate lasers, or modulation of the single laser beam. The design proposed here consists of a single frequency tuneable NIR laser source locked to a suitable transition from the $D_2$ line of $^{87}$Rb, from which two sidebands are created, corresponding to the hyperfine energy splitting ($\pm \sim 3.4$ GHz) Figure C.1a. Sidebands appear when a single frequency beam propagates through an electro optic modulator (EOM) driven by $\sim 3.4$ GHz sinusoidal signal. After that the laser spectrum consists of three frequencies, from which the original unmodulated wavelenght must to be filtered out. This situation is presented in Figure C.1b.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig_c1}
\caption{Laser coupling scheme and beam spectra for Raman beams. (a) Energy level and laser coupling scheme for Raman beams. The transition to which laser source is locked to is depicted by green colour. Creating a sideband marked as orange arrows results in two resonant beams (red arrows). (b) Simulation of Raman beam spectra. Colours correspond to the specific transitions from scheme (a).}
\end{figure}
The filtering of an unwanted frequency can be done by an optical resonance cavity, whose resonance frequency overlaps only with the frequency of sidebands. All technicalities regarding to the cavity design are described in section C.1. Next, the intensity of the beam is stabilized by an AOM with feedback loop. Afterwards, an additional AOM is placed for controlling the beam alignment and hence ‘switch on and off’ signal coming into experiment. Eventually the beam is coupled to the experiment by a single-mode fibre which provides a Gaussian spatial mode for the Raman beams.

C.1 Cavity design

One of the key elements in Raman beams path is the filtering cavity. An optical cavity (or optical interferometer) is a system of two or more mirrors, which are arranged in such a way that light propagates in a closed path. There are two basic types of interferometers: standing wave resonators or traveling wave resonators. Designing a cavity, that can amplify a given frequency, requires considering many significant element such as the geometry of the cavity, the properties of the optics used, the properties of the mechanical elements responsible for a fine adjustment of optics (piezo actuator, optic mounts) and corresponding electronic devices. The standard approach of regulating a cavity length is mounting one of the cavity mirrors on a piezoelectric crystal, which can typically control cavity length up to 0.0001 \( \mu m \).

It is also important to design a system of optics responsible for properly injecting laser light into the cavity. Due to the simple geometry non-confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer was chosen, consisting of two spherical mirrors with the same radius.

C.1.1 Resonance frequencies

A laser beam is coupled into an optical resonator and propagates inside its cavity many times on the same path. Due to the interference, only eigenmodes are sustained by the resonator, while other frequencies are suppressed by destructive interference. Considering two coaxial mirrors separated by distance \( d \), resonance frequencies \( \nu_{res} \) satisfy equation

\[
\frac{\nu_{res}}{FSR} = m
\]  

(C.1)
where \( m \) is an integer number and Free Spectral Range (FSR) is the spacing between cavity resonance fringes \( m \) and \( m + 1 \) and is described by formula

\[
FSR = \frac{c}{2d}.
\]  

(C.2)

The performance of the resonator depends not only on the geometry, but also on the quality of the mirrors. Any given mirror can be characterized by its reflection coefficient \( r \). Then, the finesse of the cavity is given by

\[
F = \frac{\pi \sqrt{r}}{1 - r}.
\]  

(C.3)

If the cavity losses are low, then finesse can be also described by

\[
F = 2\pi b
\]  

(C.4)

where \( b = \frac{1}{\text{losses}} \) describes all resonator intensity losses. The cavity finesse is a parameter which helps to characterise interference fringes, which have essentially Lorentzian shape for a cavity with low losses. The width of the resonance fringes at half maximum \( FWHM \) is given by

\[
FWHM = \frac{FSR}{2\pi b}.
\]  

(C.5)

The quality of the resonator, which is a measure of the capability to store the energy, can be calculated from formula

\[
Q = \frac{\nu}{FWHM}.
\]  

(C.6)

The elements of the cavity which were taken into account during the design process are: the reflectivity of mirrors, the distance between mirrors, the piezo accuracy and accuracy of positioning of the optics mounts. The length of the cavity resonator corresponding to a free spectral range matching energy difference of \( \mid 5S_{1/2}, F = 1 \rangle \) and \( F = 2 \) is \( d = 21.93 \text{ mm} \). However, to understand how these parameters, including the cavity length, are related to each other one needs to consider when the resonance frequencies are matching the sidebands and what is the tolerance for the cavity to still perform well.

It was assumed in the simulations that the distance between mirrors reaches the cavity performance limit when the sideband peak decreases to 50% of its initial value. There are two possible scenarios when the cavity is not tuned to the sidebands. The first one occurs
when free spectral range of the cavity differs significantly from the separation between sidebands Figure C.2a. Then, even if one of sideband matches a resonance frequency, the second is too far from resonance frequency and is suppressed. This problem occurs when the cavity length is misaligned significantly, tens of microns, from the best position. The second scenario is associated with the traveling of resonance peaks across frequency scale due to (C.1) formula, even though the cavity $FSR$ is very close distance between sidebands Figure C.2b.

A small change in cavity length results in a small difference in $FSR$ value, which is multiplied by a huge integer number so that the resonant frequency could match a sidebands frequencies. This is why even the small misalignment of cavity length leads to mismatching between resonance frequencies and sidebands frequencies. Matching tolerance depends on

![Figure C.2: Simulation of the cavity performance in terms of mirror separation distance $d$. Green peaks represent the frequency constituents of laser beam before filtering, while blue peaks are the resonance frequencies of the cavity. (a) One of sidebands is covered by a resonance frequency, whilst the second one is away from the centre of the resonance peak at a distance of $FSR/2$. (b) Both of the sidebands are away from the centre of the resonance peaks at a distance of $FSR/2$.](image)

the reflectivity of mirrors, as it is determined by width of resonance fringes. The results of simulation are presented in Table C.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflectivity $r$</th>
<th>Finesse</th>
<th>FWHM MHz</th>
<th>distance accuracy (scenario 1) $\mu m$</th>
<th>distance accuracy (scenario 2) $\mu m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>229.3</td>
<td>368.0</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>61.24</td>
<td>111.6</td>
<td>179.1</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>155.50</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>312.58</td>
<td>21.87</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table C.1:** Cavity properties and accuracy in terms of mirror reflectivity.
C.1. Cavity design

C.1.2 Mode matching

The spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field inside the cavity depends on the curvature of the spherical mirrors. Modes which are supported by a resonator have a well-defined and discrete spatial structure. The most basic and desired mode is a Gaussian mode. Any cavity can be characterised by its natural waist $W_{cav}$ which is the function of the mirrors curvature $R_{cav}$ and a cavity length $d$

$$W_{cav} = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{\pi}} \sqrt{\frac{d}{R}} \left( R_{cav} - \frac{d}{2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.7)

Mode matching is based on injecting laser beam into cavity in such a way that the size and focal plane of injected beam overlaps with natural waist of the cavity. Mode matching allows the supporting of Gaussian mode and suppressing the generation of higher spatial modes, which in general have different resonance modes.

In order to achieve mode matching, an additional optical components are required before the cavity. The evaluation of the design and the optical path it is based on the ABCD matrices method for Gaussian beam. If $z$ is the propagation axis, the amplitude of the beam can be described by

$$U(\mathbf{r}) = E_0\frac{W_0}{W(z)} e^{-\frac{\rho^2}{W_0^2(z)}} e^{ik(z + \frac{\rho^2}{2R_c(z)})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.8)

where $W(z)$ is the transverse beam size and $R_c(z)$ is the wavefront curvature. In order to manipulate a Gaussian beam a complex-valued parameter $q$, which describes both the spatial size and curvature of the beam, is introduced in a form

$$\frac{1}{q} = \frac{1}{R_c} + i\frac{\lambda}{\pi W^2}. \hspace{1cm} (C.9)$$

In terms of ABCD matrices method, a Gaussian beam can be expressed by a vector \( \begin{pmatrix} q_2 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \) which follows the equation:

$$\begin{pmatrix} q_2 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} = k \begin{pmatrix} A & B \\ C & D \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} q_1 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}, \hspace{1cm} (C.10)$$
where \[
\begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
C & D \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] represents an optical element. Following this equation an input \( q_1 \) parameter is transformed into \( q_2 \) in a way

\[
q_2 = \frac{Aq_1 + B}{Cq_1 + D}
\] (C.11)

In the design the following optical elements were simulated:

- Transmission through a thin lens of focal length \( f \)

\[
\text{Lens} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
\frac{-1}{f} & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] (C.12)

- Propagation through a medium, where \( d \) is the length of propagation and \( n \) is index of refraction:

\[
\text{Propagation} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & \frac{d}{n} \\
0 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] (C.13)

- Refraction at a spherical boundary of radius \( R \) entering medium characterized by refraction index \( n_2 \) from medium characterized by \( n_1 \)

\[
\text{Refraction} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
\frac{n_2 - n_1}{n_2 R} & \frac{n_1}{n_2} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] (C.14)

- Reflection from a spherical surface having radius \( R \).

\[
\text{Reflection} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
\frac{2}{R} & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\] (C.15)

After considering many options, a simple path including one \( f = 100 \) mm lens and a given input spot size about 0.39mm was selected as relatively easy for aligning. The distance between the mode matching lens and the cavity must be 80 mm.

### C.2 Final setup

The NIR laser source is provided by high intensity Toptica laser (DL 100), which can achieve a power up to 300mW and whose typical linewidth is 100kHz to 1MHz. The laser will be
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frequency-locked using Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy (MTS) based on Toptica EOM with 10 MHz bandwidth. The laser beam passes through free-space EOM having 6GHz of bandwidth, and after that will be coupled by optical fibre (Thorlabs P1-780A-FC 1) into the cavity system. The input collimator of optical fibre (Thorlabs PAF-X-7-B) has an input diameter about 2mm, while output collimator (Thorlabs PAF-X-2-B) provides 0.33 mm of output beam diameter. Then the collimated output beam is focused by 100mm, AR coating, matching lens (Thorlabs LA1207-B) mounted on XYZ Translation Mount for Ø1/2” Optics (Thorlabs CXYZ05). A translation stage provides the necessary accuracy in adjusting mode matching. The converging beam is entering now a cavity consisting two -100 mm plano-concave lenses (Laseroptik L-07865), where the plane surface is coated with anti-reflection layer \( r < 0.25\% \) and the spherical surface is coated by high reflection coating \( r = 98\% \pm 1\% \). One of the cavity lenses is attached to a piezo ring (piezostemjena HH1-2515-20), which can adjust a cavity length with 0.0002 \( \mu m \) resolution. An additional lens with piezo ring is mounted on Z-Axis translation mount (Thorlabs SM1Z) which has 1\( \mu m \) resolution and the maximum range of traveling is 1500 \( \mu m \). After the cavity, a 100mm lens collimates the laser beam which is sent to an intensity beam stabilizer and further to the experiment.
Appendix D

Miscellaneous data for dipole trap and imaging system design

D.1 Discussion over methods used in design process

Zemax uses two different methods for modeling optical systems. The first and the most popular method is ray tracing where lines normal to the surface of the constant phase (wavefront) are called rays. Rays are propagated along straight lines through optical elements according to geometrical optics laws and do not interfere with each other. Ray propagation allows to obtain such parameters like effective focal length and hence F number and Airy radius, RMS spot radius, ray aberration and many more. Although the mentioned parameters based on ray tracing represent geometrical optics, Zemax also includes some diffraction computations (e.g. diffraction PSF or MTF) based on ray tracing using so called single step approximation. This simple approximation assumes that all of the important diffraction effects come from the exit pupil and that they are directly reflected on the image. First rays are used to propagate through the system, find exit pupil and the ray distribution on this surface. Then the amplitude and phase are computed for the exit pupil for the grid of rays, where subsequently an FFT algorithm is performed to find a complex amplitude wavefront. Next a diffraction computation propagates the complex wavefront to the region near focus where the imagine plane is set. This method is clearly not accurate for a systems with a big exit pupil aberrations, what is typically the case for a systems with the large angle of a chief ray exceeding about 20°. Fortunately a ray based diffraction analysis is appropriate for the design presented in this work, where both object and image are close to the optical axis.

On the other hand, ray tracing fails for several cases including: when the diffraction effects far from focus are of interest; and when the propagation of the beam needs to take
its Gaussian nature into account. These problems are being dealt with by using a different approach to analyse the optical system which is called Physical Optics Propagation (POP), which uses wavefront propagation. The Huygens-Fresnel principle states, that each points of the wave can be considered as a source of a secondary spherical wavelets, which mutually interferes which each other while propagating through a free space (\cite{188} chapter VIII).

In Zemax, wavefront which is represented by a lattice of discreet points, is subsequently propagated through the free space (according to \cite{154} and \cite{189}) between optical surfaces, and then an optical transfer function is computed when the wavefront passes through each of an optical surfaces. Both of the mentioned cases are interesting for us while analysing dipole trap profile. POP allows to compute the irradiance of the beam for each point in free space, and eventually to compute three dimensional model of dipole trap profile.

D.2 Detailed remarks on lens performance

This appendix consist of some detailed ray tracing analysis of the lens performance for the configuration with lens 355561 and collimated light of trap beam. Although the trapping beam is far detuned and hence a maintainance of the beam frequency with a high accuracy is not necessary, a change in laser wavelength might cause the shift of the trap position along optical axis.

As we can see on Figure D.1, the BFL depends on used wavelength, but the difference is not so significant and the fluctuation of beam wavelenegth in range of 5nm results only in about 4µm shift of diffraction focus. Meanwhile, the same figure shows the significant

![Figure D.1: Simulation of the lens’s performance and BFL in terms of dipole trap beam wavelength. BFL is calculated for the collimated input beam. Entrance pupil diameter: 11mm. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.](image)
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FIGURE D.2: Simulation of the dependence of the spot size (RMS and Airy radius) at the focal plane in terms of the diameter of input aperture. Yellow colour designates 830 nm wavelength, while blue is related to 852 nm. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.

difference in Strehl ratio in respect of used wavelength. The reason why Strehl ratio differs so much is the presence of spherical aberration, which decreases as the wavelength is getting closer to 780nm, what makes perfect sense as the lens curvature was optimised for this wavelength.

Having such a significant aberrations means that the selection of a proper optical aperture of the beam needs to be done carefully. The consequences of changing the beam diameter are presented in Figure D.2. Decreasing of the diameter obviously reduces the impact of aberrations on the lens performance, but also increases the waist of beam due to diffraction limit (4.2). The most confine possible trap for this configuration is obtained when RMS and Airy radius are equal, which means that the diffraction limit is achieved. Further decrease of diameter results in increasing of the spot size by diffraction. For 852nm trapping beam the most optimal configuration is when the aperture of illuminated lens is equal 11.3 mm.
Figure D.3: Spot diagrams of 780 nm light for different fields of view. On axis, 1, 5, 20 and 60 µm away from optical axis. Data set was obtained with Zemax OpticStudio.
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Technical data for operating ICCD

E.1 Details for conversion of digital signal into photons

The formula used for conversion of digital counts $N_{\text{counts}}$ into the number of photons $N_{\text{photons}}$ follows equation:

$$N_{\text{photons}} = \frac{N_{\text{counts}} \cdot \text{PAG}}{\gamma_0 \gamma_1 \eta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.1)

where:

- $\eta$ - Quantum efficiency of the photocathode. The value presented in the Table E.1 corresponds to the ratio of generated electrons to the number of initial photons for 780 nm wavelength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>setting</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>photocathode electron per photon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_0$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>CCD electrons per photocathode electron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Equation E.2</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAG</th>
<th>x1</th>
<th>x2</th>
<th>x3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 MHz</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MHz</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE E.1: The detailed values of ICCD performance for various settings. Definitions of settings are explained in the text.
• PAG – The averaged value of how many electrons trapped in CCD is required to generate one digital count. This value depends on two settings, the readout rate (5 MHz, 3 MHz, 1 MHz or 50 kHz), and the preamplifier gain (x1, x2, x4). The slower readout rate, the lower noise. And also noise decreases with the higher preamplifier gain.

• $\gamma_0$ - Minimum System Gain. A numbers of electrons measured in the CCD for every electron originating in the intensifier for zero MCP voltage (see Figure 5.3).

• $\gamma_1$ – Relative gain corresponding to applied MCP voltage (see Figure 5.3). It shows how the gain for a given settings compares to the gain with 0 voltage applied on MCP. The relative gain is shown on Figure E.1.

![Figure E.1: The relative MCP gain of the ICCD camera used for dipole trap detection. Values on horizontal axis represent the software settings, namely DAC gain. Blue and red data represents measurements performed by the producer and in our laboratory respectively. The data (ICCD specs) are fitted with the exponential function, but as it is visible from the plot the response of the intensifier is not purely exponential in the entire range.](image)

Data marked in blue on Figure E.1 were measured by the ICCD producer, and cover the entire range of provided gain. The MCP response is approximately exponential to the applied gain and the maximum relative gain is about $1 \times 10^3$ times. However the response of the MCP deteriorates with time when operated at a high voltage, therefore it is good to avoid running the ICCD with high gains if possible. In the scope in which the camera is usually operated, 0 to 1700 DAC gain, the additional calibration was performed in our laboratory for better fit, and the values for the relative gain can be
approximated from the formula

\[ \gamma_1 = \exp(0.00193 \cdot \text{gain}) \tag{E.2} \]

where gain denotes DAC gain in software settings.

### E.2 Noise and light pollution

#### E.2.1 Sources of noise generated on ICCD:

- Shot noise caused by statistical nature of detection of photons by CCD.

- Dark current, which is an electronic noise generated by the CCD camera itself even during absence of photons. By additional cooling the CCD chip one can remove much of noise. For instance decreasing temperature from 0 °C to −20 °C reduces noise by a factor of 10, resulting in dark current at the level 0.4 electrons per pixel per second.

- Readout noise, which is a feature of the on-chip amplifier while converting the collected charge into analogue voltage. This noise depends on both readout rate and the pre-amplifier gain as shown in Table E.2. Slower readout rate benefits from a substantial improvement on noise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>readout rate</th>
<th>PAG</th>
<th>Single pixel noise [electrons]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 MHz</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MHz</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table E.2:** Readout noise for different ICCD settings.

A typical noise for our setup is presented on Figure E.2a. To increase signal to noise ratio, it if recommended to take many acquisition for the experiment and average the results.
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E.2.2 Light pollution

Other type of problems impacting the quality of image are sources of light pollution:

- Light pollution coming from MOT beams reflected on lenses and the vacuum chamber windows.
- Stray light from atoms in MOT surrounding a dipole trap.

Stray light causes an additional noise, which has a statistical nature and might be much above the typical CCD’s noise. Figure E.2a shows the ICCD response in the absence of

![Figure E.2: ICCD noise due to stray light. ICCD settings are: 50 µs exposure time, −20°C CCD cooling, 50 kHz readout rate. (a) Image acquired by ICCD when the shutter is closed. It represents both the dark current and readout noise. (b-c) Images acquired by ICCD when the shutter is opened, and the ICCD gating is in Fire Only mode.](image)

light. Our setup was tested under various conditions leading to the conclusion that the noise, mean value \( \langle N_{\text{counts}} \rangle \) of all pixels and its standard deviation \( \sigma_{\text{noise}} \), does not change in the presence of laboratory lights when operating in fire only mode with gain up to 20 times. For this setup there are no events encountered above the noise level described as \( \langle N_{\text{counts}} \rangle + 6\sigma_{\text{noise}} \).

However, in presence of MOT laser beams the noise due to the light pollutions starts becoming visible. The main source of noise comes from reflection of cooling beams inside the chamber. Stray light from only optical bench results in \((0.4 \pm 0.1)\) events on average per 60x60 pixels image and it raises up to \((2.2 \pm 0.3)\) events when the camera is exposed for the MOT beams reflected from optics inside of the vacuum chamber. The ICCD imaging system is shielded from the optical bench by encapsulating this part of optics in the separate box, therefore this noise is mostly dependent on the beams alignment and theirs intensity inside the chamber.
E.2. Noise and light pollution

Figures E.2b and E.2c shows two images acquired by ICCD from a series of 50 images in total. As it is visible on Figure E.2b, some events are clearly above the noise level, but there are also some events which seems to have different structure than typical CCD noise, but they can not be discriminated as they are within the noise level. On Figure E.2c the event which is very strong in comparison to the standard CCD’s noise is presented. This kind of events might be very misleading while performing the experiment, as they might be mistakenly interpreted as a signal form an atom.

The mechanism underlying the additional noise related to the stray light is based upon the build of the ICCD, specifically it is due to the intensifier (see Figure 5.3). When a stray photon hits the photocathode its response undergoes the same statistical rules as shot noise. A single photon which acts on the photodiode might cause an event and generate an electron accordingly to the quantum efficiency described in Table E.1. The electron is subsequently amplified by the MCP plate, whose resolution was characterised to be 19 µm [Technology2012], and detected by the CCD as a Gaussian signal.

Since the nature of the noise is statistical, it can be successfully suppressed by averaging single acquisitions over many repetitions. Figure E.3 compares the signal for both closed an opened shutter over 50 cycles, which shows that both of the signals do not differ between each other. Figure E.3b is not entirely uniform and the upper part consists of brighter pixels than the bottom of the image. It is caused possibly by the light pollution, which reveals some scattering pattern. It is solved by taking background images with the same settings and under the same conditions as the imaging acquisition during the experiment.
E.3 Experimental settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiment</th>
<th>ICCD settings</th>
<th>PAG</th>
<th>readout rate</th>
<th>DAC gain</th>
<th>temp.</th>
<th>gating</th>
<th>exp. time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOF subsection 5.2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>$-20$ °C</td>
<td>fire only</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark Shift subsection 5.3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$-20$ °C</td>
<td>fire only</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime subsection 5.4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$-20$ °C</td>
<td>fire only</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC section 5.5'</td>
<td></td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$-20$ °C</td>
<td>fire only</td>
<td>(10 to 5000) µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E.3: Detailed acquisition settings for dipole trap measurements. temp. denotes the cooling temperature at which the CCD is operated, gating mode corresponds to settings of the intensifier.

E.4 ICCD response to trigger

When waiting for the external trigger, the camera performs continuously External Keep Clean Cycle, which ensures that charge build up on the CCD is kept to a minimum. Once the trigger is received the routine needs to be accomplished, and then the acquisition of the CCD starts. The routine consists of a one charge shift in the vertical direction followed by the one horizontal shift in a cycle controlled by the internal ICCD clock. Because just a single charge transfer from pixel to pixel is relatively long and takes 6.5 µs, while the total size of the ICCD is 1024x1025 pixels, the External Keep Clean Cycle was designed in a way to minimize the delay before the actual image acquisition. Typical values of the acquisition delay were measured and listed in Table E.4. Since the repetitions of an experimental sequence and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>readout rate</th>
<th>delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 MHz</td>
<td>(20 to 30) µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MHz</td>
<td>(20 to 30) µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>(20 to 35) µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>(60 to 90) µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E.4: The acquisition delay due to the mismatch of the internal clock of the ICCD and the sequence repetitions.

internal ICCD’s clock are most likely not synchronized, the typical acquisition delay varies over time.
E.5  Apparatus response for triggers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>apparatus</th>
<th>delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOT coils</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOM in single pass</td>
<td>1.6 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipole trap intensity</td>
<td>13 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE E.5:** The delay in apparatus response for a trigger signal. Definitions of the parameters are explained in the text.

- MOT coils - the delay time shows how much time is required to switch off the current in the coils from its maximum value 3 A to zero. The crucial part is the optimisation of the coil driver, which might result in the delay as long as 5 ms when not being optimised, or 50 µs after driver optimisation.

- AOM in single pass - Model of the AOM used in the experiment is ISOMET 1205C-2-804 with PbMoO4 crystal. According to the specs the minimum time required to switch between different frequencies is described by *Access Time* and equals 1.6 µs for this model [190]. The response of AOM for changing the amplitude of frequency of the RF signal, depends on how long does it take for the acoustic wave to travel through the crystal and reach the laser beam affecting its deflection. Since the crystal is 6 mm long and the acoustic velocity is 3.63 mm/µs, it takes 1.65 µs to travel through the entire crystal. Therefore, the time required to response is less or equal *access time*.

- Dipole trap intensity - In the configuration when the optical fibre was bypassed, the role of switching off the beam intensity was taken by the modulation of the diode current. The delay for a diode intensity was estimated from the decay time of the current supplied by the driver.
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Details for experimental sequence for temperature measurements

After the «off» stage the camera trigger is fired in preparation for the ICCD acquisition. Taking into account the typical delay of ICCD’s response, which is not constant and varies in the range (60 to 90) µs as it was explained in section E.4, the next steps must be adjusted in such a way that acquisition takes place when the probe beams are on during the «flash» stage. To achieve that, the dipole trap beam is switched off a time $dt'$ after the camera is triggered (Figure 5.5), and during the next variable time $dt$ the atoms experience a free expansion. In total both stages are equal to the maximum trigger delay $dt' + dt = 90$ µs. Then, the probe beams are switched to enable the fluorescence signal. The exposure time of the camera acquisition (exp. = 80 µs) is larger than the flash duration (flash = 50 µs), to ensure that the entire fluorescence signal is acquired by the camera.
Appendix F. Details for experimental sequence for temperature measurements

MOT coils
Cooling beam I
Detuning
Repumper I
d-t beam I
Camera trig
Camera exposure

MOT loading
off
dt
flash
readout
beg.

(a) Sequence variant for measurement of the cloud expansion

(b) Sequence variant for measurement of the atoms in the dipole trap

Figure F.1: Detailed scheme of the experimental sequence for Time of Flight measurement. The subsequent stages are: MOT loading = 8 s, off = 10 ms, dt' = variable time, dt = variable time, exp = 80 µs, flash = 50 µs, cam. ref. = 1.4 s, bgc = 1 ms. Names of the events/settings and corresponding values marked on the vertical axes: MOT coils - current applied to the antihelmoltz coils (0 to 2.3) A, Cooling beam I - the total intensity of the cooling beams (0 to 15.3) mW/cm², Detuning - the detuning of the cooling beam from the cooling transition 0 to 2Γ, Repumper I - intensity of the repumper beam (0 to 2) mW, d-t beam I - intensity of the dipole trap beam (0 to 130) mW, camera trig - TTL signal, exp. - the exposure time when the ICCD acquires the signal.
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